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ED’S LETTER

NickSoldinger,
Editor

Welcome! OK, so this is the
issue where we get to
indulge our passions a

little. This is the issue where we devote
as much of the magazine as we can to
the Tour de France. Yes, we know there
are plenty of other people banging on
about it at this time of year, but this is
BikesEtc and if you read us regularly,
you can be confident that we’ll bring
something a little different to the show.

To that end we’ve got an exclusive
interview with David Kinjah, the man
who mentored and coached Chris
Froome in the earliest part of his
career back in Africa. David really is a
remarkable chap who to this day is still
doing whatever he can to encourage
Kenyan youngsters to take up cycling

as a means of keeping fit, staying out of
trouble and finding some direction in
life. He does it all under extraordinarily
difficult circumstances, too, and his
story is all the more inspiring because
of it. He’s a real cyclist’s cyclist, too
– you can meet him over on page 38.

You’ll also find this issue crammed
with plenty of solid advice about how
to learn from the pros you’ll soon be
watching racing through the Alps,
some fun facts about the Tour, some
TdF-related gift ideas as well as a pro kit
spotter’s guide, plus the usual round up
of all the latest kit, and gear. We’ve also
given some of our regulars features a
bit of a (temporary) shake up this issue
so expect to find a few pleasant
surprises dotted about. Enjoy!

www.cyclist.co.uk/35zwiftcomp

W oohoo! The Tour de France is
nearly here and to celebrate
we’ve teamed up with the good

people at Zwift to offer you the chance to win
a year’s subscription to their awesome
multi-user online training service.

Bringing the outdoor cycling experience
indoors, Zwift allows people all around the
globe to ride with each other in the comfort of
their own home. By hooking your turbo trainer

up to the Zwift app on your phone, Smart TV
or tablet you can ride in rich, 3D-generated
worlds – and can even roll on routes used
in the Tour itself . From structured training
programs, to group rides to virtual racing
events, Zwift, which was founded in
2014, describes itself as ‘a growing community
of cyclists united in the pursuit of a better
social fitness experience.’ For your chance to
win, answer the question at the URL below!

TO ENTER, JUST GO TO

AYEAR’S
MEMBERSHIP
TOZWIFT

WIN! £96!
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FUN TOUR
DE FRANCE
FACTS
Theworld’sgreatestbikerace
isnearlyuponus,sohere’ssome
Tourtriviatogetyouinthemood…

IF THE AVERAGE PERSON WERE
TO CYCLE THE ENTIRE 3,540KM
DISTANCE OF THIS YEAR’S
EDITION AT A SPEED OF 25KMPH
(15MPH), THEY’D PRODUCE
OVER 155 LITRES OF SWEAT.
THAT’S ENOUGH TO FLUSH
THE AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD
TOILET OVER 30 TIMES. NICE!

In 1913, the fork on Frenchman Eugène
Christophe’s bike broke when he collided with
a car on the descent of the Col du Tourmalet.
Undeterred, he shouldered the bike (all 15kg of
it) and jogged to the nearest forge, some14km
away. Here it took him four hours of frantic
banging and hammering to repair his damaged
bicycle before he could continue the race. The
hapless rider was then further penalised by Tour
officials because he’d needed to get a local boy to
help him with the forge’s bellows. In those days,
riders were banned from receiving any kind of
assistance and so Christophe was hit with
a 10-minute time penalty. Hey, rules is rules!

The Tour has been blighted by some
spectacular cheats down the years
(yes, Lance, we’re looking at you) but
perhaps the most inventive of the lot
was French rider Jean Robic who, in
1953, swapped his water bottles for
ones filled with lead at the top of climbs
to increase his weight – and therefore
his speed – in the descents.

The 1919 edition of the Tour was the toughest ever. Back then, the race began
and ended in Paris with the route following borders and coasts to complete a
5,560km circumnavigation of the entire country. It was the first Tour to take
place after the First World War, which had left much of France’s road system
in a terrible state. Of the 67 who started the race, just 11 finished it, including
our friend Eugène Christophe who became the first-ever racer to don the
famous yellow jersey introduced that year to highlight the leader. Not that
he was too happy about it, as he was instantly nicknamed ‘The Canary’ by his
fellow riders. Not exactly ‘The Cannibal’, is it?

This year’s Tour de France starts in, er,
Germany. In Düsseldorf to be precise.
It’s not the first time it’s visited the
country, having started in Berlin in
1987, Frankfurt in 1980 and Cologne
in 1965. Technically speaking, it also
swung through Germany in 1906, too,
as at that time Nancy, where stage
3 began, had been nabbed by the
German Empire. Another place this
year’s tour will visit for the first time
is Mondorf-Les-Bains. Stage 4 starts
in this small town in Luxembourg (is
there any other type?), which will
please the locals – particularly 2010
Tour de France winner Andy Schleck.
The first time the Tour started outside
France was in 1954, when the Grand
Départ was in Amsterdam, Holland.
Since then, it’s also started in Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg as well as
the UK, where we’ve hosted it twice.

Current Tour champ
Chris Froome wasn’t
always such a polished
performer. In 2006,
at the Under-23 World
Championships, he
came belting off the
start ramp in the
individual time trial,
took a wrong turn and
smacked straight into
a race official!

EVERY YEAR THERE
ARE 4,700 HOURS OF TV
COVERAGE DEVOTED
TO THE RACE. THAT’S
THE EQUIVALENT TO
OVER SIX MONTHS OF
SOLID VIEWING. TO BE
HONEST, EVEN WE’D
STRUGGLE TO WATCH
THAT MUCH CYCLING.

The Tour’s tiddliest ever
rider is AG2R-La Mondiale’s
Samuel Dumoulin at just
1.58m (5ft 2), while at 1.98m
(6ft 6), Belgian ex-pro Johan
Vansummeren is the tallest.
As for weight, Swiss climber
Leonardo Piepoli holds
the record for being the
lightest at 57kg (8st 13lb),
while Sweden’s Magnus
Blackstedt, who weighed in
at t 95kg (14st 13lb), was
the, erm, biggest-boned.
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At the time of writing BMC’s Richie Porte was second favourite
at 2-1 to win this year’s Tour behind former team-mate Chris
Froome. Having already made more than £1million from cycling
during his career, Porte will scoop prize money worth around
€500,000 if he wins – the equivalent of £125 per kilometre.

This will be Spaniard Alberto Contador’s 10th crack at the Tour
de France. The two-time winner (he was stripped of his third
win in 2010 due to doping) has by our reckoning cycled 28,892.2
Tour-de-France kilometres in total. That’s the equivalent of
riding from London to Paris and back over 100 times!
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CURIOUS
NEW LID
Now,here’ssomethingabitdifferent

T he debate about cycling helmets is one
which will probably never subside. While

we would never advocate not wearing one,
we do get that they can make you look like a
massive mushroom. Which is why these new
lids from Thousand Helmets caught our eye.

Their new Epoch range is unconventional
to say the least, coming across as a mix
between something a scooterist and a
Natuonal Hunt jockey might wear.

Coming in three colourways Speedway
Crème (main picture), the rather tasteful
Willowbrook Mint, and the frankly bonkers
Nordic Wood (the one that looks like it’s
carved from pine!) the shells are made from
durable ABS plastic and lined with EPS foam
to meet European safety standards. Each
also has seven air vents and two internal
cooling channels as well as some other pretty
clever bits of design functionality. The best
of which is the Poplock feature which allows
you to secure your lid to your bike when you
take it off simply by popping a cap located in
the body of the helmet and feeding your lock
through the hole when securing your bike

We also like the faux leathe- straps and the
magnetic buckle that clips it to your bonce
without the need for you to trap your fingers
in the clasp like you do with conventional
helmets. There’s even a chinstrap for added
comfort. We’re not sure how well this one
would go down on your club ride but if you’re

looking for something a little different to
wear when you commute to work or cycle
around town, something from the Epoch
range might just fit the bill.

File this one under ‘urban cyclist’.

looking for something a litt le diff erent to 
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SUNNIES THAT
WILL HELP YOU
LOOK BETTER
Bolléofferprescriptionserviceto
gowiththeirexcellenteyewear

I f you ride a bike, then having good eyesight
is quite useful. And if you don’t, having

a good pair of specs is the next best thing.
Which is why we were delighted to hear that
Bollé now offers a prescription service as
part of its splendid sunglasses range.

Based in the sub-Alps, this French firm
had long catered for the ski brigade before
realising its products had cross-over appeal
for cyclists – even branching out to produce

BOLLÉPRESCRIPTIONEYEWEAR
PRICE:From£159.99
CONTACT:bolle-europe.co.uk

THOUSANDHELMETSEPOCHCOLLECTION
PRICE:£105
CONTACT:bearandbear.com

the highly versatile Bollé Road One helmet a
couple of years back.

Its sunglasses range remains at the core
of its business, though, and its prescription
service is built around its B-Thin active tech.
Offering the majority of prescription-glasses
wearers either single vision or varifocal lenses
in a range of +6.00 to -8.00, everyone from
pros to everyday punters can now benefit from
this whether they’re opting for shield designs
such as the aeromax (pictured) or the firm’s
many multi-use leisure glasses.

B-Thin uses something called axial
compensation technology, which basically
means that they’ll recalculate your
prescription to compensate for the distortion
naturally created by the curve on the frame
and on the lens.

If you think that’s smart, get this. When the
prescription is high, an algorithm modifies the
geometry of the inside of the sunglasses to
reduce thickness on the edges of the lenses,
too. The result? Your all-round dynamic vision
improves allowing you to see what’s going on
around you – such as an overtaking car– as
well as what’s happening ahead, reducing the
need to keep swivelling your head.

The lenses are available in over 50
combinations, ranging from photochromatic
to high-impact polycarbonate ones, and a
variety of colours with all providing 100% UV
protection. Bollé’s website will also help you
find a local optician who can sort you out.

KIT



whyte.bike

Ever set off for a gentle road ride but ended up in a jarring tussle with the cracked and potholed British asphalt?  Not anymore. 
Whatever surface the road throws at you there is now a road bike that really can cope with it all - the Whyte Glencoe.  

It’s a bike that deenes the emerging 650b x 47c RoadPLUS category, with long and stable frame geometry speciecally tuned for this 
wheel size. It purrs along on smooth tarmac - but when the going gets tough the Glencoe really comes into its own, providing supple 
grip and cossetting comfort, encouraging you to push forward where you’d normally pull back and carry more speed, grip and 
conedence into the bend.

IIf you love to ride but have had enough of Britain’s torn-up tarmac, the Glencoe is right up your street.

Model shown - Whyte Glencoe SRP £1299.  For more information – or to try one for yourself, contact 
your local Whyte retailer. 

UK designed for whatever the road throws at  you
Take the rough with the smooth
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IBIKEPOWERPOD
PRICE:£300
CONTACT:dhwagencies.com

POWER METER
RAISES THE BAR
Novelhandlebar-basedgadgetpromises
affordabilityandaccuracy

F or any cyclist who takes racing and
training seriously, a power meter is

a must-have gadget, but while they’re
more affordable than ever, they still
represent a hefty investment.

Now imagine a power meter costing
just £300, and what’s more, one that
doesn’t need to be installed in a crank,
pedal or wheel hub. Instead it clips to
your handlebars using any GoPro-
compatible mount, making it a doddle
to install, and just as easy to transfer
between bikes. If you’re imagining a
device looking like the tiny plastic pod
you see here, you’re spot on, because
that’s exactly what the PowerPod is.

Unlike traditional power meters,
which use strain gauges to measure

input, the PowerPod measures wind
resistance via an air intake port on the
front of the device, and combines it
with your speed which it gets
wirelessly from an ANT+ sensor. It
then crunches the numbers using
some clever algorithms and displays
your power output on your Garmin.

As long as you’ve taken care with
set-up and calibration, the PowerPod
claims to offer accuracy comparable to
dual-sided power meters that measure
the input from both legs. Which means
that when you’re watching the Tour
next month, and riders’ power data
is displayed on the screen, you’ll now
be able to see exactly how much more
training you’d need to do to keep up!’.

NEW SHIMANO ULTEGRA GROUPSET IS ACE!
MeettheR8000–agroupsetthat’sawashwithtrickledowntech

W hen Shimano’s new Ultegra groupset
was announced we couldn’t wait to see

what trickle-down tech would be in the
imaginatively named R8000 (and R8070 in the
electronic Di2 variant). We weren’t disappointed.
The headline grabber is that Ultegra branded
hydraulic disc brakes have been included in both
variants – although rim brakes are also
available. But perhaps more intriguing is the fact
that many of the innovations developed for the
pros (and the wealthy) who use Shimano’s
top-tier Dura-Ace line are also included.

We give you exhibit one – the derailleur
design. The slimmed down, ‘Shadow’ style rear
mech is basically the same as the one found on
the Dura-Ace 9100, and is much more refined
than the one you’ll find on the old Ultegra 6800,
which this groupset replaces. The front mech
is also far more svelte than its predecessor, with
cable routing neatly tucked away inside, and the
ability to fine-tune the cable tension without the
need for an inline adjuster.

The shifters, meanwhile, have been
calibrated to make shifting more positive, too,

while the hoods are now bedecked in some fine
looking, new grippy material. Which brings us
on to the devilishly handsome crankset with a
two-tone matt/gloss finish on the crank arms
which are both also much wider than their
predecessors – for added stiffness – while also
12g lighter. Other notable attributes include the
impressive range of gearing that the cassette
can accommodated (up to 11-34), and its weight
– the lightest set up comes in at just 4,071g –
84.5g lighter than the 6800. Available from July,
expect to see us testing it out some time soon.

SHIMANOR8000GROUPSET
PRICE:From£999forthemechanicaloption

CONTACT:shimano.com

GEAR
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BIKEFITFOOTCALCULATOR
PRICE:Free
CONTACT:bikefit.com

NEW APP PUTS FEET FIRST
BikeFitgiftnewcyclistsanewproductthat’llhelpdoawaywithhotspots

G etting a proper bike fit is
something that should be on

every cyclist’s to-do list, but they
do, of course, come at a price.
Unlike this new app from BikeFit
which is absolutely free. OK, so
it may not be able to give you the
deep level of service you’d get from
a qualified bike fitter, but as
a cost-free option it’s still good.

The app is called the Foot Fit
Calculator and as its name
suggests, it’s specifically concerned
with helping you customise the fit
of your bicycle shoe to your pedals.
According to BikeFit, about 90% of
us don’t fit into our pedals properly,
with our feet being angled against
the flat surface of the pedal, which
can result in knee pain or hotspots
in the bottom of your feet, as well as
reduced ability to generate power.

To solve this, all you need to do is
download the app and then phone
a friend. Once your chum arrives,
fire up the app and hand over the
phone. Then, facing away from
them, take your shoes off and kneel
on a chair with your knees slightly
apart and your feet hanging over
the edge of said sitting apparatus.
The app will now get your pal to line
up the on-screen measuring tools
with each foot in turn and take
a photo. It’ll then work out the
number of cleat wedges you need to
create a neutral foot position when
your feet are on the pedals and spit
out the results. Simple, huh?

The app is only available for
Android devices at the moment,
although we do believe that plans
to roll it out as an Apple product
are, ahem, afoot.

HOW THE INTERNET IS BEATING BIKE CRIME
Theonlinebikeregistrationservicethat’sgrowingfast.Seriouslyfast…

stolen on the database via your online account.
Buyers and sellers of second-hand bikes can also
benefit from a level of protection from the service
as an ownership document (effectively a log book)
can be downloaded to prove that the person selling
a bike actually owns it.

This part of the service is free, but to really get
the most from what’s on offer, it’s also advisable
that you purchase one of their security marking
kits. These range in price from £12.99 to £29.99
plus delivery, depending on the level of security
you’re after – the more expensive kits, for example,
allow you to mark independent components. By
marking your bike in this way, you effectively give
it a unique registration number which is added to
your account details. This will help police quickly
identify your bike if it’s stolen, while the warning
sticker you’ll be issued with can be applied to your
bike’s frame to let potential thieves know that you
use BikeRegister. Something which should be
enough to deter all but the thickest thief.

Signing up for BikeRegister could also save
you a few quid, too, as its service is now widely
recognised by the insurance industry as providing
a highly effective deterrent. So if you do set up
an account, ask your insurance company about
a discounted rate for your current policy.

BIKEREGISTER
PRICES:Fromfree

CONTACT:bikeregister.com

W ith up to half a million bikes reported stolen
in the UK each year, anything you can do to

keep your beloved safe from theft has to be good
a thing. Which is why we’d like to give an honourable
mention this month to BikeRegister for breaking
a new record in the war against thieving toe rags.
The National Cycle Database, as it’s otherwise
known, recently registered its 650,000th
bicycle – a milestone that’s worthy of a loud and

raucous cheer in our humble opinion.
If you’re not aware of how BikeRegister

works, it’s a nationwide service that’s endorsed
by both the police and the Crimestoppers charity.
All you need do is simply create a BikeRegister
account online, log in and enter the relevant details.
These details are then held on a secure database
which all UK police forces have access to. If your
bike does go missing, you can then flag it up as

TECH



”The alternative
is always a
compromise.”
M I K E — M E C H A N I C

Choosing the right spare parts is all about the details. That’s why I advise Shimano Original Parts. They are

developed as part of a total integrated system so a new chain or brake pad can make your bike feel like

new again. That’s why you should insist on Shimano Original Parts. The alternative is always a compromise.

SHIMANO
ORIGINAL
PARTS
INSIST ON IT
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PRUDENTIAL
RIDELONDON2017
CONTACT:
prudentialridelondon.co.uk

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
CAMPAIGN: AN UPDATE
HowahumblematishelpingUKpolice
makeBritain’sroadssaferforcyclists

RIDELONDON ROLLS
INTO THE RECORD BOOKS
Men’sracebecomesBritain’sfirstevertoachieveWorldTourstatus

A couple of issues back, we
reported the launch of Cycling

UK’s #TooCloseForComfort
fundraising campaign. The idea was
simple, to get enough cash together
to help Britain’s police forces raise
awareness of motorists who drive
dangerously close to cyclists. Well,
within a ridiculously short space of
time the charity’s target was not only
reached but breached, with a total of
£14,568 eventually raised.

Since then, Cycling UK has been
busy bulk-buying ‘close pass’ mats,
which show the 1.5m-wide berth
motorists should be giving cyclists,
and offering them to Britain’s 45

police forces. So far 36 have taken
the charity up on the offer, with North
Yorkshire, Avon and Somerset, and
Greater Manchester’s forces among
the first to get involved. It’s West
Midlands Police, though, who deserve
the loudest round of applause,
because the entire campaign
was sparked by an initiative they
introduced last year with their ‘Give
Space, Be Safe’ operation.

By sending plain clothes officers
out on bikes with the close pass
mats, and pulling over drivers whose
overtaking was deemed dangerous,
West Midlands began an education
and enforcement action that changed

driver behaviour overnight, reducing
the number of reported close passes
in the region by a whopping 50%.

Go to cyclinguk.org to see if your
local force is among those who’ve so
far signed up to work with Cycling UK.

And, if they haven’t, well, there’s no
harm in asking them why, is
there? You can either email your
local force directly via their website
or go to police.uk/feedback and
send them a (polite) message!

The speed Alex Dowsett recorded on Strava on
a descent during the Tour de Suisse under the
heading ‘Don’t Tell Mother’. On that kind of form,
how can Movistar Team not pick him for the Tour!115kmh

with thousands more spectators lining the
routes to cheer them on.

The action begins with youth, handcycle
and BMX competitions at Lee Valley Velo Park
on Friday 28th July. The Saturday then sees
70,000 riders of all ages enjoying traffic-free
road rides through London in the FreeCycle
event, followed by the Brompton World
Championship and the Women’s Prudential
RideLondon Classique – which was awarded
Word Tour status last year.

The event ends on Sunday 30th , when
25,000 riders take on the RideLondon-Surrey
100, while 5,000 more tackle the shorter
RideLondon-Surrey 46. The men’s pro race
then provides the fireworks at the end of the
whole shebang. If you’re not already riding,
why not treat yourself and the family to a day
or three of two-wheeled fun and see some of
the world’s best riders in action while you’re
at it. For a list of full events see the website.

I t may only be five years old but Prudential
RideLondon-Surrey Classic is now playing

with the big boys. Shortly before going to
press, we heard that 2017’s London-Surrey
Classic will make history on Sunday 30th July
as the UCI has made it Britain’s first ever
men’s World Tour race.

‘Every year the race has grown in stature
with the quality of teams getting stronger and
stronger,’ Race Director Mick Bennett told

us. ‘Last year we welcomed superstars such
as Chris Froome and Geraint Thomas, and
saw former world champion Tom Boonen
sprinting to victory. And having UCI status
means that a record number of World Tour
teams will be taking part this year.’

The race is part of a three-day festival
of cycling that attracts over 100,000 riders
(both professional and amateur) to seven
different events over the last weekend in July,

INSIGHT
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TOUR
DEFRANCE
BIKES

ORBEA ORCA M11I
TEAM £5,499

FACTOR 02 DURA-ACE
DI2 £7,750

SPECIALIZED VENGE
VIAS DISC ETAP £8,500

Live out your pro
fantasies by riding
the same bike as your
favourite stars…

WORDS MATT PAGE
PHOTOGRAPHY ANTHONY PEASE

ONTEST
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Having hosted the Tour of
Britain, Dartmoor was the ideal
testing ground for our pro bikes

FIRSTRIDE Probikes
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FIRSTRIDE Probikes

O ne of the rewards of
being a pro cyclist is
being able to race on the

latest cutting-edge technology
(even disc brakes) as the teams
aim to equip their riders with
the lightest, fastest bikes in
their battle to save every watt
and scrape every second. And
one of the great things about
being a cycling fan is that
exactly the same equipment is
available for you to buy and ride
yourself – albeit at a price.

With the Tour de France
approaching, we’re taking a
look at three bikes that are
likely to feature prominently in
the race: the Specialized Venge

ViAS, as ridden by perennial
Green Jersey favourite Peter
Sagan; the Orbea Orca, a super-
lightweight machine used by
French outfit Cofidis, including
climbing specialist Dani
Navarro; and a newcomer in the
shape of British brand Factor’s
O2, as used by AG2R and their
GC contender Romain Bardet.

All three are available on the
open market, but what benefits
can they bring to the average
cyclist? Is it worth an amateur
spending several thousand on
a top-end racing machine, or
are they just expensive toys?
We took our trio for a day out on
Dartmoor to find out more…

Back in the 80s and 90s, pro
racing bikes often bore little
resemblance to what you could
buy in the shops. Custom steel,
aluminium or even titanium
frames, as light as possible, and
sometimes designed only to be
ridden in a single race and often
with custom geometry to fit the
individual rider.

The switch to carbon in
the late 90s saw pros starting
to use stock frames, since the
manufacturing process makes
it more expensive to build
custom sizes, which means
the bike you buy is identical
to the pro version.

That said, teams will often
use prototype parts, not yet
available to buy, and unbadged
components and clothing are
a regular sight – this will often
be to cover up the branding if
a rider is using a favourite bit
of kit not supplied by one of the
team’s official sponsors.

One area where amateurs
have the advantage is with bike
weight – UCI regulations set a
minimum bike weight of 6.8kg,
but modern technology makes
it possible (with enough money)
to build much lighter bikes, so
you can arguably have an even
better bike than the pros!

Ride like the pros

SEE
PAGE 120
FOR OUR

TEST RIDE
REPORT!
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Three bikes to make
you feel like a pro –
but can they make
you ride like one?





COFIDIS & UNITEDHEALTHCAREPRO TEAMS:

O rbea is a Spanish brand with a
reputation for bikes designed
for climbing, which is why it

has long sponsored pro teams who love
nothing more than racing over the Alps
and Pyrenees, such as Cofidis, whose
roster includes Vuelta mountain
stage-winner Dani Navarro.

The Orca is its all-round racer and
the one that most sponsored riders will
be riding. Our M11i Team model comes
from the higher end of the range,
but still a couple of steps down from
the very top. Nonetheless, we were
instantly smitten with its impressively
low weight, which comes in at exactly
6.8kg, the UCI legal minimum.

Leaving the scales behind and
heading out on the road, the geometry
and frame stiffness show the bike’s
racing pedigree. On smoother roads,
the Orca is a joy to ride, but on rougher
roads there’s a noticeable difference
between front and rear comfort, with
the rear giving a smooth ride while the
front is quite harsh. This is especially
so on smaller bumps where vibration
buzz feeds through to your arms.

The Orca’s low weight is a definite
benefit on climbs, although under
higher-power efforts there is
noticeable flex in the rear, mostly
from the Mavic Ksyrium Elite wheels.
The rims are also narrow by modern
standards, which has a knock-on effect
for the tyre width, bringing them up
narrower than the stated 25c size.

On the components front, SRAM’s
eTap system is superb, with intuitive
wireless shifting, excellent hood
shape and easy adjustment. The SRAM
Red brakes are equally impressive,
with immense stopping power and a
great feel. With the aluminium rims,
braking in the wet is good, too. The
FSA Energy finishing kit is a mixed
bag, with comfortable bars that have
a good shape but one small niggle was
that the stem has protruding bolts that
knocked our knees a few times when
climbing out of the saddle.

The race specific geometry gives
fast, agile handling and feels stable on
the downhills. For those after a fast,
lightweight bike for the mountains,
this would be an excellent choice,
with SRAM’s superb electronic
shifting as an added bonus.

Fast, agile and very light,
the Orca is designed to
shine in the mountains

Orca M11i Team £5,499
ORBEA

Lightweight Spaniard with sights on KOMs
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PRICE: £5,499
WEIGHT: 6.8kg (size 51cm)
FRAME: Orbea Orca OMR
Carbon frame and fork
GROUPSET: SRAM eTAP
BRAKES: SRAM Red
CHAINSET: SRAM Red 22,
50/34 compact
CASSETTE: SRAM Red
XG-1190, 11-28
BARS: FSA Energy Compact
STEM: FSA Energy
SADDLE: Prologo
Scratch-2 TiroX
SEATPOST: FSA SL-K
WHEELS: Mavic
Ksyrium Elite
TYRES: Mavic
Yksion Pro Griplink front
& Powerlink rear 25mm
CONTACT: orbea.com

CONCLUSION
The Orca is significantly cheaper than
the other bikes on test, setting off its
super-lightweight frame and SRAM eTAP
groupset with a mid-range wheelset.
Despite the slightly harsh front end, this
is a thrillingly fast and impressively agile
bike with a real penchant for going uphill.

GOOD
■Groupset SRAM eTap is
superb all round.
■Low weight Even with mid-
range kit the whole bike hits
the magic 6.8kg mark.
■SRAM Red brakes As good as
rim brakes get, in all weather.

8.7
OVERALL

10

Rating

DESIRABILITY

THE RIDE

COMPONENTS

FRAME

FIRSTRIDE Probikes

NOT SO GOOD
■Harsh front end Narrow
tyre and harsh fork don’t give a
comfortable ride.
■Stem bolts Protruding bolts
knocked our knees.
■Wheels Noticeable flex under
power and narrow rim.
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AG2R-LA MONDIALEPRO TEAMS:

F actor first came onto the scene a
few years ago with the innovative
but wacky 001, which cost a

staggering £23k. The British company’s
aim was to create a bike that threw out
conventional thinking, using Formula
One tech to revolutionise bike design.

The O2 is in many ways a step back
towards more traditional ideas, which
is largely down to the need to comply
with UCI technical regulations. This
might not sound like progress but it
has allowed the still young company to
become official bike supplier to the
French AG2R-La Mondiale team.

This is not to say that it has thrown
out all the 001’s innovative design, and
with a claimed frame weight of 840g,
this is still cutting-edge stuff. The full
bike tips the scales at a non-UCI-
compliant 6.4kg, making it the lightest
bike we have ever tested in BikesEtc.

Shimano’s Dura-Ace 9070 Di2
groupset is faultless, but we’d have
liked to see the latest-generation 9150
components on a bike costing nearly
eight grand. That aside, it’s hard to
fault any of the component choices.
The Black Inc Thirty carbon clincher
wheels are a real highlight, being very
light but also plenty stiff enough under
the hardest efforts, while their bespoke
hubs with low-friction Ceramicspeed
bearings will appeal to those looking to
save every last watt of power.

Niggles? The hidden seatpost bolt is
a fiddle to fit and the seatpost did slip
a few times, but this was cured with a
generous application of carbon paste.

A welcome surprise was just how
comfortable the O2 was to ride. The
superlight integrated bar and stem
(with a claimed weight of just 220g)
contributes to this in no small
measure, with a noticeable amount of
flex when on the drops, which some
riders may find disconcerting. At the
rear, the comfort is mostly thanks to
the very slim seatstays, but aided by
the seatpost and saddle which flex
enough to further reduce road buzz.

The O2 isn’t quite perfect, with a
few issues on our test bike that might
have been picked up during quality
control on assembly such as a loose
bottle cage, but small niggles aside, the
Factor wowed us with its comfortable,
fast and hugely rewarding ride.

Factor is a newcomer to
pro racing, but has hit the
ground running with the O2

02 Dura-Ace Di2 £7,750
FACTOR

Innovative British company stepping up with UCI-approved frame
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PRICE: £7,750
WEIGHT: 6.4kg (size 56cm)
FRAME: RGi Carbon frame,
RGi Carbon Svelte fork
GROUPSET: Shimano
Dura-Ace 9070 Di2
BRAKES: Shimano
Dura-Ace 9000
CHAINSET: Shimano
Dura-Ace 9000, 53/39
CASSETTE: Shimano
Dura-Ace, 11-28
STEM/BARS: Factor
RGi Carbon integrated
aero system
SADDLE: Prologo
SEATPOST: Carbon
WHEELS: Black Inc
Thirty clinchers
TYRES: Schwalbe
The One, 25c
CONTACT: factorbikes.com

CONCLUSION
The O2 achieves the almost impossible
combination of low weight, stiffness and
comfort, with a flawless groupset and
superb wheels. It stops short of perfection,
but overall, Factor has put together a high-
performance package that you don’t need
to be a pro rider to appreciate.

GOOD
■Extremely light The lightest
bike we have ever tested!
■ Impressive wheels Very light
but also very stiff.
■Comfort Light, stiff and
comfortable. A trio that is rare
and difficult to achieve.

NOT SO GOOD
■ Integrated bar/stem The flex
can be a little disconcerting.
■Hidden seatpost clamp
Fiddly to adjust.
■Finishing touches Slightly
short of the perfection we’d
hope for at this price.

9.3
OVERALL

10

Rating

DESIRABILITY

THE RIDE

COMPONENTS

FRAME
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BORA-HANSGROHE, QUICK-STEP FLOORSPRO TEAMS:

Venge ViAS Disc eTap £8,500
SPECIALIZED

Aerodynamic missile designed for speed

I f a bike can look fast, the Venge
ViAS ticks that box. The 64mm-
deep wheel rims, contoured down

tube and seat tubes, aerodynamic
seatpost and integrated cockpit all add
up to give it a super-swift appearance.

Looking fast doesn’t always mean
actually going fast, of course, but the
Venge succeeds with that, too. With a
very low, aggressive position, it picks
up speed quickly and holds onto it.

It’s a little heavier than you might
expect, showing that the emphasis
here is on aerodynamics. But despite
the extra grams – perhaps accounted
by the disc brakes – we hit several PBs
on climbs where the gradient was not
too severe, which goes to prove that
aerodynamics are a significant factor
even when climbing. It’s only when you
hit the really steep gradients that the
weight becomes noticeable.

It’s worth noting, though, that this is
not a bike for beginners, with handling
proving to be something of a lottery at
times, especially in the wind. Even
slightly turbulent air, such as when
following a car or sudden gusts from
the side can really throw the bike with
the 64mm deep-section carbon rims
making it a handful.

There’s no doubt, though, that the
Roval CLX wheels are a real benefit for
straight line speed, especially with the
super-fast Specialized Turbo Tubeless
tyres fitted. Component choices
elsewhere on the bike are equally
flawless, with SRAM’s eTAP hydro
groupset complemented by the
addition of a Quarq power meter built
into the chainset – it’s rare to see a
power meter fitted as standard.

So, what’s the catch? Apart from the
high price, it’s not the most
comfortable we’ve ever ridden, but
both factors are what you’d expect
from a bike with genuine pro racing
aspirations. That said, we did take on
some big distances and survived with
no real discomfort. This will have been
helped by the 26mm tyres on our test
bike, though the standard spec is for
22mm front and 24mm rear for
maximum aerodynamic efficiency and
low weight. A welcome plus is that bike
fitting that’s included as standard, with
the option to customise everything
from bar width to crank length.

The Venge ViAS is a
purebred pro bike, built
for nothing but speed
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PRICE: £8,500
WEIGHT: 7.8kg (size 52cm)
FRAME: S-Works FACT 11r
Carbon frame and fork
GROUPSET: SRAM eTAP
BRAKES: SRAM Red eTAP
Hydro Disc
CHAINSET: S-Works
FACT Carbon with Quarq
power meter, 52/36
CASSETTE: SRAM Red
XG-1190, 11-32
BARS: S-Works
Aerofly ViAS
STEM: Venge ViAS Aero
SADDLE: Specialized Body
Geometry S-Works Power
SEATPOST: Specialized
Venge Aero seatpost,
FACT carbon
WHEELS: Roval
Rapide CLX 64 disc

CONCLUSION
For the right person, this could be the
perfect bike. The aggressive, low and fast
riding position won’t suit everyone, and
while the disc brakes are superb, it means
it can’t be raced in the UK. But there is no
denying this is one of the fastest, most
capable bikes around, and we love it!

GOOD
■Speed Probably the fastest
bike we have ever tested.
■Disc brakes Superb all-
weather braking performance.
■Bike fitting included All
components can be changed
for a perfect fit.

NOT SO GOOD
■Deep front wheel Can be a
handful in windy conditions.
■Difficult if travelling
Integrated parts make packing
the bike for travel trickier.
■Not race legal Disc brakes are
still barred in UK road races.

9.1
OVERALL

10

Rating

DESIRABILITY

THE RIDE

COMPONENTS

FRAME
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8.7
OVERALL

10

WHEELS

THE RIDE

COMPONENTS

FRAME

FACTOR 02
DURA-ACE DI2
£7,750

SPECIALIZED
VENGE VIAS
DISC ETAP
£8,500

ORBEA ORCA
M11I TEAM
£5,499

W hen given the opportunity to test
such a superb selection of bikes,
we can count ourselves lucky. All of

them proved to be fantastic bikes and it was
hard to choose a favourite, but when you’re
spending this kind of money, it’s not
unreasonable to expect something close
to perfection in every department.

The Orba Orca is a light and seriously fast
bike, with the superb SRAM eTAP electronic
shifting, and the SRAM Red rim brakes,
which are some of the best we’ve ever used.
To take things to the next level, a set of stiffer
race wheels would improve performance as
well as appearance.

Specialized set out to create the fastest
bike possible with the Venge ViAS and we
think they have succeeded. If your main goal
is speed, look no further. For the average
rider, however, the deep-section wheels and
uncompromising ride might be a step too far.

Factor is a relatively new company but is
already sponsoring a World Tour team, which
is quite an achievement for the small British
firm. The O2 is its first ‘regular’ style bike, but
what a first bike! It is incredibly light, has very
little flex, comes with fantastic wheels and
despite a couple of minor flaws, is difficult
to fault overall. Light, stiff, comfortable. It
seems you can have all three – at a price.

FIRSTRIDE Probikes

Factor02
Impressive performance from the new prestige brandGOLD

AWARD

9.3
OVERALL

10

WHEELS

THE RIDE

COMPONENTS

FRAME

9.1
OVERALL

10
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THE RIDE

COMPONENTS
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T H E M A N W H O
M A D E F R O O M E

A mentor to generations of Kenyans, meet
David Kinjah, the cycling godfather who

taught Chris Froome to ride
WORDS JOSEPH DELVES

PHOTOGRAPHY JEROEN VAN LOON

K I N J A H
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‘ THE OTHER RIDERS
STARTED CHASING
ME. I DIDN’T
WANT TO BE THEIR
PUNCHING BAG
AGAIN, SO I KEPT
PEDALLING!’

Chris Froome might hold a British passport but he
was born and first rode a bike in Kenya. The man
who taught him how is David Kinjah. The first black
African rider to sign for a European pro team, in
a country more readily associated with distance
running, the road that led Kinjah to racing bikes and
becoming the one-time coach and mentor of the
world’s most famous cyclist is a long one.

Having left school at a young age, like most
Kenyans, Kinjah dreamed of becoming a footballer.
‘Kenya is really a footballing nation with a running
problem,’ Kinjah explained when BikesEtc caught
up with him ahead of this year’s Tour.

‘But the beach where I played was a long way away,
so I would run there,’ Kinjah recalls. ‘It was about 34
kilometres every day, and I was starting to turn into
a runner by accident. Luckily, my friend’s dad had
a bike that we used to learn to ride, and then I found
a BMX in a junk shop and started riding that to the
beach. On the way, I would get in little races with the
people I’d see each day, so I started trying to make my
bike faster by putting on lower handlebars and a big
seatpost made out of an old pipe.’

With his newly improved ‘super bike’ Kinjah
started going out riding by himself. Unlike some
other parts of Africa that had been colonised by
France, at the time there wasn’t much in the way
of cycling culture in Kenya.

‘There was one bunch of guys I saw around who
were proper cyclists. They wore Lycra and funny

I
t’s 2013. In the shade of a room crowded with
innumerable bicycle parts, trophies, cycling
magazines and soft toys, a gaggle of boys lean in to
get a closer view of the rider on screen. The small
satellite TV is a new addition. Bought the previous
year by their coach David Kinjah, its purchase
was something of an extravagance, although it’s
about to prove a good investment. The focus of
their attention is one of Kinjah’s former pupils

and, like them, a member of the Safari Simbaz team.
Meaning ‘wandering lions’, both he and the boys watching
learnt to ride a bike while bunking at the compound up in
the highlands north of Nairobi. Over 4,000 miles away, the
rider on screen is about to win the Tour de France.

helmets. One day I started following them. They
must have been having an easy day because I kept up
with them for a long time. Eventually, one of them
asked me what are you doing on this funny bike?’

Curious about the young rider on his strange bike,
the cyclists invited Kinjah on one of their rides high
up into the mountains. Much of Kenya sits at high
altitude and theory has it that this is the likely cause
behind its incredible number of endurance runners.
Although Kinjah lived near the coast at sea level, as
soon as you move inland from where he lived at the
time, the hills rise quickly upwards.

The route the riders would take climbed through
the towns of Mazeras and Mariakani, then around
to Kaloleni at around 200m altitude.

‘On the very first hill they started attacking and
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I got dropped,’ says Kinjah. ‘By the top I was pretty
angry. I thought these guys have invited me along
to use as a punching bag.’

But when the riders regrouped they told Kinjah
they were impressed with his riding. Despite this,
the youngster didn’t think he’d keep up on the next
climb and told them to go on ahead.

‘A bit further along, I saw their bikes lined up by
a roadside kiosk. They were there having chai [tea]
and mandazi cakes. I didn’t stop because I had no
money, but when they saw me pass they finished
their tea quick and started chasing me. I didn’t want
to be their punching bag again so I kept pedalling.
When I got over the hills to Kaloleni, I could only see
one rider following!’

The riders quickly took Kinjah under their

tutelage, and one, a man called Sabri Mohammed
even found a spare bike so that he could fix it and
start training properly.

‘I thought, “These guys aren’t so bad after all!”
Mohammad taught Kinjah to fix bikes, and soon

he was riding with a club. Increasingly obsessed with
cycling, by 1999 Kinjah was accomplished enough to
start racing abroad with a Kenyan amateur team, and
having ridden well at the Tour of the Seychelles was
invited by the head of the UCI to try to qualify for the
following year’s World Championships. Having
gained a wildcard entry, and without much support
forthcoming from his own national federation, the
French team loaned him a time-trial bike to compete
on. The following year, Italian squad Index–Alexia
offered Kinjah a contract to ride alongside Giro

David Kinjah leads the pack through
Kenya’s rough highland roads, where
mountain bikes with fat tyres are often
a better bet than road bikes – but the
racing is still highly competitive
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d’Italia winner Paolo Savoldelli for the 2002 season.
The move would make him the first black African to
ride at such an elite level. Sadly, the team collapsed
in 2003, leaving Kinjah to eke out a living riding at
smaller races in Belgium and the Netherlands.

In the following years, Kinjah regularly competed
at the Commonwealth Games, and at mountain bike
races. He also threw more of his energy into running
the Safari Simbaz project (see safarisimbaz.com)
which he’d set up in 1998. Echoing the support given
to Kinjah by the riders who’d taken him on that first
ride in the mountains, the Simbaz were a loose group
of local kids who Kinjah looked out for and taught to
ride and fix bikes at his home outside Nairobi.

In Swahili, ‘Mzungu’ roughly means ‘aimless
wanderer’. Originally applied to early European
explorers, the term has become a default description
for European people across the African Great Lakes
region. For Kinjah, the arrival of one at his Safari

Simbaz compound was something of a surprise.
‘I first met Chris Froome through his mother

when he was 11. She was divorced and looking for
someone to take care of him while she worked as a
physiotherapist. Chris’ older brothers were back in
the UK at university. So Chris was left behind. He was
really a mama’s boy and he seemed kind of lonely.
They lived in a rich person’s area, but were staying
in servant’s quarters. All the other kids he knew were
in better schools, so he was by himself a lot. He’d
come by the compound on his little BMX. His main
friend was his bicycle.’

Despite Froome’s shy disposition and the initial
curiosity of the other kids he quickly appeared to feel
at home at the compound.

‘There were no white people coming to the village.
So to see Chris was quite weird at first. Suddenly
there’s this kid who comes every day when the
schools are closed and hangs around. There were no
other Mzungu kids there, but he didn’t seem to care.’

In fact, despite being the only white kid to ride

with the Simbaz, in most respects the young Chris
Froome didn’t stand out much at all.

‘He knew nothing about racing, he was just like
any other kid. Everything was interesting to him.
He wanted to learn how to fix his bike, he wanted to
come on longer rides with us. Then he started asking
to come to races. He was focused from the beginning
but he wasn’t a strong rider. He was young, he was
skinny, he was shy. We didn’t take him seriously. But
upstairs he was very disciplined.’

The young Froome started spending much of his
free time at Kinjah’s ad-hoc academy. Known as ‘the
straight one’ for his beanpole physique, he started
competing in the boys’ races where riders on heavy
Dutch bikes and battered BMXs rode alongside those
lucky enough to own, or have begged, a proper racing
bike. With so many youngsters riding and racing,
Kinjah’s compound quickly became the centre of
the Kenyan cycling scene.

Still, Kenya at the time wasn’t necessarily the idyll
it appeared. Prolonged poverty, increasing ethnic
tensions and the al-Qaeda bombing of the US
Embassy in Nairobi in 1998, meant that cycling
around the countryside and townships was a
potentially risky undertaking, particularly for
a 14-year-old white boy.

Having graduated from Banda School in Nairobi,
and with the family’s fortunes looking up, the
15-year-old Froome moved to South Africa to further
his education. At the late age of 17, he finally got his
own road bike. Despite the move, the cycling bug had
stayed with him, and in the holidays he would return
to ride with Kinjah and the Simbaz.

‘He seemed very happy to be back with the boys,’

Bikes and cycling kit are expensive,
which is why Kinjah still uses the
relatively cheap footballs to teach
Kenyan youngsters the importance
of teamwork and physical fitness

‘I FIRST MET FROOME
WHEN HE WAS 11.
HE’D COME BY THE
COMPOUND ON HIS
LITTLE BMX. HIS
MAIN FRIEND WAS
HIS BICYCLE’
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explained Kinjah. ‘Always making clumsy jokes.’
Kinjah started coaching Froome remotely, despite

having only sporadic access to the internet. Racing
with the Simbaz, and on his own in South Africa,
Froome was also starting to win junior events. Still,
Kinjah had no inkling that his young charge would
go on to triumph at the highest level.

That changed at the Tour de Maurice in 2005.
A six-day race around the island off the coast of

Africa, Froome won a stage, but found himself
bullied by the local favourites, a pair of brothers who
at the time dominated cycling on the island. Knocked
off a podium place he felt to be rightfully his, on
returning home he promised to Kinjah that next year
he’d teach the other riders a lesson, and poured all
his energy into training for the event. On the second
stage of the 2006 race, Froome found himself alone
with his former tormentors, who started teasing him
about his chances and swearing at him in patois.

‘He turned and said to them, “Shhhh!”’ says
Kinjah, holding a finger to his lips. ‘Then he just rode
away.’ Froome won that stage, and the following one,
before taking overall victory. ‘That’s when I knew
this kid was serious!’

Although a breakthrough race for Froome, a win
in Mauritius wasn’t likely to attract much attention
outside of Africa. To pursue a career as a cyclist,
Froome needed results on the international stage,
and without a permanent spot on a pro team, this
would mean being called up by his national
federation to compete abroad.

By now the strongest rider in the country, the
Kenyan Cycling Federation was nevertheless
surprisingly reluctant to select him. ‘I fought hard
for Chris to go to the Commonwealth Games in
2006,’ says Kinjah. ‘The Kenyan Federation didn’t
want to send him. They thought Kenya should be
represented just by black athletes. I got really mad.
We fell out so badly I almost ended up getting banned
from cycling by the Federation.’

While Kinjah’s academy provided and developed
much of Kenya’s cycling talent, its founder had long
had a fractious relationship with the head of the
country’s official cycling federation, Julius Mwangi.
With a fleet of bicycles sent from Europe to the
Simbaz somehow disappearing after having been
first delivered to the Federation, the two were
already on poor terms even before Mwangi’s refusal
to select Kinjah’s promising Muzungu.

‘FROOME TURNED TO
HIS TORMENTORS AND
SAID, “SHHHH!” THEN
RODE AWAY AND WON
THE STAGE. THAT ’S
WHEN I KNEW THIS
KID WAS SERIOUS!’
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As well as teaching his rising young
stars such skills as mastering the rollers
(top), Kinjah also provides them with a
practical grounding in bike repair and
maintenance (above)

However, with the potential Commonwealth
Games squad consisting of Simbaz, Kinjah and the
riders threatened to go on strike unless Froome was
allowed to ride. Eventually, the Federation relented.
After having borrowed money to attend the
qualifying races in Egypt, Froome eventually secured
an invite to compete in Melbourne at the games.

But the difficulties didn’t end there. Not only did
their bikes never arrive, but Kinjah claims the
Kenyan officials deliberately tried to scupper the
team’s chances at the games, even going so far as to
hide their food and water supplies for the race. It’s
a claim that’s also been repeated by Froome.

Despite these difficulties, Kinjah took off on a
long breakaway during the race. Caught towards the
close, the Kenyan riders lit up the event, with Froome
attacking after his mentor was reeled back in. He
eventually finished at the head of the six-man
Kenyan squad, coming 25th – two places ahead
of the older rider.

It was a ride that caught the attention of Team GB
performance director David Brailsford, the man who
would become Froome’s boss at Team Sky.

Later that same year, Froome used Mwangi’s email
login to surreptitiously enter himself for the UCI
Road World Championships. It was a sneaky move
but it paid off massively.

A good showing at the race meant he was picked
up by South African team Konica-Minolta, and the
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‘Bikes are so expensive,’ he explains. ‘We play a lot
of football.’ It’s a sport Kinjah believes helps to
develop the type of tactical thinking that can make
for a good cyclist. More importantly, though, it
means he can help more people. ‘A ball is less than
a dollar,’ he tells BikesEtc. ‘And you don’t need shoes,
so everyone can have a go. When we don’t have to
choose who can come it’s much better,’

Nowadays, for those who show real potential, the
Simbaz have a feeder programme that works with
African teams like Dimension Data, home to Eritrean
riders Daniel Teklehaimanot and Natnael Berhane,
along with Rwandan Adrien Niyonshuti. It’s this
programme that Kinjah dreams will produce the
next Chris Froome and perhaps Africa’s second
Tour de France winner.

As well as teaching his young protégés,
David Kinjah still rides regularly, proudly
wearing the distinctive yellow colours
of the Safari Simbaz team (above), but
it was a different kind of yellow jersey
that his former charge Chris Froome
presented to him in 2013 (below)

following season he secured a spot on the Barloworld
Team (alongside Geraint Thomas), along with a
call-up for the Tour de France in what was only his
second season as a pro. A strong performance at the
2009 Giro d’Italia resulted in a move to Team Sky.
Playing super-domestique to Bradley Wiggins, in
2012 he finished second in the Tour de France.

That was the year Kinjah decided to buy himself
a TV. The next summer he and the Safari Simbaz
used it to watch Froome win his first Tour. Before
the season was over, Froome would return to Nairobi
to show Kinjah and the Simbaz the yellow jersey.

It was an emotional return for the wandering lion.
But while Froome may be the most successful Simba
to date, Kinjah has plenty more young protégés.
Since the future Tour champion lodged at his house,
the project has grown to support around 40 young
boys, providing them a place to stay, along with
teaching them to ride and maintain bikes paired
with the IT and life skills to help find work.

‘We choose cycling because it’s powerful. It’s not
a sport for cry-babies,’ says Kinjah. ‘Cycling suits
Kenyans because you need to be lean, you need to
be smart, you need to endure, and you need to be
hardcore. Kenyans are already hardcore because
of the lifestyle. We just need to transfer that to the
bicycle. There’s no one eating chips or hamburgers in
the villages. Some of the kids who come have parents
who don’t value education, so they have lots of time
to train. But we don’t want strong, stupid cyclists.
That’s why we teach mechanics and IT, because not
everyone can be Chris Froome.’

Despite a huge desire to help everyone who turns
up at the project, limited resources mean that not
every Safari Simba can always borrow a bicycle. And
while Kinjah is still an advocate of the life-changing
potential of the bike, football allows him to support
more young people.
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BECOME A DEMON
SPRINTER
There’s a lot more to winning a sprint
than just being the fastest rider
– current World Champion Peter
Sagan may not have the pure speed
of Marcel Kittel or Mark Cavendish,
but he wins a lot of races. As the race
enters the final kilometre, he will sit in
the slipstream of other riders, using
his exceptional bike handling skills
to switch from one wheel to another,
leaving it as late as possible to make
his move – often as late as the final
50m. This is because wind resistance
increases with speed and riding with
your nose in front of the pack will
burn you out in seconds. Just
be careful not to leave it too late!

FOCUS ON THE
POSITIVES
‘As a pro cyclist, there are a hell of a lot
more bad days than good days,’ says
Movistar Team’s Alex Dowsett. ‘During
races, you get a lot of mediocre days, a
few terrible ones and a couple of really
good days when you win a stage or help
your team to victory. But once you get
those days under your belt, it makes
you completely forget all the rest of the
stuff.’ Remember this advice from the
man who held the World Hour record
for just one month when it comes to
your own trials and tribulations in the
saddle: because you can’t set a personal
best every time you ride a time-trial,
or bag that Strava KoM every time you
tackle a climb. Persevere though and
you will reap the rewards – eventually!

CHECK
THE

ROUTE
Going over a race route

in advance is a vital part
of preparation for every
pro, working out where

are the key points to
attack (or watch out for
rivals attacking). For a
sprinter such as Mark
Cavendish, studying

the final kilometres of a
sprint stage is especially

important. ‘The night
before, me and my lead-
out man Mark Renshaw

spend an hour or so going
through the last 2km,
making sure we know

every corner and exactly
where we can go,’ he says.
Using technology can be a
great help when planning

and checking your own
rides. ‘A few years ago,
Google Maps came out

and we were the first guys
to use it to check the route
the night before,’ Cav adds.
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USE A POWER
METER
Chris Froome is famous for riding ‘by
the numbers’ on climbs, using zones
and limits on his power meter to ensure
he stays at a level he can sustain for the
whole climb. ‘Power is a very accurate
measure of how strong a rider is,’ says
Teun Van Erp, sports scientist for Team
Sunweb. Van Erp once measured the
peak power output of sprinter Marcel
Kittel (now at Quick-Step Floors) at
1,900 watts, but for climbing, you’re
more interested in your functional
threshold power (FTP), the maximum
power output you can sustain for a given
period. Regular FTP tests in training
will help you work out you your zones
and measure your efforts on those
big mountain passes.

2
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MAKE SURE YOUR SHOES FIT
Cycling shoes are designed to have very stiff soles to ensure no
power is lost due to flexing while pedalling. But if your shoes
don’t fit properly, this can lead to ride-ending pain. ‘Every foot
is different, so when racing at a professional level, you need your
insoles to be customised to your foot,’ says top German sprinter
Marcel Kittel, who insists on shoes with a bespoke fit. Luckily,
there are many after-market products you can buy to customise
the fit of your own shoes, such as Bontrager inForm Footbeds
(£24.99, trekbikes.com). Also ask a bike-fitter to check your cleat
position, another major factor in pedalling efficiency and comfort.

MAKE SURE YOUR BIKE IS FIT
There’s no point putting in months of training for an event if, when
it comes to the big day, your bike isn’t up to the job. ‘Make sure you
regularly give your bike the once over,’ advises Team Sky’s Geraint
Thomas. ‘I’m lucky to have mechanics who look at this now, but I’m
still in the habit of checking my brakes and tyres before any ride!’
For those of us who don’t have mechanics to look after our bikes
for us, regular inspection of cables, gear indexing, brake blocks,
tyre wear, and chain and cassette wear is vital to ensure continued
smooth running – and don’t forget regular cleaning and lubing
either, which will extend the life of components.

WEAR
THE

RIGHT
KIT

The right clothing for the
conditions is vital. Pros
are lucky to have team
cars to carry a kit bag

full of spares for them,
and although we don’t

have that luxury, we can
use our jersey pockets
instead. ‘Cycling gear

is all about layers,’ says
Geraint Thomas. ‘Avoid
heavy materials which
aren’t breathable, and

are heavy to carry if you
need to take them off.

Any layers that I take off
when I’m out riding will
fit in the back pocket of

my jersey.’ A lightweight
gilet is ideal for keeping
the wind off the chest on

descents, while a packable
waterproof will help keep

off the worst of the rain
but can be stowed away

when not needed.

CORNER LIKE BARDET
Riding downhill fast isn’t just about
aerodynamics, it’s about having the skill
and confidence to take hairpin bends
at great speed. One of the best at this is
Frenchman Romain Bardet, who won stage
18 at the 2015 Tour by attacking on the
descent of the Col du Glandon. To descend
like Bardet, look ahead to where you want

to go, plan your line through the bend and
brake before reaching it so that you enter it
at a safe speed; lean the bike hard into the
turn with your outside foot in the 6 o’clock
position and your hands in the drops for
maximum stability; above all else, practice
as much as possible to build the confidence
to push hard when it matters most.
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USE YOUR GEARS ON CLIMBS
‘Don’t just use the highest gear you can,’ says former Tour
winner Sir Bradley Wiggins. ‘You may go a little slower on
a lower gear, but if you’re pedalling more quickly and more
smoothly, you’ll go further and faster in the long term, with
happier legs.’ It’s all about maintaining a cadence you can
sustain to the top of the climb. ‘When you arrive at a hill,
select a lower gear to start with, remain in the saddle
and changeup if you’re comfortable,’ adds Sir Wiggo.

MAKE YOUR
BODY MORE
EFFICIENT
A low, tucked-in position might be best
for aerodynamics, but it can restrict your
ability to breathe freely. This is why Chris
Froome adopts a more upright position on
climbs, where aerodynamics aren’t such
a big factor. ‘I like to sit up, open up my
chest a bit and have good leverage with my
hands,’ says the three-time Tour winner.
He adds, ‘I don’t want my upper body to be
moving from side to side, as that’s a waste
of energy, so I try to keep my upper body
motionless and let my legs do all the work!’

WORK ON
YOUR RIDING
POSITION
There’s more to going fast than simply
spending a fortune on the world’s most
aerodynamic kit. ‘I saw a guy riding a
Cervélo P3 [time-trial bike] with full
Dura-Ace and an Assos skinsuit and he
was sitting more upright than I would on a
mountain bike,’ says Movistar’s Brit time-
trial specialist Alex Dowsett. When you’ve
found the right position, practice riding
in it. ‘When you time-trial, you’re using
different muscles in new ways, so unless
you put in the hours in that position, it’ll
be a huge shock on race day.’
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ACCLIMATISE
AT HOME
Before heading off to race in warmer
countries, Chris Boardman used to tape up
the windows, turn up the heating and put
in a long, hard session on the turbo trainer.
This ensured his body was used to racing
in the kind of stifling summer heat the
pros experience in the south of France on
the Tour. Sounds a bit extreme, but worth
considering if you’re entering an event
such as the Étape du Tour which involves
riding in a climate you’re not used to.
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HAVE A
FUELLING
STRATEGY
Team Sky’s nutritionist Dr
James Morton analyses
every stage of the Tour
and puts together a video
presentation for riders to
help them understand when
and what to eat. ‘We try to
emphasise that in the first
60-70km, you should be
using this strategy, then in
the next 100km you should
be doing this; for caffeine
to have a specific effect,
it should be taken by this
time. Riders know that
on certain climbs, after
so many kilometres, they
should be doing strategy A,
or strategy B, or strategy
C – there’s a plan for every
possibility.’ When planning
your own rides, work out
which sections will be the
biggest energy drain and
ensure you’re well topped
up before you reach them.

GET QUALITY
SLEEP IN
Winning a gruelling 21-day stage race
like the Tour isn’t just about how well
you perform on the bike, it’s about what
you do off the bike, too. So what do the
pros do at the end of each day, after their
post-ride interview, meal and massage?
As little as possible! Sleep is vital to
the recovery process, when your body
repairs and rebuilds muscles. It’s why
Team Sky transfers its riders’ personal
mattresses and pillows to each hotel
between stages. Not that this is anything
new – back in 1968, Dutch rider Jan
Janssens would bring his own blinds on
the Tour to ensure he could block out
the light in his room properly!

USE MIND
CONTROL
Overcoming the physical barriers to
winning a race like the Tour de France
is only half the battle. ‘A lot of cycling is
mental. In fact, I’d say it’s half mental
and half physical,’ says Team Sky’s
Geraint Thomas. ‘You go through so
much in your head. That little voice
is telling you to stop: “What are you
doing?” It’s a big battle but you learn
to break the ride down into smaller
sections and keep going.’ Do the same
during your own races or sportives,
setting a number of intermediate
targets, such as the next hill or feed
station, and aim for those rather than
think about the distant finish line.

DON’T RIDE
ON GELS
ALONE
When working out your fuelling
strategy for a long sportive or race,
consider whether gels are the best
option or if you’re better off sticking to
real food. ‘It all depends on the stage
of the race,’ says Team Sky’s Dr James
Morton. ‘The convenient thing about
gels is that they’re easy to digest and as
it’s a 20g serving of carbohydrates, you
know what you’re getting and it’s going
to do the job. But if you’re riding for five
or six hours, it’s good to have some solid
food containing protein as well, which is
important for recovery.’

13
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EAT WELL AFTER THE RIDE
At the end of every stage of the Tour, Team Sky return to the hotel to
a well-balanced meal cooked by team chef Henrik Orre. This contains
all the nutrients they need to recover ahead of the next day’s racing.
‘Post-ride,’ explains Orre, ‘you want to have a meal that’s low in fat with a
moderate level of carbs and high in protein – my spicy chicken casserole
with celeriac and mango is cooked in an apple juice broth, giving it a lot
of low-fat protein.’ The mango and celeriac, meanwhile, add fibre and
antioxidants, as well as many valuable micronutrients. For this recipe
and more, see Orre’s book, Velochef (£35, rapha.cc).

START THE DAY WITH
A GOOD BREAKFAST
Ensuring the body’s glycogen stores are well topped up is vital
ahead of a big ride, whether it’s a race, sportive or even just
training. ‘For long rides, you need to have a good bowl of porridge
with nuts,’ says Team Sky’s chef Henrik Orre. ‘This is packed with
carbohydrates and fibre, while the nuts add protein and fats. You
could have soft muesli but it’s better to have something cooked
because your stomach will digest it better.’ Another pre-ride
favourite of Team Sky pros is an omelette made with three eggs and
topped with ham, which provides a high level of protein and fats.

CHOOSE
THE

RIGHT
RIDE
FUEL

A common problem for
many cyclists is an upset

stomach caused by too
many energy gels, but

this is avoidable, says Dr
James Morton, Team Sky’s

chief nutritionist. ‘Some
gels aren’t optimised for
fast delivery, so they sit

in your guts and result in
a lot of gastrointestinal
issues, especially if you
don’t consume enough

liquid. We use SiS
isotonic gels (£10 for 10,

scienceinsport.com) that
are designed to empty

from your stomach
quickly and get into your

muscles more quickly.’

WORK ON YOUR DESCENDING
One of the most memorable – and
remarkable – sights in the 2016 Tour
was Chris Froome racing away from the
peloton on the descent from the Col de
Peyresourde at the end of stage eight,
sitting on the top tube with his body
over his handlebars. We wouldn’t advise
copying his highly unconventional style –
it’s potentially dangerous and what’s more,

according to research from the University
of Technology in the Netherlands, it’s not
all that effective. The Dutch scientists
found that Peter Sagan’s preferred
position, sitting on the top tube but much
further back, was 17% more aerodynamic,
while staying in the saddle with the hands
in the drops, and head low down over the
handlebars was 12% more efficient.
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THE
FINE
ARTOF
GROUP
RIDING
Grasping at the splitting
links of a chain gang or
floating in a bunch can be a
terrifying, even dangerous
experience. But, it doesn’t
need to be. Here’s how best
to ride in a pack…
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY STEVE THOMAS
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W atching the cut and thrust
of the Tour de France
peloton on TV is an
exhilarating experience,
but just thinking about

putting yourself in the middle of that fast-
moving, viper-like pack can also be a terrifying
prospect. Yet, despite the competitive nature,
the conditions, and the potential hazards,
most of the time you’ll see that the bunch moves
along fluidly, calmly, and without mishap –
which all comes down to the basic skills and
experience of the riders, and the mutual
awareness, understanding, and respect for
each others safety and well-being. The self same

principles apply in every bunch situation, be
it the Wobbly Wheelers club run, the Étape
Caledonia or Stage 13 of Le Tour.

Sure enough, as with any skills and technique,
it takes time to learn to ride well in a group,
but the basics required to make the whole
experience easier and safer are something
that can be learned by any cyclist.

A cycling club is a great place to learn to ride
in a bunch and become aware of the nuances
of chain-gang warfare, but if you’re going to be
heading straight into a sportive this summer
without going this traditional route, or want to
be a bit clued up before you join that club ride,
what do you need to know?

‘R iding a wheel’, ‘on the wheel’, and
‘following a wheel’ are common cycling

expressions, which most riders are familiar
with – but following a wheel is not simply a
case of riding behind another rider, it’s doing
it to maximum effect. The very concept of
bunch riding is to work together to make
a ride easier and faster (and to have a more
sociable experience) by fighting the wind as
one unit. The more effectively each person
‘rides the wheel’, the more efficient the
group’s ride. Each rider does this by gaining as
much shelter from the wind as possible from
the rider(s) in front, thus reducing their
individual power output, while also being
mindful to keep the group safe at the same
time. In order to do this, each rider needs to
see how the rider ahead rides. So, next time
you’re on a group ride, don’t just be alert to the
road conditions and the behaviour of the
bunch, but also be aware of how the rider in

WHY
RIDE INA
GROUP?

front of you is riding: are they smooth? Are
they easily distracted? Do they get out of the
saddle a lot? In other words, how safe are they
to get close to? This will determine how close
to them you can ride while staying safe.

In a relaxed situation, you can ride up to
a metre behind the rider in front of you, but
as soon as the pace goes up, you’ll need to stay
as close as is safe, with the wind direction
ultimately determining where you’ll ride
most efficiently. If it’s coming from head on,
for example, then you’ll need to ride directly
behind the rider in front, ideally keeping a
distance of about 15cm between your front
wheel and their rear wheel. If you’re nervous
about clipping the wheel in front, however,
you can always ride slightly off to the side –
although never, ever overlap your front wheel
with the rear wheel of the bike you’re trailing.
Not unless you’re planning on crashing!

When riding in a crosswind rather than a
headwind, your riding position wants to be
deliberately off to the sheltered side of the
rider in front, where you’ll gain maximum
protection from it. Again, hold a distance of
between 15-30cm and be sure to let the rider
know you’re there.

Should you find yourself struggling to hold
onto the pace in either of these scenarios then
slowly move over and let the riders behind take
your slot in the group – make sure you let them
know what you’re doing with a shout and
a gesture first, though, to prevent a pile up.

Riding to the
sheltered side of
another rider can
be as effective in
a crosswind as
riding directly
behind them
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STAYASCLOSEAS ISSAFE
TOTHERIDER INFRONT,
IDEALLY15CMBEHIND
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PELOTON
VSCHAIN
GANGVS
ECHELON

Cycling jargon can be baffling at the best
of times, but when we talk about a bunch,

group or peloton we mean the same thing,
be that a gang of mates out for a Sunday ride,
or the main field in the Tour de France –
although most associate the term ‘peloton’
with groups in a competitive situation.

When the speed goes up and the pressure
is applied, the group stretches out and, as
it does, the way the group works together
changes – and so does its name. When things
really start to heat up, especially when
headwinds or crosswinds become a factor,
and the bunch fragments, riders combine
their efforts for maximum effect in a line,
or chain, that continually rotates with each
rider taking a turn at the front. Which is what
the term chain gang means (well, in cycling,
as opposed to the US penal system) and is
something that’s most often associated with
high-intensity group training rides.

When the wind hits a chain gang hard from
the side, however, it again changes its form
and its name. The chain gang now angles itself
diagonally across the road to better combat
crosswinds by providing optimum shelter for
as many riders as will fit in the width of that
space, turning constantly as riders revolve
through what is known as a paceline, almost
like they’re on a conveyor belt. The chain gang
has now turned into what’s called an echelon.

Riding effectively in an echelon is high-
level stuff. Although the basic theory is easy
enough to grasp and utilise semi-effectively,
the skill it takes to perfect this can only be
earned in tense and windy situations, and
over a long period of time.

To see its full power expertly displayed, you
could do worse than study the Spring Classic
races, particularly those of northern Europe.
Taking place early in the pro cycling season
when the weather is at its most blustery, the
masters of the art can shred even the world’s
best riders by simply riding and estimating
echelon direction and pace to perfection.

WHENTHEWINDHITSACHAINGANG
FROMTHESIDE,THEGROUPANGLES
ACROSSTHEROAD INANECHELONTO
PROVIDEOPTIMUMSHELTERFORRIDERS

A peloton can look
like a disorganised
mass but it takes
discipline and skill
to ride safely in
a big bunch
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WHERE
TORIDE IN
AGROUP

climb when you’re closer to the front, and, of
course, you’ll be in a better position to be a
part of the action. Riding in the middle of the
bunch is where most riders find themselves,
however, and when you inevitably do, bear in
mind that you need to keep one eye on things
ahead of you – not fixate on the wheel in front
of yours. So keep your head up, and be aware
of climbs, turns, and other riders around you.

The back of a group, meanwhile, is not a
good place to be unless it’s a small or social
bunch. You have to work much harder to
compensate for the whiplash effect on every
corner, fight for survival on climbs, and are
more exposed should there be a mass crash.

Needless you say, you will find yourself
in all of these positions at any given time, and
the key with each is to be patient, and not
panic. As mentioned, it’s better to be nearer
the front of a group if possible, so always look
for opportunities such as lulls in the pace, and
gaps opening in front to move up through the
ranks. Search for the path of least resistance
that’ll allow you to flow forward in a group
as opposed to drifting backwards.

Where you actually position yourself
in a bunch differs from a club run

situation to a sportive or race, and depends on
a compendium of varying factors– objectives,
road and weather conditions, duration,
terrain, even how you’re feeling.

In a leisure or club situation, things are

more relaxed, and it’s a social affair where
everyone works together and shares the
load in a revolving two-rider, chain-like
manner. Shirking your stint at the front will
not make you very popular, and that will be
remembered and repaid in some place at
some time by the other riders. So if you can,
take your turn on the front, but don’t be too
hard on yourself (even a token stint on the
front is appreciated). If you are suffering or
noticeably weaker than the other riders then
stay further back and take an easier ride.
Don’t be intimidated and forced into working
too hard, as it means you will get dropped
shortly afterwards. Popularity with your
peers goes a long way, but conserve enough
energy to last the ride with them.

In you’re in a race, you should aim to be
towards (but not necessarily on) the front of
the group. The main benefits of staying close
to the front are that you’re less likely to find
yourself in trouble if accidents occur – the
further back you are, the more riders you’ve
got to plough into if the group goes over. It’s
also easier when you need to make turns or

GROUP
WARNING
SHOUTS
ANDWHAT
THEY
MEAN

‘Out/swing out’
There is usually an
obstacle, a car, or
a slower rider on the
inside of the road,
so move over.

‘Car up/single out’
Usually a car behind, or
sometimes a jam ahead
– get into single file.

‘Right/left/inside’
A rider behind is coming
past, hold your line.

‘Come through’
Come and take your
turn at the front.

‘Up’
Either a late warning of
a pothole or obstacle,
or a rider wants to slip
in front of you.

‘Swing up/swing off’
Swing off the front of the
group.

‘Easy/ease up’
Ease off the pace, there’s
someone in trouble behind.
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SINGLE-
FILERIDING

It’s not that often that you’ll get to ride on
closed roads in Britain, so those big, road

manoeuvres you see the pros pull on TV when
they swing from side to side are a no go. On
a bike, you’re in a vulnerable situation when
it comes to traffic and hazards, so there are
several times in most group situations that
you ride in a single line.

When you have a narrow road without
a clear view ahead, a wet or blind corner or
descent, or when you have traffic behind, get
into single file. Usually the chants of ‘car up’
or ‘single out’ echo through the bunch, and a
Mexican-wave of right arm swings to the rear
signify that this is about to happen. The rider
on the outside is usually the one to gently slip
behind the rider in front, and every rider in

the group eases off a little to allow that gap to
appear, and then be filled, all very smoothly.

On a training or social ride, ‘line-outs’
occur regularly as the wind gets stronger
and the pace increases. These are designed
to make life easier and faster by leaving just
the front rider/riders to handle the wind.
In these situations, the idea is to keep the
pace silky smooth, and not to vary the effort
too much when the front riders change the
lead. The front rider usually moves over just
a metre or so and eases up slightly, allowing
the following rider to take the lead, and then
slips back into the group at the rear, or further
down the line. The rider following through to
the front usually does so into the windward
side, thus giving the other rider a little respite.

WHENTHECALLGOES
UPTO ‘SINGLEOUT’,
THEGROUPEASESUP
SLIGHTLYTOALLOWTHE
RIDERONTHEOUTSIDE
TOSLIP INTOTHELINE

As the wind gets
stronger or the
pace increases,
filing out into a
single line can
make life easier
and faster for the
whole group
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ACCIDENTS
AND
ETIQUETTE

group informed of oncoming bends, obstacles
or road hazards. If a pothole is spotted ahead,
pass the word back to the riders behind you.

When it comes time to blowing your nose
then either move out sideways or do it into
your hand and hurl it down low, rather than
releasing a snot rocket into the faces of those
following in your wake. Good manners are
always appreciated and usually reciprocated
in a good group of riders.

Finally, a word on sportives which may
come in handy if you’re heading into one
and haven’t had much experience of riding
in a pack. In some of these long-distant
events, you can find yourself surrounded by
hundreds or even thousands of other riders.
That in itself affects the way you ride, but
the main consideration to look out for is the
difference in experience and fitness levels of
those riders, which can make for a tense and
nervous situation, particularly at the start.
Indeed, the first hour or so of these events can
be crazy, and potentially dangerous. The key
is to stay calm and within your limits until the
field thins out. Avoid riders who are obviously
inexperienced (or those with scar-covered
elbows and obviously tense shoulders!) and
try to find a comfortable group of riders who
you can confidently work with.

As the event moves on, you’ll find your pace
and rhythm. Keep at a reasonable pace, and
‘surf ’ between groups, follow the wheels and
keep sheltered, this way you can move along
comfortably. Avoid erratic solo riders and aim
to hop on and off the back of faster groups for
a free ride, especially into the wind, and on
the climbs stay within your limit. Do all that,
and you’ll arrive alive, happy and well!

GROUP
HAND
SIGNALS
EXPLAINED

As with a line of dominoes, one bad move
when riding in a group and potentially

the whole pack falls. In a bunch, riders are
reliant upon each other for their collective
safety. The first and foremost word to
remember is fluidity – it’s jerky, unpredictable
reactions that usually cause incidents and
accidents in a bunch ride. So always brake
steadily, not sharply. And if ever you need to
slam the anchors on for some reason, then
glance to your side and shout your intentions.
For obvious reasons, being aware of the
riders around you is key to staying safe on a
group ride, but it’s particularly important to
be aware of those who are behind you. This
is especially true on hills or sprints. When
you get out of the saddle to put down more
power, your bike momentarily slows down,
appearing to thrust backwards, meaning the
rider behind can potentially slam into your
rear wheel. So when you do elect to stand on
the pedals, do it smoothly and stand upright,
rather than push forward – it could help keep
you and others out of A&E.

Awareness of other riders is also important
if you intend to change position in the group.
Always look around you first, and if you need
to move out, then make sure the riders around
you know your intentions by telling them, and
then make your move smoothly.

If you need to look behind you, always do
it when it’s clear, as you’ll almost certainly
drift sideways – which can, of course, be
dangerous. The best idea is to get on the tops
of the bars, tell the rider next to you what
you’re about to do, and then put one hand
on their shoulder before looking around.

Communication is again key to keeping the

Turning
A pretty straightforward hand
signal in the direction of the turn,
often also pointed and waved.

I have a problem
One arm up in the air,
accompanied by the
rider moving out of
the group or slowing
down. It could be
a puncture, or that
a ‘natural break’
required –or they’re
done for the day.

Pothole/obstacle
A thigh-level point in the
direction of an obstacle,
usually with a wagging hand.

Single file
A sweeping waist-level gesture
of the lower arm signalling
towards the rider’s rear.

Slow down
An up-and-down patting
of the hand to the side.

I’m changing my
position in the group
A long point from the side of
the handlebars to where a
rider is intending to change
his position in the group.

Come past me
or come through
A knee-level side gesture to the
rider behind to come past, or
a flick of the elbow.
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* Cycling Plus, January 2017

DISC 6000
SCULTURA

Also available in non-disc version

THE SCULTURA DISC 6000 IS A STUNNING
ENDURANCE BIKE, WITH POISE, SPEED
AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.

*

DISC 6000
SCULTURA

THE SCULTURA DISC 6000 IS A STUNNING THE SCULTURA DISC 6000 IS A STUNNING THE SCULTURA DISC 6000 IS A STUNNING THE SCULTURA DISC 6000 IS A STUNNING 
ENDURANCE BIKE, WITH POISE, SPEED ENDURANCE BIKE, WITH POISE, SPEED ENDURANCE BIKE, WITH POISE, SPEED ENDURANCE BIKE, WITH POISE, SPEED 
AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.AND COMFORT IN ABUNDANCE.

*



BEST
IN TEST

BEST
VALUE GOLD

AWARD

FAST TYRES p82

GEAR
PRO KIT p66

DISC BRAKE WHEELS p76

TOUR DE FRANCE GIFT GUIDE p58
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All the cycling stuff you never knew you wanted reviewed, previewed, tested, ridden
and ocassionally broken – all in the name of finding out more about bikes etc…

BEST IN TEST
The overall winner in each group test.
Scoring highly in all criteria, it will be
an excellent all-rounder. Where two
or more items achieve equally high
scores, it will be the one that has that
extra something – a touch of style, a
special feature – that takes the prize.

BEST VALUE
The winner of this award may not have
the highest overall score in the test,
and it may not be the cheapest, but it
will always represent especially good
performance at its price.

BIKESETC GOLD AWARD
This prestigious award goes to bikes,
accessories, components or items
of apparel with exceptional levels of
performance, design and build quality
that make them must-haves. Don’t
expect to see it every issue – we only
hand it out when it’s truly deserved!

THE AWARDS

CHANGING
GEAR

Meet the coveted gongs we lavish for excellence!



£55

prendas.co.uk

LA VIE CLAIRE-RADAR-WONDER RETRO JERSEY
This is a faithful replica of one of the most iconic

jerseys ever to have featured in the Tour de France,
which appeared in the 1985 edititon on the backs
of such legends as Bernard Hinault and Greg
LeMond. According to the former, the team chose
its striking design, inspired by the works of Dutch

modernist artist Piet Mondrian, to brighten up the
peloton. Whereas the original was made of wool,
this is constructed from breathable Microsense
fabric, has a 14cm zip at the front, three pockets to
the rear and is available in sizes ranging from
XS to XXXXXXL. Something for everyone then!

A nd so it’s almost
that time of year
again, when for a
few brief weeks the

best cyclists on the planet
take on the world’s
toughest bike race.

When asked what he
thought of 2017’s Tour
de France route after its
unveiling back in October
last year, the ever-
understated Chris Froome
said, ‘Tough.’ He’s not
kidding! We can barely
comprehend what it must
be like to ride 2,200 miles
over the course of just
21 days, let alone the fact
that in all l that road
chomping competiiors
will need to conquer the
Pyrenees, the Massif
Central and the Alps in
almost successive stages.

What we can do, though,
is watch on in wonder, and
immerse outselves in
what will be one of this
year’s sporting highlights.
In fact, we’ve already
started to get all giddy
headed about it. Which
is why we’ve put this gift
guide together, partly
as a way of sharing a few
excellent Tour de France-
related objects with you,
and partly because we
couldn’t wait to start
babbling about it! We
hope you can forgive us!

TOUR DE FRANCE
GIF TS We seek out the very

best of the stuff
which celebrates
The World’s Greatest
Bicycle Race ™

R O U N D E D U P !
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£1,299

proformfitness.co.uk

£7.99 procyclingtrumps.com

I-FIT TDF 1.0
EXERCISE BIKE

Not cheap, but for around
£900 (there was 31% off as we
went to press) you get not just a
great exercise bike but one that’ll
simulate real-life Tour de France
routes. With 24 pre-set Tour apps
you can choose mountain stages,
downhill stages and time trials.
You can even up the Tour de France
fun by popping your tablet into the
bike’s holder, going to i-Fit’s website
and have footage of the routes play
out before you as you cycle them.

PRO CYCLING TRUMPS PLAYING CARDS
Raleigh bikes, Dr Who, Lego… there are some things in this life

that age cannot wither and this classic card game is one of them.
The company what produces them does a whole range of cycling-
related versions (as well as wall prints) ranging from track stars
to climbs, and can even create customised cards featuring your
cycling chums. The Legends edition you can see here features 54
all-time greats including Hinault Kelly, Le Mond and more. Ace!

SOLID SILVER
CYCLING CUFFLINKS

Cufflinks are a great way to
express a little individuality or
personality in an understated way
and if you’re going to be suited up
and stuck in an office during tthe
Tour de France (or know a fan who
is) this pair of out-of-the-saddle
sprinters make for a perfect treat
or thoughful gift to help get you
through the day. Handmade by
English Cufflinks from solid sterling
silver, these come in a beautiful
little presentation box.
Very subtle.

£95

notonthehighstreet.com
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TOUR DE FRANCE JERSEYS COFFEE CUP SET
Four iconic jerseys you’ll see in the Tour de France

were the inspiration behind the paint job on this set of
four Italian-style, kiln-fired ceramic coffee cups. In the
Tour, the green jersey goes to the rider with the highest
number of sprint points, the Polka dot jersey by the King

of the Mountains, while the yellow jersey, of course,
is worn by the overall time leader. The rainbow jersey,
meanwhile, is worn by the reigning World Champion, so
look out for Peter Sagan rocking those colours – at least
until he swaps it for his customary green jersey.

£45

coffeeandcols.com

CERAMIC TOUR DE FRANCE COASTERS
If like us you’re a sucker for the Tour’s heritage, you’ll like this set of four

ceramic coasters featuring reproductions of vintage tour posters. The first
one dates from 1924, when Ottavio Bottecchia became the first Italian to win
the race. The second (1936) was the last Tour to be directed by founder Henri
Desgranges. The third ( 1952) witnessed Coppi’s second win, while the fourth
(1957) saw the first of Jacques Anquetil’s incredible five Tour wins.

COPPI BIANCHI 1952 CYCLIST AND CAR
1952 was the year that the great Italian cyclist Fausto Coppi didn’t so

much win the Tour de France as smash it. In fact, he dominated the race
so much that organisers had to increase the prize money for second place
just to keep things interesting! This handmade, 1/43 scale diecast model
of Coppi astride his Bianchi Specialissima in its signature celeste colour,
with accompanying Fiat support vehicle, is made by British firm Desktop
Peloton. It’s also one of the most preposterously desirable things we’ve
seen since we made it to adulthood! Perfect for any serious pedal head.

£42 etsy.com

£25 notonthehighstreet.com
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Join and support us: cyclinguk.org/join

*£3.59 a month based on Adult Membership of £43 on a monthly direct debit payment option. The offer of a Lezyne medium saddle bag worth £25.99 is subject to availability and
whilst stocks last. Colour may vary. One saddle bag per membership. Applies to new members or memberships only. Saddle bag offer valid until 31/07/17. Other T&Cs may apply.
Cycling UK is a trading name of Cyclists’ Touring Club (CTC) a company limited by guarantee, registered in England no: 25185. Registered as a charity in England and Wales charity

no: 1147607 and in Scotland charity no: SC042541. Registered office: Parklands, Railton Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 9JX

Free saddle bag
worth £25.99*

when you join Cycling UK
Quote code: ADS17BE5

Membership at just £3.59* amonth gives you:
• The best third party liability insurance for cyclists – £10m cover, with no excess
- peace of mind on and off road, including sportives

• Six issues a year of Cycle, the UK’s most widely read cycle magazine!
• Over 13,000 local rides and events every year, including hundreds of sportives
• Cycling related legal claims advice – members get 100% of any compensation
• Discounts - 10% discount off cycle related products in Halfords stores;
15% off with Cotswold Outdoor; plus more! (T&Cs apply)

We’re the national cycling charity. Having been around for
138 years, we always have been, and still are, the cyclists’
champion. We won the right for cyclists to use the roads
in 1888 and continue to campaign today for safer cycling.
And through our projects, we enable everyone to enjoy the
thrill of cycling. Join us today and enable us to domore!

Enjoy the ride

Join Cycling UK



£102.34

giftsdirect.com

£149

coolinarium.de

TOUR DE FRANCE
WINE GIFT SET

France is famous for many things
– long bread, even longer bicycle
races and, of course, lovely wines
that don’t last too long once they’re
opened. This selection is from the
southwest of France and includes
two fruity bottles of Bordeaux (the
famous wine-producing region
was first visited by the Tour back
in 1903 and has featured a total
of 79 times); as well as two more
smooth reds and crisp whites from
the Languedoc- Roussillon region,
which was first visited in 1910 and
has featured 35 times since. The
whole thing comes in a leatherette
wine trunk, too. Fancy!

AKTEO CYCLIST’S TIMEPIECE
This looks like an ordinary watch at first, but take a closer

look at its hands, which are styled on a bicycle’s crank
set. Designed by French graphic artist Jean-Christophe
Mareschal it was handmade in France’s watchmaking
metropolis Besançon which the Tour has visited numerous
times in its history, most recently in 2014. The watch is
powered by a Swiss-quality quartz movement and is as
tough as it is pretty, with that unique face protected by extra
strong glass and a stainless steel casing that ensures
it’ll stay waterproof down to 30 metres.

TOUR DE FRANCE
LED LIGHT CHAIN

This handmade product from Desktop
Peloton is like an illuminating list of the
greatest teams and riders to have tackled
the Tour de France. There are 20 lights in
total and they include one in the Molteni
colours worn by Eddy Merckxx (Molteni
were a sausage makers fact fans!), the
classic 80s Peugeot-Michelin team colours
Sean Yates wore with such aplomb, and the
famous Brooklyn Chewing Gum colours
that Roger de Vlaeminck made famous.

BESPOKE CYCLING
BOTTLE OPENER

Wherever you’re watching the
Tour this year, there’s a good chance
beer will be involved at some point.
Which means you’re going to need a
bottle opener. So how about getting
or gifting one that looks like your
favourite rider or even yourself.
Helena Tyce designs, who made this,
will hand paint you a personalised
bottle opener based on any photo
you send them, featuring any face,
any jersey and race number. Cheers!

£33.50 etsy.com

£55

notonthehighstreet.com
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From £12 cyclingsouvenirs.com

FONDERIE ROGER HAND-PAINTED FIGURINES
These zinc cast figures were first built in France

by a small family-run business as parts in a board
game. So many people fell for the mini cyclists
charms, however, that demand for them soon
outstripped any interest in the game! Today the

standard ones are still handpainted in Égreville
in the heart of France, but if you order one with
a custom jersey (a Quintana in Movistar colours
that’s even tiddlier than the real thing, perhaps)
then he’ll get his paint job here in the UK.

TOUR DE FRANCE VINYL LP
BY KRAFTWERK

Arguably the best-ever Krautrock concept
album written about a French cycling race, this LP
came out in 2003. However, it’s built around (and
features) Kraftwork’s 1983 single of the same name
which celebrated the band’s love of the event with
an innovative mix of electro beats, sampled voices
and whirring wheels. In fact, the band’s lead singer
Ralf Hütter is such a cycling nut that he’s said to
regularly get the group’s tour bus to stop 100 miles
from the band’s next venue so that he can ride to it!

CATSEYE VINTAGE RACING
CYCLING GROOMING KIT

Nice grooming kit this, with its stainless steel
nail scissors, clippers, nail file and tweezers.
It’s what’s on its cover, though, that caught our
eye. The two cyclists in the picture behind Swiss
rider Otto Meili are a pair of pioneering British
racers called Ken Mitchell and Freddie Krebs
(actually an Austrian refugee who fled Vienna
aged 8 when the Nazis turned up). The photo is
from the 9th stage of the 1955 edition – the first
ever to feature a British team. Fascinating stuff.

TOUR DE FRANCE 2017 CHEESE HAMPER
Make your Tour-de-France-at-home experience more authentic

by tucking into this cheese selection while watching Froome and co
on your flatscreen. Compiled of cheeses that hail from the regions
this year’s edition sweeps through, you can choose from five dairy
delights ranging from a Prestige Comté (which has been matured
for three years in the caves of the Jura Massif) to the goaty Mont
Ventoux which is made in the shadow of the famous peak. Yum!

£14.95 iminto.co.uk

£28.99 store.hmv.com

£29.50 cheddardeli.co.uk
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CIRCUS INSIDE THE WORLD OF PRO BIKE RACING
This is quite simple one of the best books about pro cycling we’ve ever seen. Put

together by photographer Camille J McMillan it offers a uniquely up-close-and-
personal view of the modern pro peloton that gets behind the glamour to show us
a world that is often funny, surreal and sometimes disturbing. The Tour de France
pictures featured cover the 2012 and 2013 ediitions – which were among the best
ever for British cycling with Wiggo, Cav and Froome all flying.

THE SCIENCE OF THE TOUR DE FRANCE
Subtitled ‘Training secrets of The World’s Best Cyclists’, this book by James Witts

is a revelation. With contributions from German sprint ace Marcel Kittel , Dutch
all-rounder Bauke Mollema and current World Champ Peter Sagan, this gives us
mere mortals a glimpse behind the wizard’s curtain to show us just how scientific
research and modern technology is being used to help pro racers ride ever faster.

THREE WEEKS EIGHT SECONDS
This brand new book by Nige Tasell retells the story of the most

dramatic Tour de France in modern times – the 1989 edition. That
was the year that saw Greg LeMond famously overturn Lauren
Fignon’s 50-second lead on the final stage to win the race by the
narrowest margin of victory in the race’s 114-year history – just 8
seconds. It’s a thrilling read, and one that includes an array of fresh
testimonies and takes on the race from those who were there.

£30 velodromepublishing.com

£16.99 bloomsbury.com

£14.88 birrlinn.co.uk
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BMC RACING TEAM TEAM JERSEY
Although BMC Racing Team is registered

in the USA, its headline sponsor and bike
supplier is Swiss manufacturer BMC. It
took another Swiss firm on board for the
2017 season when it signed a three-year
deal with Assos to supply its clothing. The
SpeedFire skinsuit was worn to gold medal
success at the 2016 Rio Olympics by Fabian
Cancellara, while for non-time trial stages,
you can expect to see Richie Porte and co
wearing the super-lightweight SS.F1jersey–
Evo7 (£170) and T.Campionissimo_S7
bibshorts (£285). The replica Team jersey

for fans has a more relaxed cut and more
affordable price tag but you can still expect
the renowned Assos quality.

PRO RIDER KIT
Our top 10 favourite kits that you’ll
see adding even more colour to this
this year’s Tour de France!

One of the many joys
the Tour de France
brings us is the
chance to get all

excited about the teams’
kits. We appreciate this
may make us look a little
sad in some people’s eyes,
but our point is that not
only is pro kit usually top
quality, made with the
latest lightweight, high-
tech, wicking fabrics, but
it often look ace, too! In
fact, some of those that
we’ve rounded up here
could well be on their way
to iconic status depending
on how those wearing
them perform in the
upcoming battle for glory!

S P O T T E R ’ S G U I D E

Assos quality in a more relaxed fit,
suitable for wearing while cheering

on the team more than racing.

VERDICT

£105 assos.com

B AS E D :
USA

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
BMC

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
ASSOS

STA R R I D E R :
RICHIE P ORTE
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TEAM SKY AERO RACE 5.1
JERSEY & VOLO BIBSHORTS

Another new signing for 2017, Team Sky
has partnered with popular Italian clothing
brand Castelli. The design features a data
pattern, each stripe and dot representing
a Team Sky win (the longest lines represent
the four Tour de France victories). Pretty
much the full Castelli range is available in
Team Sky colours. Pictured here is the team
issue Aero Race 5.1 jersey (in standard team
livery and sky blue ‘fan’ colours), which
claims to be the fastest jersey Castelli has
ever made, while the Volo bibshorts offer a
more comfortable fit but the same quality
as the Free Aero Race shorts the pros wear.

SKY
BLUE

Castelli makes it easy to show your
Team Sky allegiance with a full

range of high-quality kit.

VERDICT

£100 jersey, £90 bibshorts

castellicafe.co.uk

B AS E D :
UK

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
PINARELLO

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
CASTELLI

STA R R I D E R :
CHRIS FROOME
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RACE
TO WIN

KATUSHA-ALPECIN
REPLICA KIT 2017

Shampoo brand Alpecin switched its
allegiance from Giant to Russian team
Katusha this season, so now you can expect
the likes of Alexander Kristoff and Tony
Martin to be sporting the finest barnets in
the peloton. The team is unusual in that it
doesn’t have a kit deal with a brand-name
supplier, instead setting up its own Katusha
Sports clothing brand, backed by team
owner Igor Makarov. You can show your
support by buying replica kit through
the team’s own website. The red colour
scheme (‘coral sangre’ to use the official
designation) is nicely understated by the
standards of pro cycling kit, while the use
of high-tech 37.5 fabric ensures excellent
comfort and wicking properties.

Don’t be fooled by the lack of a
brand name – this is high-quality

apparel from the team’s own label.

VERDICT

£122 katusha-sports.com
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B AS E D :
RUSSIA

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
CANYON

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
OWN-BRAND

STA R R I D E R :
ALEXANDER

KRISTOFF



*£10 off voucher valid against Kick-Start Gum only. Quote code EBEEJN when ordering at checkout.
Please allow up to five working days for delivery. Free delivery on all Healthspan Elite® orders delivered

to UK addresses. Single use only. Voucher valid until 30.09.17 at www.healthspanelite.co.uk
and only when purchasing Healthspan Elite® products.

T R I A L O F F E R *

www.HEALTHSPANELITE.co.uk

£10 OFF
T R I A L O F F E R *

Only £24.95 £14.95
120 Pieces (12 x 10 packs)

ENERGY IN
AN INSTANT

Kick-Start your performance with this

great-tasting caffeine gum. Effective in

under 15 minutes, each piece delivers 100mg

of fast-release caffeine to boost energy and

concentration. Packed in handy pocket size

blisters, Kick-Start Gum is a kit bag essential.

*

Proud Official Suppliers to:

NEW

EBEEJN
E N T E R O F F E R C O D E

FREE UK DELIVERY

NEW



CANNONDALE-DRAPAC
JERSEY & BIBSHORTS

Yet another kit change for 2017, American
team Cannondale-Drapac joined forces
with Swedish kit supplier POC at the start
of this season. The vibrant green and red
colour scheme incorporates the trademark
argyle design of team owners Slipstream,
while the cut is very much towards the
racier end of the scale, with a compressive
‘performance’ fit, and mesh panels for
ventilation. Also available in team colours
are the lightweight Octal helmet (£218) and
stylish DO Blade sunglasses (£200).

The bold design isn’t for shrinking
violets, but the kit itself is of

undoubtedly high quality.

VERDICT

£87 jersey, 114 bibshorts

pocsports.com

B AS E D :
USA

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
CANNONDALE

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
P OC

STA R R I D E R :
RIGOBERTO

URAN

MOVISTAR TEAM
JERSEY & BIBSHORTS

Spanish team Movistar and Scottish
clothing brand Endura recently signed
a new deal to extend their partnership.
No surprise, given the excellent quality
of the team’s jersey and bibshorts. The
2017 version features soft-touch wicking
fabric, aerodynamic sleeves with raw
edge silicone grippers (no hems to dig in),
and coldblack technology to keep riders
cool. And this is no knock-off replica – it’s
exactly the same kit as worn by the likes of
Quintana, Valverde and Dowsett.

Endura makes great value, high-
tech kit that’s equally good for

pro riders and amateurs.

VERDICT

£69.99 jersey, £89.99 bibshorts

endurasport.com

B AS E D :
SPAIN

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
CANYON

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
ENDURA

STA R R I D E R :
NAIRO

QUINTANA
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DIMENSION DATA
REPLICA TEAM KIT

Some of the more snobbish elements in
cycling will tell you that wearing pro kit is
a no-no if you’re not a member of the team.
We disagree, but in any case, if you want
a good excuse to show your support for Cav,
Steve Cummings and co, Dimension Data
has it: every cap, jersey or pair of bibshorts
purchased includes a contribution to
the team’s official charity Qhubeka and
its #Bicycleschangelives campaign,
which provides bicycles to help mobilise
developing communities in South Africa. In
the UK, the kit can be bought online through
official team partner Oakley, which also
supplies eyewear to the team.

Good-looking kit that also supports
an excellent cause – what more

excuse do you need?

VERDICT

£85 jersey, £100 shorts, £9 cap

oakley.com
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B AS E D :
SOUTH AFRICA

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
CERVÉLO

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
OAKLEY

STA R R I D E R :
MARK

CAVENDISH





LOTTO SOUDAL
REPLICA JERSEY

They don’t come more Belgian than
Lotto-Soudal, which gets its bikes and
kit from homegrown brands Ridley, and
Vermarc. The official replica jersey is a
slim fit with a slight compression effect,
although its multi-panel design ensures
good movement and comfort. If you want
something a bit sportier, you can also buy
the Pro Racing jersey (£70) and bib shorts
(£80), as worn by Greipel and co, in both
men’s and women’s versions direct from
the team’s website (lottosoudalshop.be).

TREK-SEGAFREDO
BODYFIT PRO RACE
JERSEY & BIBSHORTS

Although Trek makes its own clothing
under the Bontrager label, for its pro
racers the US bike manufacturer turns to
Italian brand Sportful and their excellent
Bodyfit Pro range. The jersey uses DryPro
microfibre fabric for excellent wicking,
while the shorts are made with AeroFlow
Compress fabric for aerodynamics and
muscle support. As with most Italian kit,
sizing with Sportful can be on the snug side,
so go a size up for a more relaxed fit.

There’s a classic style to the Belgian
team’s kit design, but the quality

is thoroughly modern.

VERDICT

The fact this kit is made by Sportful
is almost all the assurance you need

that it’s of the highest quality

VERDICT

£59.99

chickencyclekit.co.uk

£59.99 jersey, £69.99 bibshorts

trekbikes.com

B AS E D :
BELGIUM

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
RIDLEY

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
VERMARC

STA R R I D E R :
ANDRE GREIPEL
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TREK-SEGAFREDOTREK-SEGAFREDO
BODYFIT PRO RACE BODYFIT PRO RACE 

Tour de France kit

B AS E D :
USA

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
TREK

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
SP ORTFUL
STA R R I D E R :

ALBERTO
CONTADOR



QUICK-STEP FLOORS
REPLICA JERSEY

Quick-Step Floors is a team packed with
superstars, from top sprinters Marcel
Kittel and Fernando Gaviria to Classics
specialist Philippe Gilbert and mountain
men Dan Martin and Julian Alaphilippe, so
no wonder you see so many of its replica
kits worn by fans! Like fellow Belgian team
Lotto-Soudal, its clothing is supplied by
the highly regarded Vermarc, available
either through UK distributors Chicken or
direct from the team’s own web shop at
quickstepfloorscyclingshop.com.

AG2R-LA MONDIALE
JERSEY & BIBSHORTS

It’s all change for AG2R this season, with
new suppliers for both its kit and bikes. The
latter comes from British brand Factor (see
our review of the O2 bike on page 20), while
clothing comes from Giessegi, an Italian
firm that has been making custom cycling
gear since 1984. The brown and blue colour
scheme has never been the most popular
among fans, but the official replica kit
available from the team’s website is good
quality gear made in lightweight microfibre
fabric with mesh panels and raw cut hems.

A hugely popular kit in the amateur
ranks, as you’d expect from

cycling’s answer to Real Madrid.

VERDICT

The cut and quality of the kit is
great, but the team’s colours are

definitely an acquired taste!

VERDICT

£59.99

chickencyclekit.co.uk

£57 jersey, 61 bibshorts

cyclisme.ag2rlamondiale.fr

B AS E D :
BELGIUM

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
SPECIALIZED

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
VERMARC

STA R R I D E R :
DAN MARTIN
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AG2R-LA MONDIALE
JERSEY & BIBSHORTS

Tour de France kit

B AS E D :
FRANCE

B I K E S U P P L I E R :
FAC TOR

C LOT H I N G S U P P L I E R :
GIESSEGI

STA R R I D E R :
ROMAIN
BARDET



W e all know the pros use gadgets to
make them faster, fitter and more
effective but thanks to the likes of
Garmin, that same tech is now
affordable for just about all of us.

Although it can be a bit bewildering working
out how to hook it all up to take full advantage.
Which is why Garmin has launched its Beat
Yesterday campaign to help you get the most
out of its gadgets and become the best rider
you possibly can be.

Take Garmin’s Edge 820 bike computer
(£370), for example. It’s an amazingly clever
device. Crammed into a
box smaller than a pack of
playing cards is a world of
digital wizardry. Yes, it’s a
GPS but behind its
handsome touch-sensitive
screen are a host of other
features that can help
keep you safe –boosting
your confidence and
ensuring that your
training is as trouble-free
as it can be. Let’s start with the LiveTrack and
GroupTrack functions. The former allows
family and friends to follow your progress, so
they’ll know where you are and when to
expect you home, while the latter allows you
to keep track of your cycling buddies on a
group ride, so should you pull up for a coffee
stop to discover the group is a rider or two
short, you’ll be able to trace them. The 820’s
even got an incident detector that will – in a
worst-case scenario – send a text or email to
your emergency contacts to tell them where
you are. And if you use the 820’s audio

RIDE SAFER,
TRAIN SMARTER

THE TECH TO GET
Garmin’s Beat Yesterday campaign aims to bring out the best in you

prompts function, you can get it to tell you
about ride data and directions so you don’t
have to look down.

It’s when you connect the 820 up to other
devices, though, that the greater benefits
really begin to reveal themselves. Garmin’s
Varia Radar (£169.99) is a rear light that can
also detect traffic as it approaches up to 140
metres behind you. Not only will it then
communicate this to the 820 so you’ll know
how close and fast that traffic is, but the light
will glow with brighter intensity to alert the
driver to your presence. You’ll still need to

check over your shoulder,
of course, if you need to
pull out to swerve parked
cars and the like, but the
Varia Radar could literally
be a lifesaver.

The Varia Headlight
(£149.99), meanwhile, is
also no slouch, and can be
programmed via the 820
to automatically adjust to
your speed and the light

conditions throughout your ride.
And should you want to add a bit of Top

Gun-style tech to your cycling armoury you
can team the 820 with the Varia Vision
(£349.99) – a heads-up display unit that can be
fitted to your sunglasses to give you at-a-
glance info about anything from directions to
speed without the need to take your eyes off
the road. And if you fit an Edge Remote to your
hoods, you can control the Edge 820’s entire
functionality without taking your hands off
the handlebars. See, we told you it was smart!
■To find out more go to garmin.com/cycling

GARMIN EDGE 820

GARMIN VARIA RADAR

GARMIN VARIA HEADLIGHT

GARMIN VARIA VISION

GARMIN VARIA REMOTE

THE GARMIN VARIA
RADAR GLOWS
BRIGHTER WHEN IT
DETECTS CARS UP TO
140M BEHIND YOU
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Great all-rounders with low weight
and a full range of hub and axle

options for future-proofing.

VERDICT

£605 specialized.com

SPECIALIZED ROVAL SLX-24 DISC
It’s almost hard to believe that Roval can make a disc

brake wheel that’s suitable for everyday use as well as
cyclocross racing. The fact that it weighs just 1,515g,
and yet only costs £600, is testament to the company’s
single-minded engineering prowess. It’s worth pointing
out, however, that SLX-24s are not the broadest of rims,
nor are they aerodynamically tuned, but then again not
everyone wants these things anyway.

Built with Roval aero hubs, the internals of which
are nearly infallible thanks to the use of DT’s 350 star-
ratchet system, it’s safe to say that they’ll take quite a
beating without a fuss. This is further aided by using DT
Competition Race spokes. Available with quick release
endcaps or 12mm bolt-thru front and 12mm x 142mm rear
bolt-thru axle compatibility.

8
OVERALL

10T here can be little
doubt that disc
brakes are now a
permanent part of

the road cycling scene,
although it remains to be
seen if they become an
every-ride option or one
for specific duty (such as
winter training). Either
way, they offer some
interesting advantages
and give the rider some
new ways to have fun.

We’ve looked at seven
wheel options that span
the market from entry-
level through to something
suitable for the business
end of any sportive.

As with all things bike,
you can spend as much or
as little as you like. With
increasing spend, look for
lower weight, aero rim
profiles, faster hub
engagement, and better
quality bearings and
spokes for improved
durability. Another choice
to consider is factory or
hand-built – the latter can
be more expensive but
generally comes with
greater quality control.

Future-proofing your
purchase is smart, so look
for tubeless-ready rims
and bolt-thru axles and
wider rim widths if you
think you might upgrade
your frame at some point.

DISC BRAKE
WHEELS

Pick your perfect
disc-brake hoops,
from entry-level alloy
all-rounders to high
performance carbon

B U Y E R ’ S G U I D E
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More expensive than many
whole bikes but build quality and

performance are unquestionable.

VERDICT

£1,700 mavic.com

Front £169, Rear £189.99
Pair £358
madison.co.uk

MAVIC KSYRIUM
PRO CARBON SL C

In Mavic’s range of disc brake
road wheels, the choices are mind-
blowing, with 14 versions from the
entry-level £165 Aksiums upwards.
This beautiful set of carbon-
rimmed Ksyrium Pro wheels cost a
whopping £1,700 so naturally have
all the bells and whistles, with a
weight of just over 1.5kg – very light
for disc brake wheels. Designed to
run Mavic’s own 25mm tyres, which
are included in the price, they are
very much a set for best rather
than everyday use but are certainly
capable all-rounders, using 24
double-butted, bladed steel spokes
to hold the 25mm-deep 3k carbon
fibre rim to the all important hub.
Mavic has covered the options for
axles too – they come with 12x100m
front and 12x142mm rear bolt-thru
axles but can be converted to take
15mm axles front and rear, or
traditional quick-release, and are
available with either Centerlock
or 6-bolt rotor mounts.

SHIMANO RX31
Shimano’s wheel line up is one of

the most aggressively priced on the
market, meaning that the Japanese
manufacturer always makes sure
you get a lot for your money when
you buy its wheels and that’s
certainly true of the RX31.

Notably cheaper than other
comparable wheels, this is
Shimano’s second step into the
disc-brake road wheel market.
A 24mm-deep aluminium alloy rim,
its shape has comparatively gentle
curves thanks to the lack of
a conventional braking surface
and this gives some aerodynamic
benefits compared to regular
wheels, and a weight of 1,992g.

Shimano prefers its own
Centerlock system for mounting
the disc rotors so naturally that’s
what you get with the RX-31.
Shimano also still prefer user-
serviceable cup-and-cone type
bearings, so these can be adjusted
and maintained should you feel the
need (see our guide on page 116).
In line with the current fashion for
wider tyres, Shimano recommends
tyres not narrower than 25mm,
with an upper limit of 38mm.

9
OVERALL

10

9
OVERALL

10

Fashionably wide disc-specific rims
and user-serviceable hubs make

these a very attractive option.

VERDICT

BEST
VALUE
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1. Call us free on:
08000882468

2. Quote offer code:
CYCAD16

3. We’ll post your
issue for FREE

Love Road
Cycling?

Try a FREE ISSUEof
Get the latest rides, gear and exclusives from the best names in road cycling

SAVE
£5.50



Disc brakes and road bikes are
still a recent collaboration, and
there are plenty of wrinkles to iron
out. Thankfully, the calliper
mounting format has been carried
over from mountain bikes, so it’s
mostly just a case of spacing the
frame to accommodate the disc.
This alone saves a great deal of
aggro from the frame and fork
manufacturers point of view.

Unfortunately things are not
quite so resolved when it comes to
mounting your disc. Shimano has
its Centerlock system, which fits
the disc to a splined body and
secures it with a lockring, while
most other brands (SRAM, Hope,
Tektro) use a six-bolt system,
which sees the rotor bolted
directly to the hub body.

Both are highly efficient and

there’s little to choose between
them. Also note that conversion
kits are available to fit six-bolt
rotors to Centerlock hubs.

Disc size on road bikes is limited
to 140mm or 160mm rotors. Which
you choose depends on where and
how you ride, but in most cases,
the extra cooling, improved
braking torque and minimal extra
weight means the larger size is the

best choice, as long as the brake
position allows them.

You also need to understand
how your wheels mount into the
frame. If you’re buying a new disc
brake-equipped bike, we’d
recommend looking for bolt-thru
hubs which are stiffer when
riding and will allow consistent
positioning when replacing
the wheel in the frame.

T E C H N I C A L C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

Fans of Zipp’s high-performance
wheels won’t be disappointed with

their first foray into the disc market.

VERDICT

9
OVERALL

10

BEST
IN TEST

£867 zipp.com

ZIPP 30 COURSE DISC BRAKE CLINCHER
Believe it or not, the 30 Course is Zipp’s very

first tubeless-ready wheelset, meaning it’s able
to work with tubeless tyres without the hassle of
conversion. It’s also the premium brand’s entry
into the disc brake market. Zipp is best known for
its carbon rims, so the 30 Course’s 26mm-deep
alloy rims have quite a reputation to live up to. They
come in clincher or tubular versions, so every tyre
option is catered for. Zipp rims are also known for
their advanced aerodynamics, and despite being

‘budget’ rims, these benefit from the trickle-down
of tech that goes into their pricier stablemates,
so you can bet they are fast and handle well in all
conditions. With a list weight of 1,650g, these hand-
built wheels use top quality hubs in the form of the
77/177D, and Sapim CX-Ray blade-style spokes.
They are also future-proofed with a plethora of
axle options including quick-release, as well as 12
or 15mm bolt-thru at the front, and 12x135mm or
12x142mm bolt-thru at the rear.
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A highly creditable entry into the
disc-brake market for the Italian

groupset manufacturer.

VERDICT

Great value and excellent
versatility, as long as you’re happy
to stick with quick-release hubs.

VERDICT

£509.99

campagnolo.com

£489 extrauk.co.uk

CAMPAGNOLO
ZONDA C17 DB

Having built a name for
themselves around highly durable
and top performing wheels, it’s no
surprise that Campagnolo hasn’t
rushed into the disc brake market,
and the Zonda DB is its first dip of
the toe, along with the Bora One
DB and Shamal Ultra DB launched
earliler this year.

While it carries the familiar
Zonda name, it’s a new project,
designed from the ground up,
which makes sense when you
consider that a front disc brake
places a completely different
set of asymmetric loads on the
wheel. The 24mm-deep front
and 26mm-deep rear rims are
specific to the Zonda DB and
milled to optimise strength and
weight, with asymmetric spoking
in a 2:1 format – something that
Campag rear wheels have offered
for years, so it’s interesting to see
this innovation used in the front as
well. Like others in our round-up,
Zonda is compatible with quick
releases as well as 12mm axles,
with 100mm spacing at the front
and 142mm at the rear.

NOVATEC JETFLY DISC
With a disc-compatible hub as well as

conventional brake surfaces, the Jetfly
Disc is perhaps the ideal first step on the
road to a full disc-brake setup as it allows
you to run either stopping system (as long
as your frame has the correct spacing for
the 135mm-wide rear hub). A tubeless-
ready rim along with Novatec’s unique 3in1
freehub that is compatible with Shimano/
SRAM or Campagnolo groupsets, means
these must be the ultimate all-in-one
package. In fact, the only thing missing
is compatibility with bolt-thru axles, so
you’ll have to stick with quick releases.

A mid-depth aluminium rim, measuring
32mm, with 24 spokes up front and 28
rear, means you’ll get a durable, fast set of
wheels that have a listed weight of 1,690g,
so you can expect them to perform well for
a long time.

9
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£58

specialized.com

A confidence-inspiring tyre,
with excellent road feel, a
supple ride and excellent

dry weather performance

VERDICT

SPECIALIZED
TURBO COTTON

WHAT THEY SAY:
An astounding 320 threads
per inch are used in the cotton
casing, meaning Specialized has
certainly gone to town with the
Turbo Cotton tyres in their quest
for suppleness. Stating that the
Gripton compound is ‘the best out
there’, we’re certainly not going
to argue. They’ve also used the
proprietary puncture protection
named Blackbelt to keep
punctures at bay and so created a
239g race-worthy tyre.

WHAT WE SAY:
Available in either 24c or 26c
sizes, we opted for the 26c
version, which measured up at
27mm once fitted to our wheels.
This extra volume no doubt
contributes towards the excellent
feel and suppleness of ride these
tyres offer. However, the flat
construction did mean fitting was
tricky – we could have done with
an extra hand to keep everything
in place while installing them
on our Shimano RS81 wheels.
But once in place, there’s little to
complain about – we found these
tyres are every bit as supple,
smooth and fast as they claim.

9
OVERALL

10

FAST T YRES
Looking for a speed thrill this summer?
Take your pick from the fastest,
grippiest clincher tyres on the market

S ummer tyres are a
wonder to ride, with
low weight, super-
grippy rubber and

a supple side wall that not
only makes you faster but
gives you a more luxurious
ride to go with it. Ideal at
this time of year when
wet-weather grip and
puncture protection are
lower priorities than
going as fast as possible.

We’ve pulled together
the latest and greatest to
create this six tyre shoot-
out, to show the best of
what’s available on the
market right now.
Although racers still tend
to prefer tubular tyres
(which have a built-in
inner tube and glue to the
rim), most of us will
choose the convenience of
clinchers, which are much
cheaper, easier to fit and,
in the event of a puncture,
much easier to repair. And
technological advances
are closing the gap
between tubulars and
clinchers all the time.

We’ve looked at what
claims the manufacturer
makes about their tyres
and then fitted them to our
bike to form our own
opinion, using the same
wheelset – Shimano RS81s
– on the same bike and all
at the same pressure.

T E S T E D
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£54.99 each, £99.95 pair

conti-tyres.co.uk

Reliable, fast and true, the
third generation of Attack
and Force live up to their

predecessors’ reputation.

VERDICT

CONTINENTAL
ATTACK AND
FORCE III

WHAT THEY SAY:
This year’s update to the venerable
Attack and Force make these front
and rear-specific tyres worthy of
a closer look. In Conti’s hierarchy,
these clincher versions of their
tubular race tyres sit pretty much
at the pinnacle if speed is your
priority, whether that’s for road
racing, sportives or time-trials.
The front-specific Attack tyre is
a narrow 23c, reducing weight
and improving aerodynamics for
greater agility, while at the back, the
Force uses a different tread pattern
for optimised grip and is a wider
25c for greater comfort. A Vectran
breaker is used in both to hold
off punctures.

WHAT WE SAY:
We love the motorsports-derived
idea of specific tyres for the front
and rear wheels – it makes some
sense, given that more of the
weight and power output on a bike
are loaded on the rear tyre, which
means rear tyres tend to wear out
faster than the front if you use the
same for both. Although the front’s
stated 23c size is unfashionably
narrow, on our wheel it measured
a full 2mm wider at 25mm, while the
25c rear came up at 26.2mm. Both,
however, are incredibly light at
172g and 222g respectively. During
testing, we found Continental’s
BlackChili compound offered
tried-and-true grip across a range
of conditions, providing a great
balance of road hold and wear
for race-oriented tyres.

8
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10
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£46.99

chickencyclekit.co.uk

£52.99

schwalbe.co.uk

A great compromise of
a tyre for real-world fast

riding where it’s not always
sunny and dry.

VERDICT
A high-performance

clincher tyre that does
everything you’d expect of it
with ease - it’s a quality item.

VERDICT

MICHELIN
POWER
COMPETITION 25

WHAT THEY SAY:
Dedicated to road racing and
beating the clock, Michelin’s
new Power Comp tyres claim to
offer a drop in rolling resistance
of 10 watts at 45kmh compared
to the Pro4, its previous
benchmark high-performance
tyre. Michelin has used a 110TPI
construction in the casing for
suppleness, and an Aramid
protective belt under the tread.
The rubber compound itself is
derived from MotoGP
technology and claims to offer
35% more lateral grip along
with 10% more traction.

WHAT WE SAY:
At just 202g these are some of the
lightest tyres in our test. Part of
the reason is perhaps the
sidewalls, which feel very thin, but
stood up well during our test
period – although longer term
testing is required before we can
make claims for their durability.
We’re big fans of their
predecessors, the Pro4, and
these have a reassuringly familiar
feel that inspires confidence in
mixed conditions. Our 25c tyres
measured 25.2mm, and being
around £10 cheaper than some of
their rivals adds to the appeal.

SCHWALBE
ONE V-GUARD

WHAT THEY SAY:
Updated for the 2017 season,
the name ‘One’ tells you where
Schwalbe sees this tyre fitting
in its expansive range: right at
the top of its Evolution line. This
means it features the company’s
very best technology, including
the latest version of its Triple
Star tread compound which
claims to have a hard-wearing
centre section for longer
life, with softer shoulders to
increase grip when cornering.
This updated version also has
a new aesthetic to the tread,
and the high-tech V-Guard
layer under the rubber
promises a high level of
puncture protection (5 out of 7
on Schwalbe’s own scale).

WHAT WE SAY:
A worthy update to an already
well-respected and high-
performing tyre. Measuring
0.5mm over the 25mm stated
size when fitted to our standard
wheel, it’s a straightforward
tyre to fit and weighs 245g,
making it neither the heaviest
nor the lightest tyre on test. Out
of the box it offers good grip
and feel while also showing no
marking on the surface despite
being put through some tough
conditions during testing.

8
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BEST
VALUE
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£39.99

zyrofisher.co.uk

£54.99

zyrofisher.co.uk

An excellent all-round tyre,
slightly weighted towards

durability rather than
ultimate speed.

VERDICT
Vittoria has certainly set the

bar high with its claims for
the Corsa G+, but they live

up to their promise.

VERDICT

PANARACER
RACE L EVO 3

WHAT THEY SAY:
Panaracer’s Japanese-made
Race L or ‘Light’ tyres, unlike
some other brands, are
designed for all weathers, not
just smooth roads and dry days,
and continue to be developed
towards this goal. Version
3 is said to gain 24% more
puncture resistance thanks to
the proprietary Protite breaker
under the tread, while still
offering enhanced durability
and cornering grip for a fast
all-round tyre.

WHAT WE SAY:
First impressions concentrate
around the tyre’s profile that
is more triangular than dome-
shaped in its cross section. This
gives greater tyre life, increases
puncture protection and gives
a faster turn-in when leaning
the bike into corners; thanks to
the excellent grip of the rubber
compound, it’s a good addition.
Our 25c tyre measured 25.7mm
and weighed an impressively
light 207g. The only downside is
that fitting proved to be tighter
than the other tyres on test,
requiring levers to be used, but
the extra puncture protection
means you shouldn’t need to be
removing and refitting them as
often as some others.

VITTORIA
CORSA G+
ISOTECH

WHAT THEY SAY:
Vittoria claims that this is ‘the
world’s best tyre’, which is quite
some statement, but it’s a claim
that is backed up with a raft of
technical details. The tread is
made up of four compounds
and incorporates graphene
(an extremely light and strong
form of carbon) for optimum
grip, durability and puncture
protection. The sidewall,
meanwhile, uses Vittoria’s
Kevlar-reinforced Corespun-K
fabric for protection against
cuts while remaining light
and supple to allow the tyre to
conform to the road surface, for
a smoother, faster ride.

WHAT WE SAY:
Measuring 1mm over the stated
25c size, the extra volume
improves comfort, which is good
news, but check your frame has
the clearance for wider tyres. On
the road, they’re certainly fast,
offering excellent grip in the wet
or dry and remaining puncture-
free during testing, while also
yielding low rolling resistance
for fast riding, all in a 257g
package. Available in multiple
sizes and colours, it’s hard not
to love the Corsa G+ tyres.
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BEST
IN TEST
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BIKES ON TEST

ith road bikes borrowing ever more
technology from their offroad cousins;
sprouting disc brakes, wider tyres and
bolt-thru axles, we thought we’d skip

to the end and get into mountain bikes (MTBs).
For even the most hardcore roadie, MTBs have

much to offer, not least learning great bike-handling.
Just look at Peter Sagan, who was MTB Junior World
Champion in 2008, while 2011 Tour winner Cadel
Evans is another who brought his MTB skills to the
road, in particular his famously fearless descending.
Chris Froome also spent much of his early cycling
career on the trails rather than the tarmac.

Even if you just want something for mucking
about on, the four MTBs we’ve rounded up promise
to add a new dimension to your riding. All practical
‘hardtails’ (ie with front suspension and a rigid rear
end), any of them would make a solid introduction
to fat-tyred fun. But which had us shouting from the
mountaintops, and which got lost in the woods?

Mountain
bikes

THIS MONTH…

THE
BIG

BIKE
TEST

Get off the road! Four fat-tyred
flyers to swap tarmac for trails…

W
WORDS: JOSEPH DELVESMEATY

15-PAGE
REVIEW

SPECIALIZED
FUSE EXPERT
6FATTIE
£1,500

MARIN
NAIL TRAIL
£1,500

VITUS
SENTIER
VRX £1,600

SARACEN
ZEN
£1,600
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ABOUT THE BIKE

S pecialized believes the
trail-focused Fuse could
see riders abandoning
skinnier tyres in favour

of this ultra-modern and
versatile fat bike design.
Its huge balloon tyres sit on
27.5in diameter rims. However,
their enormous volume means
their external circumference
is almost the same as on
larger 29in wheels. The result
is a bike that can roll over
everything in its path,
providing the sort of grip and
comfort previously associated
with full-suspension designs.

GEOMETRY
Claimed Measured

Fork Travel (FT) 120mm 120mm

Seat tube (ST) 434mm 438mm

Top tube (TT) 609mm 600mm

Reach (R) 420mm 420mm

Stack (S) 619mm 620mm

Head tube (HT) 100mm 100mm

Head angle (HA) 67° 67.5°

Seat angle (SA) 73° 72.5°

Chainstay (C) 430mm 430mm

Wheelbase (WB) 1,140mm 1,130mm

BB drop (BB) 58mm 58mm

Size tested M

BB

TT
HT

WB

ST

HASA

C
R

S

Fuse Expert 6Fattie
Monster-tyred trail machine

S P E C I A L I Z E D

£1,500
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SPEC
FRAME
M4 Premium Aluminium,
forged disc mount, 148mm
thru-axle dropouts

FORK
Manitou Magnum Comp,
120mm travel

GROUPSET
SRAM GX, 10-speed

BRAKES
SRAM DB3 Trail

CHAINSET
Stout XC Pro, PF30, 30t

CASSETTE
Custom Sunrace,
10-speed, 11-40

BARS
Specialized Stout XC,
flat bar

STEM
Specialized XC,
3D forged alloy

SADDLE
Body Geometry
Henge Comp

SEATPOST
Tranz X, Dropper Post,
120mm Travel

WHEELS
WTB Scraper i45
double-wall, 45mm wide,
tubeless compatible

TYRES
Specialized 6Fattie
Ground Control, tubeless
ready 650b x 3.0in

CONTACT
specialized.com

On the trail At a full three inches wide, the tyres
don’t soft-pedal the Fuse’s credentials as an
out-and-out fatty. Their huge size provides equally
huge grip and cushioning. Run at far lower
pressure than seems advisable, initially the amount
of squish is a little disconcerting, although the grip
and comfort are immense. The contact patches
smother the ground, allowing you to lean the bike
over at ridiculously acute angles through corners,

while their volume eats up bumps and keeps the
bike in contact with the ground. Thankfully, they also
confounded our expectations that such enormous
tyres would be slow to accelerate or laborious to
drive forward. The result is a ride that’s more akin
to piloting a full-suspension bike than a hardtail.
Once we’d grown accustomed to the way the extra
volume affects the handling, the geometry helped
put us at ease. It’s pretty much perfect for

The ride
First impressions On-road, the tyres are a drag.
However, the second you’re away from the tarmac
the transformation is remarkable. The ability to roll
over everything is a revelation. And it’s not just on
rough terrain that the bike feels efficient – once up
to speed, the baggy tyres don’t feel like a hindrance.
Rubber aside, the bike performs like a modern trail
hardtail, with the handling and location of the
contact points all feeling familiar.
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RATING
FRAME

OVERALL

Designed for huge tyres
but still very neat looking

1x10 groupset is great for
most trail riding duties

COMPONENTS

Huge tyres give the bike
the feel of full suspension

WHEELS

Progress is fast and
smooth over all terrain

THE RIDE

10
8.1

general trail duties, with a slight bias towards ragging
around, but still with the ability to cover ground efficiently.
Handling The Manitou Magnum Comp fork offers 120mm
of travel, which feels spot on – enough to soak up most
bumps without feeling mushy, and does so in a controlled
way. The black coloured stanchions look cool and reduce
friction, while its backward arch design is stiff, allowing for
purposeful steering. At 740mm wide, the bars provide
enough leverage to make the most of the robust fork. With
the frame carrying most of its length in the top tube, the
stubby stem keeps steering direct and the rider’s weight
centred. Braking is fine – you’ll need to find a long descent
before you start hankering for more stopping power.

The Spec
The frame The Fuse’s radical diamond chainstay design
consists of a unique split-bridge piece behind the chainset
that links the bottom bracket to the chainstays. Its purpose
is to accommodate both the Fuse’s massive tyres and broad
hub without unduly extending the chainstay length. With
this accomplished, it extends back to meet the uncommonly
neat forged dropouts. These self-contained pieces house
the internally mounted brake calliper along with the
removable derailleur hanger and thru-axle. The short,
tapered head tube uses concealed bearings, resulting in a
very low and clean-looking front end. Just behind this are
the ports for the internally routed cables to activate the
dropper post and derailleur, while the rear brake line runs
underneath the down tube. All in all, the Fuse presents itself
in an extremely composed and self-contained way,
something nicely offset by the loud colour scheme.
Groupset SRAM’s GX 10-speed groupset has one less cog
than you might hope for, but this isn’t noticeable on the trail,
partly due to the relatively small 30-tooth single front
chainring. You might spin out on smooth downhills but will
be less likely to run out of gears heading upwards. The
shifter and derailleur combine to shunt the chain with an
authoritative clunk, which is welcome when the going gets
rough. Specialized’s own Stout brand crankset sports a
large diameter PF30 alloy spindle, and sits in a chunky
bottom bracket shell. With easily enough power to stop the
bike with a single finger, the SRAM DB3 brakes still lag
slightly behind Shimano’s in terms of all-out power.
Finishing kit Dropper posts are an MTB innovation that
allow you to lower your saddle height on the fly, giving you
more room to manoeuvre when descending. The Fuse’s
unbranded dropper post provides 120mm of up and down
shift to the saddle, operated by a switch on the bars. For all

but the tallest riders, this will accommodate maximum
pedalling efficiency at one end, while still allowing the user
to move the saddle out of the way when tackling steep,
technical descents. The extremely short stem and wide, flat
bars are what you’d hope to see on a bike with such a fun
disposition. Contact points are very much a personal
choice. Thin and agreeably tacky, we liked the grips
along with the thinly padded saddle.
Wheels Specialized’s huge Ground Control tyres are
supported by equally broad WTB Scraper double-wall rims
which lend their massive width a gently rounded profile.
This helps to allow the rider to lean the bike over at almost
unimaginable angles without sliding. Both are ready to go
tubeless which, given the hefty weight of a three-inch wide
inner tube, should also speed them up. Although good
tyres, we didn’t find quite as much grip when compared to
the alternatives on the Saracen. Rolling on a sealed
cartridge front hub and a more basic loose-bearing rear, a
minimalist 24 and 28 spokes respectively mean the wheels
ditch weight without noticeably giving away any stiffness.

Thehugetyres
soakupbumps
andallowyouto
leanthebikeat
ridiculouslyacute
anglesincorners

The forged rear dropout
is impressively neat

The split bridge piece linking
the bottom bracket to the
chainstays (above) and widely
flared seatstays (right) help to
accommodate the huge tyres
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TITLE SPONSOR

Electronic gearing and hydraulic
braking on a thorough-bred race
bike. Welcome to the future.
If you’re looking for a race ready
machine that uses the latest
technology then this is it. The Ultegra
Di2 groupset makes shifting a breeze
regardless of the conditions, whilst
the hydraulic braking beckons you to
dive through corners like never before.
Visit genesisbikes.co.uk for more
information and find your perfect
riding companion.



ABOUT THE BIKE

L onger, lower and slacker.
Marin is definitely billing
the latest iteration of
the Nail Trail as tending

towards the boisterous.
Featuring its ‘Right Size’
geometry, it uses either 27.5in
or 29in wheels depending on
the frame size, in order to
provide the best fit and
function for riders big and
small. With a cross country-
looking build kit, it
nevertheless packs in a
surprisingly capable fork,
hinting that this is a bike with
a slightly split personality.

Nail Trail 7
Eminently capable long range trail bike

M A R I N

£1,500

GEOMETRY
Claimed Measured

Fork Travel (FT) 120mm 120mm

Seat tube (ST) 431mm 430mm

Top tube (TT) 607mm 610mm

Reach (R) 427mm 4270mm

Stack (S) 656mm 656mm

Head tube (HT) 110mm 110mm

Head angle (HA) 68° 68°

Seat angle (SA) 74° 73.5°

Chainstay (C) 435mm 435mm

Wheelbase (WB) 1,142mm 1,145mm

BB drop (BB) 59mm 60mm

Size tested M

BB

TT
HT

WB

ST

HASA

C
R

S
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Nobby Nic and Racing Ralph tyres seem a little
runty next to the plus-sized alternatives of the other
bikes on test. However, as always there are pros
and cons. Along with being a good deal lighter, they
take very little effort to get going, while providing
direct-feeling steering. Simultaneously, their lower
volume is far less squirmy, meaning response when
out of the saddle feels efficient. The Rockshok Yari
fork is excellent and its 120mm of movement feels

perfectly matched to the bike, plush in its action yet
stiff in its ability to carve through difficult terrain. It
also provides plenty of knobs to twiddle, allowing
riders to finesse its compression and rebound
characteristics in small increments. With the big
fork working at the front of the bike, holding an
even course through rough terrain is a relatively
untaxing affair. While not as plush as the plus-size
bikes, the larger diameter wheels nevertheless

The ride
First impressions The medium frame size is the
point at which you can elect for either 27.5in or 29in
wheels. We went with the latter, which, despite the
Nail Trail’s rangy looks, felt like a good fit. With large
wheels and light tyres, the Marin jumps eagerly
forward upon turning the pedals, but the wide bars
and big, staunch-looking fork suggest this definitely
isn’t a traditional flighty but skittish XC racer.
On the trail Despite being 2.25in wide the Schwalbe

SPEC
FRAME
Series 3 6061 Aluminum,
Double Butted

FORK
RockShox Yari RC,
120mm Travel

GROUPSET
Shimano
M7000 SLX 1x11 Speed

BRAKES
Shimano Deore

CHAINSET
Marin Forged Alloy 1x11,
Hollow CrMo Spindle,
Narrow-Wide 32t

CASSETTE
Sunrace 11-Speed, 11-42T

BARS
Marin Mini-Riser, 6061
Double Butted Aluminum,
780mm Wide

STEM
Marin 3D Forged Alloy

SADDLE
Marin MTB

SEATPOST
Tranz X, Dropper Post,
120mm Travel

WHEELS
Formula/Marin Double
Wall, 29mm Inner,
Tubeless Compatible

TYRES
Schwalbe Nobby Nic
Performance 2.25”

CONTACT
marinbikes.com
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RATING
FRAME

OVERALL

Built for all-day comfort
and agile handling

Excellent groupset and
smart finishing kit choices

COMPONENTS

Light, fast tyres are perfect
for speed-heads

WHEELS

Fast and stable handling
on any trails

THE RIDE

10
8.4

resist stalling on all but the most blunt-edged of obstacles,
while the Nail Trail’s skinny seatstays do a decent job of
providing a modicum of additional dampening.
Handling With a long top tube, there’s plenty of room to
move about. This marries well with the short stem and very
wide bars. In keeping with the bike’s practical trail-riding
credentials, there’s a decent amount of standover above
the straight top tube. The head tube angle of 68 degrees
pitches the Nail Trail solidly into the capable all-rounder
camp. There’s none of the flip-flopping that can make
climbing on slacker bikes a chore, yet there’s enough
suspension for anything you might encounter on the
average trail. With 27.5, 27.5-plus and 29er wheels all
popular, choosing the bike to match your riding style can
prove tricky. If you’re set on a 29er, we wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend the Nail Trail. However, there were moments
where we missed both the chatter-smothering qualities of
the fatter-tyred bikes, along with their Velcro-like grip.

The Spec
The frame The most striking thing about the frame is the
contrast between front and back. To the fore, it’s chunky,
with a bulbous head tube and flattened hydroformed
tubing. Backwards of the seat tube, though, it’s a different
story. The fastback-style seatstays, which join below the top
tube, are kept thin to build in a degree of compliance, while
their bridgeless design provides clearance for wide tyres
and a dose of British mud too. At their far end, the cutback
dropouts neatly enclose the rear brake calliper, while
keeping the wheelbase nice and short. A standard
threaded bottom bracket shell means servicing and spares
won’t be an issue. In common with the other bikes on test, a
142x12mm rear thru-axle keeps the back of the bike solidly
braced. For ease of servicing, the rear brake cable runs
along the down tube, while the cables for the rear derailleur
and dropper post are internally routed. Given the bike’s
clear long-range abilities, it would have been nice to find a
second set of bosses, either for hauling water, or for adding
bikepacking gear to the frame.
Groupset Shimano’s SLX shifter and rear mech are
excellent. The cranks and chainring are cheaper forged
models, but the only penalty there is a few extra grams.
Brakes are basic but powerful Deore-level models, while
the wide-ratio cassette is made by Sunrace, and we
wouldn’t have been able to tell the difference with a
Shimano model without consulting the spec list. The Tranz
X dropper post provides 120mm of travel, and its gear
shifter-style activation lever is convenient, although the

action of the post itself can be slightly slow to return.
Finishing kit Regardless of the frame size, Marin specs a
60mm stem on the Nail Trail. This is because stem length
has a fixed effect on the bike’s handling, irrespective of the
rider’s height. Twinned with the wide and low bar, there’s
plenty of leverage, and if you find it a bit too broad you can
always bust out the hacksaw! Saddle and grips are
inoffensively designed and should stay in place until they
eventually wear out.
Wheels The combination of a grippier tyre up front with
a faster-rolling rear works well to balance speed and
control. It’s far more common, and dangerous, to have
your front tyre wash out from under you, so to add traction
there makes sense. While speed-heads will love their low
weight and speed, more aggressive riders might want to
swap them for something wider and more robust. The
wheels themselves are good quality, if unremarkable-
looking, 32-spoke models and can be set up tubeless.
They feature splined disc mounts, which makes swapping
rotors easier and are more durable in the long haul.

Withlargewheels
andlighttyres,the
NailTrailjumps
eagerlyforward
uponturning
thepedals

A 142x12mm bolt-thru
axle keeps the rear

end solidly braced

The skinny hydroformed
seatstays (above) provide a
degree of compliance, while
the flared head tube (right)
is designed for stiffness
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ABOUT THE BIKE

W ith its stocky fork,
ample suspension
travel and robust
tyres, the all-black

Sentier VRX looks like it has
come to cause trouble. With
the sort of raked-out geometry
that tends to prioritise stability
when heading down the hills
over the ability to race back up
them, Vitus bills the Sentier as
a hard-charging hardtail. Ideal
for pushing through epic
singletrack or technical trail
centre runs. Available through
internet giants Wiggle and
Chain Reaction, we’re expecting
a lot from the spec list.

Sentier VRX
Trail hooligan that’s all about the descents

V I T U S B I K E S

£1,600

GEOMETRY
Claimed Measured

Fork Travel (FT) 140mm 140mm

Seat tube (ST) 432mm 435mm

Top tube (TT) 605mm 600mm

Reach (R) 418mm 418mm

Stack (S) 610mm 610mm

Head tube (HT) 110mm 113mm

Head angle (HA) 66.5° 66°

Seat angle (SA) 73° 72.5°

Chainstay (C) 425mm 425mm

Wheelbase (WB) 1,126mm 1,130mm

BB drop (BB) 45mm 47mm

Size tested M

BB

TT
HT

WB

ST

HASA

C
R

S
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and excellent fork ably take care of setting the bike’s
direction. However, without the smoothing effect
that the larger diameter of 27.5-plus or 29er wheels
can provide, the Sentier’s back wheel tends to
clatter along afterwards. It’s a characteristic
universal to this style of bike, not this particular
design, but the Vitus’s stiff back end doesn’t provide
any additional respite. There’s some debate as to
which of the now myriad wheel systems is the

fastest. However, for whipping through the tight
turns on our test loop, the Sentier’s conventional
27.5in diameter hoops definitely felt both the
quickest and the most fun. With small wheels,
clipped seatstays, and a short wheelbase, the
Vitus loves to go round corners fast, a quality
that’s underwritten by the very grippy tyres. Their
sidewalls are robust enough to add additional
stability and bump dampening capacity to the

The ride
First impressions Small and pugnacious, the
Sentier is clearly built to withstand a thrashing and
feels absolutely indestructible. With its high front
end, low and slack geometry and short reach, this is
the sort of bike that comes alive once it’s up to
speed. With that in mind, we hared straight down
one of our favourite descents, full of the expectation
that the Vitus was going to provide a fun few hours.
On the trail The pairing of a very burly front end

SPEC
FRAME
Triple-Butted 6061-T6 Alloy

FORK
RockShox Yari RC, Solo Air

GROUPSET
Shimano XT M8000

BRAKES
Shimano XT M8000

CHAINSET
Shimano XT M8000

CASSETTE
Shimano
SLX CS-M7000 11-42

BARS
Nukeproof Riser Bar

STEM
Vitus

SADDLE
Vitus

SEATPOST
RockShox Reverb Stealth

WHEELS
Novatec/WTB STP i23 TCS

TYRES
WTB Vigilante (front)
Trail Boss (rear)

CONTACT
vitusbikes.com
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RATING
FRAME

OVERALL

Strong but not excessively
weighty, perfect for jumps

Shimano XT is excellent,
especially the brakes

COMPONENTS

Light and strong, and fitted
with very grippy tyres

WHEELS

This is the sort of bike that
comes alive at speed

THE RIDE

10
8.3

ride of the bike. The flipside, however, is that on more
sedate terrain they don’t carry speed quite as readily.
Handling Given its diminutive size, plentiful standover and
unyielding stiffness the Vitus is clearly up for a bit of
argy-bargy, and changes lane quicker than the average boy
racer. If you’re the sort who likes to chat with your mates on
the ups, before slamming down the saddle and racing them
on the descents, the Sentier will happily pander to your
bias. With a dropper post and wide-ratio gearing, there’s no
reason that you won’t be able to make it to the top of any hill.
In fact, the whole package is surprisingly light. However, if
you’re a rider who relishes the ups as much as the downs,
you’re likely to find climbing on the Sentier a bit of a dry
lunch. That’s because the short reach, smaller wheels and
slack head angle conspire to put you in a head-up position,
with your weight slightly back of centre. This is great for
keeping control of the bike in tricky situations, but less
good for propelling it upwards.

The Spec
The frame Made from triple-butted 6061-T6 alloy the
Sentier’s frame maybe strong, but thankfully it’s not
excessively weighty. Following low to the ground, it’s easy to
throw the bike around, perfect for mucking around on
jumps and drops. To achieve this, while still ensuring the
saddle is able to be deployed to a decent height for
pedalling, a fillet braces the junction between the top tube
and the seat mast, allowing it to extend upwards.
Supporting by far the most amount of suspension on test,
at 140mm, the Sentier’s short head tube keeps the bars at a
sensible height, while the low bottom bracket adds stability
for cornering and high-speed descending. The tubes that
make up the back of the bike sport square profiles to
increase rigidity. Welding across the bike is chunky, but of
neat enough quality that few will object to it being on show,
especially when paired with the no-fuss matt black paint
job. While routing for the hydraulically actuated seatpost is
internal, the rear brake and derailleur cable run along the
underside of the top tube. This keeps them out of harm’s
way while also leaving them accessible for servicing.
Groupset Coming direct from one of the UK’s biggest
online suppliers, it’s no surprise the Sentier sports a
standout groupset. XT is equivalent to Ultegra road group
in the Shimano’s MTB hierarchy. The brakes in particular
are extremely powerful, which is a game-changer on long
and challenging descents. The crankset is a pricy piece of
kit, so it’s nice to see it present. Light and stiff, its 32-tooth
chainring is backed up by a chain-retention device. Paired

with the derailleur’s clutch mechanism, it ensures there’s
zero chance of the chain skipping.
Finishing kit The RockShox Reverb is the standard in
dropper posts. Offering 125mm of travel, it’s controlled
hydraulically. The result is very smooth operation. At
760mm across, the bars are wide but not stupidly so,
making them well suited to whipping through close,
tree-lined, trails. They’re paired with a stubby stem for
maximum stability. The saddle is plushly upholstered,
enough to be comfy even without padded shorts.
Wheels Built around high-quality Novatec hubs, the WTB
rims are equally high spec. They’re light, strong and simple
to set up tubeless. Unlike some alternatives, it’s reassuring
to find they have proper eyelets, where the nipples join,
which should increase strength and make servicing easier.
With very quick pick-up from the hub, the whole package is
fast to get moving, despite being fitted with pretty robust
rubber. Tough and puncture resistant, the very aggressive
tread on the front tyre is paired with a slightly more closely
packed, and therefore faster rolling, design on the rear.

Builttowithstand
athrashing,the
Sentierreally
comesaliveon
fast,technical
descents

The Sentier’s short head
tube keeps the bars at

a sensible height

Shimano XT shifters (above)
are the MTB equivalent of
Ultegra; the RockShox fork
(right) provides 140mm of
travel, easily the most on test
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ABOUT THE BIKE

T he Zen is a rowdy plus-
size-tyre bike, with a
spec and geometry that
prioritises mucking

about. That said, there’s
nothing in its vital stats that
looks like it might sandbag its
ability to take on longer rides,
too. Like the other bikes on
test, its dropper post lets the
rider change their saddle
height remotely. Lower for
descending, and higher for
efficient climbing.

Zen
Quick-handling package with plus size tyres

S A R A C E N

£1,600

GEOMETRY
Claimed Measured

Fork Travel (FT) 130mm 130mm

Seat tube (ST) 432mm 440mm

Top tube (TT) 612mm 610mm

Reach (R) 425mm 425mm

Stack (S) 630mm 630mm

Head tube (HT) 100mm 0mm

Head angle (HA) 67.5° 67.5°

Seat angle (SA) 73.5° 73°

Chainstay (C) 430mm 430mm

Wheelbase (WB) 1,144mm 1,142mm

BB drop (BB) 55mm 55mm

Size tested M

BB

TT
HT

WB

ST

HASA

C
R

S
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welcome when pushing the bike into turns, or
rattling through rougher terrain. Combined with
stiffness along the frame, they help keep the wheels
in line and the steering precise. At 760mm wide, the
bars also inspire confidence, aiding the rider in
keeping the bike on an even keel when the going
gets choppy. The Rockshox Sektor fork provides
plentiful suspension. It’s plush, although with a
slight tendency to blow through its travel in one go.

Start playing around with the dampening
adjustment, which controls how the fork
compresses and rebounds in response to impacts,
and its limitations become a little more evident.
Still, it’s a respectable option for a bike at this
price and for prolonged climbing it can be locked
rigid with the twist of an adjuster on the right leg.
Nonetheless, the bike’s playful nature, extra dose of
suspension, plus-size tyres and above-average

The ride
First impressions The first thing that strikes you
about the Zen is how low-slung it is, and this
abundance of standover definitely helps encourage
reckless behaviour. Come a cropper and the small
size of the bike makes bailing out easier.
On the trail In common with the other bikes on
test, the Zen’s wheels attach via bolt-thru axles,
rather than a quick-release system. The additional
stiffness provided by this method is especially

SPEC
FRAME
Custom Butted
Hydroformed 6061 Alloy,
Chip-slot Dropout System

FORK
Rockshox Sektor Silver Rl,
130mm Travel

GROUPSET
Shimano
SLX M7000 1x11 Speed

BRAKES
Shimano Deore

CHAINSET
Raceface Ride Single 32t

CASSETTE
Shimano
M7000 11 Speed 11-42t

BARS
Kore Durox Riser Bar
760mm Wide

STEM
Saracen 6061 3d-forged
Alloy 60mm

SADDLE
Kore Fazer Ex

SEATPOST
Tranz X, Dropper Post,
120mm Travel

WHEELS
Kore Realm 32h Tubeless
Compatible

TYRES
WTB Trail Boss 3.0” (F),
Trail Blazer 2.8” (R)

CONTACT
saracen.co.uk
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RATING
FRAME

OVERALL

A short wheelbase makes
for agile handling

Shimano SLX performs
well, finishing kit is good

COMPONENTS

Wide, bolt-thru hubs make
for strong and stiff wheels

WHEELS

A lively ride with good
manoeuvrability

THE RIDE

10
7.8

braking make pushing its abilities a rewarding experience.
Handling Judging by the Saracen’s design and billing, you’d
expect it to be the most lively of the bunch, and it doesn’t
disappoint, being more inclined to give gravity the slip and
head skyward than our other test bikes. Popping the bike
off small jumps is undemanding thanks to its easy
manoeuvrability. Back with both wheels on the ground, a
shorter than average front-centre (the horizontal distance
between the cranks and the front hub), means it’ll whip
through corners faster than bikes with a longer wheelbase.
Although still definitely ‘plus-size’, the slightly narrower
tyres also enhance these traits, ensuring that they don’t
become muffled by an excessive amount of tyre squirm.
With the disposition of an excitable puppy, the flip side to
this is that the Zen requires a little more supervision to keep
it on the straight and narrow. This makes it incredibly fun to
thrash around on but can be a little tiring on long-haul trips.

The Spec
The frame To accommodate both its increased standover
and beefy tyres, the Zen’s frame flares out radially towards
the back of the bike, its seatstays braced by a wide bridge.
Above them, a reinforcing strut holds the top of the seat
tube, allowing it to safely extend almost 15cm above the top
tube. It works well, but aesthetically it’s a bit of a pile-up, and
externally routed cables accentuates the bike’s slightly
cluttered look. The standard threaded bottom bracket shell
means that both durability and availability of spares for the
bearings shouldn’t be an issue, and the smaller surface
area doesn’t seem to reduce its overall stiffness. At the
front, a squat, tapered head tube, snazzily embossed with
the Saracen logo, houses a semi-integrated headset.
Groupset The action of Shimano’s SLX shifters feels
extremely light and precise. The gears move swiftly and
without the definitive clunk you get with SRAM units. The
clutch mechanism on the derailleur stops its cage flapping
around, keeping the chain secure, even when clattering
over roots or rocks. This effect is accentuated by the
alternating, narrow-wide profile of the teeth on the single
32-tooth chainring. It’s a quality Raceface brand item,
which pairs well with the 11-42t rear cassette to give a big
enough spread of gears that you’re unlikely to mourn the
absence of a front derailleur. Shimano definitely has the
edge when it comes to braking, meaning even the basic
Deore models on the Zen pack more power and modulation
than comparable alternatives from their rivals.
Finishing kit The dropper post provides ample movement
to allow for maximum efficiency at one end, while also

getting the saddle low enough to be out of the way on the
trickiest descents, although it can be a little hesitant to get
moving. The Kore saddle is hardwearing and has a neutral
shape. The low-rise bars will please aggressive riders,
although we could have done with an extra centimetre on
each end, but the grips are comfy with or without gloves.
The medium-length 60mm stem achieves sharp handling
without cramping the otherwise short front end of the bike.
Wheels To accommodate the huge tyres, the Zen’s wheels
employ extra-wide ‘boost’ standard hubs. Requiring equally
wide, and specific, spacing for the frame and fork, their
wider flanges offer an increased bracing angle for the
spokes. This in turn creates stiffer and stronger wheels.
Paired with rigid bolt-thru axles, the result is a very tough
set of wheels. With a full complement of 32 spokes, they’re
not super light but should take a beating. Both they and the
tyres are tubeless ready. The mix-and-match WTB Trail
Boss and Blazer tyres worked superbly, with the slightly
narrower and faster rolling rear pairing well with the more
aggressive and voluminous front mount.

TheZen’splayful
naturemake
pushingits
capabilities
arewarding
experience

It’s not the neatest looking
cable arrangement but being

externally routed makes
servicing much easier

The clutched rear derailleur
(right) and alternate wide-narrow
teeth on the single chainring
(above) are designed to prevent
the chain from skipping
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BEST
IN TEST

8.1 8.4

FRAME

COMPONENTS

WHEELS

THE RIDE

SPECIALIZED FUSE EXPERT
£1,500

FRAME

COMPONENTS

WHEELS

THE RIDE

MARIN NAIL TRAIL 7
£1500

HOW THEY STACK UP...

FRAME

COMPONENTS

WHEELS

THE RIDE

SARACEN ZEN
£1,600

FRAME

COMPONENTS

WHEELS

THE RIDE

VITUS BIKES SENTIER VRX
£1,600

Nail Trail 7
MARIN

A bike to tame any trail, the Marin wears its talents lightly

7.88.3

Of the bikes with more traditional-width
tyres, the 27.5in-wheeled Vitus Sentier is an
outlier. It’s shamelessly oriented towards
mucking around. Ultra-fast through the
corners and more than tough enough to
tackle anything you dare point it at, it excels
in the worst of conditions. Coming direct to
consumers via Wiggle or Chain Reaction,
it’s able to pack in a fantastic groupset and
parts list. However, while we loved riding it,
it was the only bike that had us lusting after
a full-suspension alternative.

That leaves the Marin Nail Trail as
our winner. A supremely practical bike,
its ability to tackle taxing terrain never
impinges on its capacity to cover large
distances quickly and comfortably. Fast and
capable, it’s as fun to ride on the first mile as
on the fiftieth. An extremely easy bike to get
on with and a worthy winner of our test.

our bikes, each with its
own distinct personality,
split across three different
wheel standards. First up,

the balloon-tyred plus-size bikes from
Saracen and Specialized. We loved the
rowdy personality of the Saracen Zen.
Its huge tyres provide loads of grip and
control, helping us get into, and safely out
of, lots of sticky situations. Cleverly, its
playful demeanour doesn’t come at too
great an expense to its all-day riding ability.
However, for high-mileage missions, the
slightly more sedately mannered Fuse
would be our choice. A beautifully put-
together frame and genuinely gargantuan
tyres that almost give the bike the feel of
full suspension, complement what we
found to be surprisingly familiar handling
characteristics on the trails.

F
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BEST
IN TEST

Mountain bikes

Practical,fastand
capableontaxing
terrain,theNailTrail
isasmuchfuntoride
onthefirstmileas
itisonthefiftieth
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16% on the shop
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access price
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EPIC RIDE TRAINING
EXPERT GUIDE TO PREPARING
FOR A MULTI-STAGE SPORTIVE

SIZZLING
SUMMER JERSEYS
HOW TO RIDE IN STYLE
WHEN THE SUN COMES OUT

EXOTIC CYCLING
DESTINATIONS
THE WORLD’S TOP 10 MOST
SPECTACULAR PLACES
TO RIDE YOUR BIKE

C O M I N G N E X T M O N T H …

STOCKISTS
TOUR DE FRANCE
BIKES page 20
Chapeau Club jersey,
£69.99, Club bibshorts,
£119.99, chapeau.cc
La Passione Summer jersey,
£68, Summer bibshorts,
£87, lapassione.cc
Pactimo Summit Aero RT
jersey, £105, scent Victor
bibshorts, £95,
pactimo.co.uk
Lazer Z1 helmet, £199.99,
madison.co.uk
Fizik R4B shoes, £174.99,
extrauk.co.uk

GIANT’S
CAUSEWAY COAST
SPORTIVE page 126
Giro Synthe MIPS helmet,
£249.99, zyrofisher.co.uk
Kask KOO Open shades,
£174.99, velobrands.co.uk
dhb Aeron bibshorts,
£69.99, Aeron short finger
glove, £20, Classic 6cm
socks, £5, wiggle.co.uk
Fizik R5B shoes, £129.99,
extrauk.co.uk
Vitus Vitesse Evo
VRi, £2,159.99,
chainreactioncycles.co.uk

ON SALE
Wednesday

2nd
August
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NUTRITION: HOW A
CYCLIST SHOULD EAT
FOR WEIGHT LOSS

TOP TIPS ON HOW
TO GET THE MOST
FROM THIS YEAR’S TOUR

RIDE LIKE THE PROS:
TOUR DE FRANCE
LEGEND EDDY MERCKX

MAINTENANCE:
HOW TO CLEAN AND
ADJUST YOUR HUBS
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Eddy Merckx

RIDE TO WIN
WHAT? It’s often said in professional sports
that ‘first is everything, second is nowhere’,
but few competitors have embodied that
in quite the same way as Eddy Merckx, who
racked up 525 race wins over his career. After
team-mate Christian Raymond commented to
his 12-year-old daughter that Merckx refused
to let anyone else win, she described him as
‘a cannibal’. Raymond mentioned this to the
press and the nickname stuck.
HOW? Another adage in sport is ‘it’s not the
winning but the taking part that counts’, but
there’s nothing quite like the thrill of success.
Having benchmarks to aim at or other riders
to compete against can be great motivation
to bring out your best. So try setting yourself
some targets, whether that’s winning a crit
race, smashing a PB on a time-trial or even
setting a KOM on Strava – just remember that
even Eddy Merckx lost more races than he
won, so don’t let it get you down if you don’t
succeed, just come back and have another go.

USE MIND GAMES
WHAT? Pictures of Merckx in races nearly
always show a man fixated on the road ahead,
giving away few clues to his opponents. If
Merckx suffered on the bike, he didn’t let on.
This proved key to his win in the 1972 Giro
d’Italia. ‘I was racing against Jose Manuel
Fuente,’ Merckx recalled in 2015. ‘He was a
better climber than me, so to beat him, I had
to make him make errors. I had to make him
nervous. Psychology is important in racing.
He never beat me.’
HOW? A 2014 study from Wolverhampton
University showed that up to 20 per cent
of performance on the bike is down to
psychological factors. In a race between
two riders of equal fitness and skill, it’s the
one with the most motivation, confidence
and self-belief who will win. Use psychology
techniques such as visualisation, goal-setting
and self-talk to boost your own performances.

Whatgave ‘the
Cannibal’ his voracious
appetite forvictory

W ith the Tour de France
coming up, we’re taking a
look back at Belgian legend

Eddy Merckx who dominated the
race – and the whole of professional
cycling – from the late-60s through
to the mid-70s. Born in the Brabant
region of Belgium at the end of the
Second World War to a working-class
family, Merckx was a prodigious
sporting talent from an early age and
could just as easily have made his
name in football, boxing or table
tennis. But cycling was his passion
and after 80 wins as an amateur, he
turned pro in 1965. The rest, as they
say, is history. But what can we learn
from the Tour’s greatest ever champ?

FACT FILE
Name: Édouard Louis Joseph Merckx

Nickname: The Cannibal

Date of Birth: 17 June 1945 (age 71)

Nationality: Belgian

Rider type: All-rounder

Professional teams: 1965 Solo-
Superia; 1966-67 Peugeot-BP-
Michelin; 1968-70 Faema; 1971-76
Molteni; 1977 Fiat; 1978 C&A

Palmarès: Tour de France overall
winner 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974,
points classification 1969, 1971, 1972,
mountains classification 1969, 1970,
34 stage wins; Giro d’Italia overall
winner 1968, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1974,
points classification 1968, 1973,
mountains classification 1968,
24 stage wins; Vuelta a España
overall winner, points & mountains
classification 1973, 6 stage wins;
Milan-Sanremo 7 wins; Tour of
Flanders 2 wins; Paris-Roubaix 3 wins;
Liège-Bastogne-Liege 5 wins; Giro di
Lombardia 2 wins; UCI World Road
Race Champion 1967, 1971, 1974; Paris-
Nice overall winner 1969, 1970, 1971;
Tour de Suisse overall winner 1974

Ride Like The Pros: Classic Riders
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TRAINING
FOLLOW
YOUR PASSION
WHAT? Although Merckx made a decent
living as a cyclist, it was never about the
money for him. ‘Since I was a kid, I always
dreamed of being a cyclist, and I didn’t know
why. It was a passion!’ In 1969, when he was
offered money to throw the Giro d’Italia,
he refused without a moment’s hesitation.
‘Someone came to me with money to sell the
Giro, but I said I’m not interested. They said,
“Eddy, think about it, it’s a lot of money.” But I
said, “I don’t even want to know how much.”’
HOW? While most of us are unlikely to ever
find ourselves in the position of being offered
bribes to throw races, we may sometimes
lose sight of the reasons why we ride.
Whether you’re racing, training, riding in
a non-competitive event or just for leisure,
remember that you ride either because
you enjoy it or because you’re good at it – or
preferably both. There are no shortcuts and
compromise should never be an option.

DON’T BE PUT OFF
WHAT? Merckx turned pro in 1965, signing
for the Solo-Superia team of ‘King of the
Classics’ Rik Van Looy. He’d made a name
for himself as Amateur World Road Race
Champion in 1964, but this didn’t entitle
him to any respect from his new colleagues.
‘All I got from van Looy and his cronies was
ridicule, not one piece of help or advice,’ he
later admitted. ‘They were very unfair. With
Peugeot, and especially with Tom [Simpson],
it was different.’ It was that move to Simpson’s
team the following season that saw Merckx’s
career take off, with first of his seven victories
at Milan-Sanremo, still aged just 20.
HOW? It’s easy to feel like a fish out of
water when you’re new to cycling. More
experienced and successful cyclists can seem
daunting, but remember that they were once
in the same position. Don’t be afraid to ask for
advice if you need it, especially on club rides
– most cyclists are only too happy to pass on
the benefit of their wisdom and experience.

PAY ATTENTION
TO DETAIL
WHAT? Many years before Sir Dave Brailsford
coined the term ‘marginal gains’, Merckx was
a stickler for detail, constantly looking for
every small way he could gain an advantage,
even drilling holes in his seatpost to shave a
few grams off the weight, constantly changing
his stem and handlebars, and even changing
the height of his saddle mid-race. He was also
religiously devoted to training, whatever the
conditions, which meant he was better able to
cope with bad weather in races.
HOW? While we wouldn’t advise drilling
holes in your seatpost, paying attention to
weight is one small way you can give yourself
an advantage in a race or sportive. Think
carefully about what you’re carrying with
you on the ride, and leave behind anything
that you can genuinely manage without – but
don’t leave yourself short of essentials such
as waterproof clothing or spare inner tubes.
Another way you can emulate Merckx is to
prepare for a big ride by studying the route in
advance, working out where you can attack
and where you need to conserve energy.

KNOW WHEN TO QUIT
WHAT? In 1975, Merckx started the Tour
as favourite, but on stage 14, a spectator
punched him in the stomach. He was able to
continue but lost the race lead on stage 15,
and a crash on stage 17 left him with a broken
cheekbone. He refused to quit, finishing
second overall, but later admitted it was a
mistake. ‘I carried on because I wanted to give
the money I earned to my team-mates.
I should have retired and come back fresher
in 1976. If I have one regret in my life, that is it.’
HOW? The ability to ride through suffering is
admirable, but always pain is your body’s way
of telling you something is up and if you’re at
all unsure, seek medical advice. If you do fall
off, you might be lucky to get away with a bit of
road rash, but if the injury is more serious
– a broken bone, torn ligament, or concussion
– trying to carry on will only make matters
worse. Don’t find that out the hard way!
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Tryingto shed
the lard?Your
bike’sagreat
waytodo it, but
you’ll needto
eat right, too

NUTRITION

1 2 3 4
EAT BEFORE
TRAINING

The idea that training while
fasted will aid weight loss

is a dead end. In reality, you’re more
likely to bonk or build up such a
hunger that when you do get off the
bike, you’ll stuff your face with the
first thing that comes to hand. So
instead, make sure you munch within
three hours of the start of a training
session. If you haven’t eaten for more
than three hours, get a carb-heavy
snack down your neck at least an
hour before you start – a banana is
ideal. Eating and giving your body
enough time to digest food before
you train gives you the fuel you need
without making you feel bloated.

EAT DURING
TRAINING

If you’re in the saddle for
90 minutes or more, you’re

definitely going to refuel at some
point or risk running out of steam.
Up to around 60g of carbohydrates
an hour is recommended depending
on the intensity of the ride. The
carbs will provide the energy to
keep your legs moving which, in
times of greater effort, will allow
your body to burn its fat reserves
on the bike. So don’t neglect this
important part of your food intake
which can be satisfied by anything
from chia seeds or pistachios
(Mark Cavendish’s favourite) to
bananas and energy gels.

EAT AFTER
TRAINING

When we say eat after
training, we mean almost as

soon as you come off the bike. We
can’t overstate how important this
is to the nutrition process because
it will maximise recovery, refuel
your energy levels and enhance the
adaption process – the part of
recovery where your body improves
its fitness and strength through
muscle repair. Eating straight after
a long ride – even if you don’t feel like
it – will stop you overeating later.
Protein improves muscle repair, so
you’ll need to get at least 30g of that
in as soon as you can – perhaps in
the form of a protein shake.

EAT THE RIGHT
FOODS

Whether you’re sitting down
to breakfast lunch or dinner,

your plate should contain roughly
one third energy foods (ie carbs,
such as brown rice or oats), one
third functional foods (ie protein,
such as tofu, natural yogurt, fish,
chicken etc), and one third
nutritionally rich foods (ie fruit and
veg). With all three food groups, try
to eat wholefoods as opposed to
processed food as much as
possible. Which means cutting out
things like cookies and fruit juices,
but don’t skimp on fats. Just make
sure they’re the good ones (ie
unsaturated) not the bad ones
(saturated). You’ll find them in fish,
avocado, and nuts and some oils –
when dressing salads use olive oil,
and when cooking stick to the likes
of rapeseed or rice bran oil.

RULES FOR
EATINGTO
LOSEWEIGHT

4

Eatingas soonasyou comeoff thebike is vital to refuelling
your energy levels and enhancing theadaptationprocess
whereyourbody improves its fitness and strength
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SixwaysyoucanusetheWorld’s
GreatestBikeRace™toaidyourtraining

Howto
GET THEMOST
FROM THIS
YEAR’S TOUR
1

2

TRY A
TIME TRIAL

Stage 1 of this year’s
Tour de France opens

in Düsseldorf on Saturday
1st July and is a 13km flat
ride around the city. Expect
defending champ Chris
Froome to do well, although
German Tony Martin of
Team Katusha-Alpecin will
fancy it on home turf, and
should complete the course
in about 14 minutes – which
will give you a benchmark
to aim at if you fancy having
a crack at a time trial
yourself! You won’t need
a licence, they’re cheap to
enter (under a tenner),
don’t require expensive kit
(your current bike will do if
you’re just dipping a toe in),
and they take place all over
the country. They’re the
definitive way to find out just
how hard you can ride so hit
up cyclingtimetrials.org.uk
to find one near you and see
what you’re made of.

RIDEWITH THE PROS
Another way to pit yourself against the Tour de
France pros is to actually ride against them –

at least virtually. In the build up to the Tour, look out for
events on Zwift. The real-time online riding app, which
can easily be downloaded to your smartphone and
hooked up to your turbo trainer, featured cyclists from
Team Trek-Segafredo on a ride shortly before the start

of last year’s Tour and it’s rumoured similar events are
planned for this year. Otherwise get on there and hunt
down the pros who’ve been spotted on Zwift’s virtual
worlds and take them on. Those known to use it as a
training aid include Adam Yates, Alex Dowsett, Caleb
Ewan, and Andre Greipel. See zwift.com to discover
more – a subscription costs £9.49 a month.
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4 5

6

RIDE THE COURSE
BEFORE THE PROS

Fancy riding the official Tour route? Event
organiser Tour de Force offers a series of

‘Tour Tasters’ to allow punters to ride selected stages
a week before Froome, Quintana and co take them
on, or a ‘Lifer’ package to do the whole thing. You
can still sign up for the later stages of this year’s
Tour if you get in quick, or wait for 19th July when
entries open for 2018. Prices start at £460 including
accommodation, meals, transfers and a fully
supported ride. Full details at tourdeforce.org.uk.

RIDE THE
DISTANCE

Alternatively, if you don’t
have that kind of cash,

ride your own DIY version of the
Tour closer to home. We doubt
you’ll have the same kind of
elevation to test yourself against
as the pros but you can still go
the distance. The 2017 Tour
comes in at 3,516km – slightly
shorter than the 3,529km of last
year’s race, which Chris Froome
finished in 89 hours, four
minutes and 48 seconds. Maybe
don’t try doing it all on near-
consecutive days, though, eh?
Spread it out over the summer!

ORGANISE A
TOUR DE FRIENDS

Already ride with a group of
mates? Then get them out for

21 rides over the course of the Tour’s
three-week duration. We’re not
suggesting you try 200km hauls up
mountains every day, but between you
and your friends you could map out a load
of new routes in your on area to try. Each
one in the group could take it in turns to be
the ride leader for a given number of days
with the responsibility for coming up
with a new route for you to try. The key to
getting this right is to make sure it’s fun
– which means making sure those routes
are manageable for all. The emphasis
should be on getting your group to
discover new roads you can enjoy
together – while testing yourself a little in
the process. The Tour proper runs from
1st to 23rd July so like the pros, make sure
you get a couple of rest days in there, too.

REST LIKE
A PRO

Finally, you can
use this year’s

Tour to learn how the
pros put their feet up.
Thanks to social media
apps like Twitter and
Strava, you can see
what your favourite
riders are doing with
their down time. Last
year, for example, Chris
Froome let us know
that his rest-day
breakfast consisted of
smoked salmon, half
an avocado and four
poached eggs; while
Lotto-Soudal’s Thomas
de Gendt spent the
second rest day on a
21.7km recovery ride,
which he pootled round
in just under an hour.
Which, by our standard,
is some pootling!
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HOW TO…

Chuck Buckley’s been a bike
nut since he was a boy growing

up in New Zealand. After
moving to the UK, he worked
as a bike mechanic in London
before joining Team Madison-

Genesis two years ago.

MEET THE
EXPERT

CHUCK’S TIP:
Many hubs now
feature sealed

cartridge bearings
instead of a cup and
cone system. Just

keep their outer
seals clean with an

occasional wipe and
avoid spraying water

or degreaser
directly onto them.

Looked after
properly, they’ll last

you ages.

Keepyourwheels
spinning sweetly
with this six stephub
maintenance routine

Care for front
& rearhubs

C up and cone
hubs have been
around for
almost as long as

the modern bicycle. Yet
it’s still the system used by
many manufacturers due
to the design’s simplicity,
ease of adjustment and
uncomplicated servicing.
If your wheels are
spinning a little less freely
than they should, or have
developed an annoying
side-to-side wobble, then
they’re likely to be due an
overhaul. Find yourself
somewhere clean to work
and follow our guide to
servicing them.
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■Finish Line
Premium Grease

■Cone spanners

YOU WILL NEED: TIME
TAKEN:
■30 mins
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3 4

5 6

TIGHTEN UP
With everything reassembled, tighten down the cone and locknut by hand,
then use the cone spanners to adjust the tension – getting this right can
be a tricky process so be patient. You need it just loose enough that the hub
spins freely but not so loose at the wheel exhibits play side to side.

APPLY FRESH GREASE, REFIT BEARINGS
Assuming everything looks good, repeat the procedure on the other side.
There’s no need to remove the cone and locknut though, just leave them in
place on the axle. Grease the races and pop the bearings back in, making sure
there’s a correct and equal number of bearings on each side.

CLEAN AND INSPECT THE HUB SURFACES
With the axle and bearings removed, wipe down the inside of the hub. The
inner races (the surfaces the bearings roll against) should, like the cones,
be free from wear rings and pitting. If they’re damaged and your hub doesn’t
feature replaceable races, it may be time for a new hub or wheel.

REMOVE BEARINGS AND AXLE, CLEAN AND INSPECT
If there is an external dust cap, remove and clean it. Keep any parts you have
removed in the correct order – this will make reassembly easier. Remove the
axle and loose bearings from the hub and clean the bearings with degreaser
– if they don’t come up sparkling, it’s time for new ones.

INSPECT THE CONE
Careful now. With the cone gone, the axle can drop out, spilling the bearings
everywhere. Clean the cone with degreaser and hold it up to the light – you’re
looking for pitting or bands worn into the surface. It should look clean and if it
doesn’t, you’ll need to order a replacement.

REMOVE THE CONE
Take out the quick-release skewer. To remove the cones, you need dedicated
thin cone spanners; these are inexpensive but make sure you buy the correct
size. Use one to hold the cone steady while you use another to loosen the
locknut (turn it counterclockwise). Once the locknut is off, unscrew the cone.
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INSPIRATIONAL ROUTES AND MUST-DO CHALLENGES
OUT THERE
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TEST RIDE

DARTMOOR

SPORTIVE PLANNER

GIANT’S CAUSEWAY
COAST

UK RIDE

ISLE OF MAN
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F amous for its open moorland landscape
where wild ponies roam free, Dartmoor
National Park offers big views, fantastic
craggy mountain tops known as Tors

and some incredible riding. With the Tour of
Britain having visited the area last year, and
packed with challenging climbs, it made the
perfect place for us to test our Pro Bikes (see
page 20). Matt Page relives the ride…

‘I didn’t think to look at the stats for the
route that local rider Lee had planned for
us before setting off, being more concerned
about the weather forecast and the threat
of rain, but maybe I should have paid more
attention as I might have clocked just how
hilly the area is! Our route is a relatively
modest 64km but still manages to pack
in almost 1,500m of ascent, giving it more
climbing per kilometre than even the
toughest UK sportives. Almost enough to
make me regret asking Lee to find us
“the best that Dartmoor has to offer”!

‘We convene in the small market town of
Bovey Tracey, which calls itself “The Gateway
to the Moor”. It couldn’t be a more suitable
place to start from, being close to the end
of the M5 but far enough away to feel quiet.
As we roll out of town, it isn’t long before we
start the first climb, a gradual rise through
hedge-lined roads towards Haytor Vale. As
the gradient kicks up, the casual chat that had
animated the first pedal strokes soon ceases
as we turn our attention to the main section of
the climb looming ahead. It’s at this point that
we spy another group of riders up the road

DARTMOOR
Open moorland, rocky
mountains and panoramic
views in southwest England
WHERE: DARTMOOR, DEVON
TOTAL DISTANCE: 64KM
TOTAL ELEVATION: 1,422M
DIFFICULTY RATING: 7/10

YOU’VE READ THE TEST
(P20) NOW DO

THE RIDE

TEST
RIDE
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■ GPS DOWNLOAD
cyclist.co.uk/35dartmoor

1 Starting from Bovey Tracey, head west on
the B3387. Continue through Haytor Vale
and over the Haytor climb, and on through
Widecombe in the Moor.

2 At Ponsworthy, turn right across a small
ford and up a steep climb. At the end of the
minor road, turn right onto the B3357 and
continue across the moors to Dartmeet.

3 Shortly after the Two Bridges Hotel, turn
left into Princetown. In the town centre,

turn right and continue past Dartmoor
Prison and to the T-Junction where you
meet the B3357 again. Turn right.

4 After passing the Two Bridges Hotel
again, turn left, signposted to Postbridge.
Follow this road across the moors to
Moretonhampstead.

5 Turn right onto the A382, and continue on
this road all the way back to Bovey Tracey.

START/FINISH
BOVEY TRACEY

HAYTOR VALE

LETTAFORD

POSTBRIDGE

DARTMEET

WIDECOMBE
IN THE MOOR

TWO BRIDGES

PRINCETOWN

MORETONHAMPSTEAD

WHO’S RIDING…

MATTHEW PAGE
BIKESETC

SIMON ERNEST
ROAD & MTB RACER

LEE DARE
LOCAL ROAD RACER

THE ROUTE
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and eventually he casually walks off the road,
allowing people to move on. Almost all the
open roads on Dartmoor have a 40mph speed
limit, which is there because of the twisty
nature of the roads, but also to protect the
ponies grazing. The slower limit is also
a benefit for us riders, with motorists
seeming to have more time and patience.

‘As we roll on, we take the option of adding
a mini-loop to the route, to pass through
Princetown, a useful stopping point roughly
halfway round but also a chance to see the
impressive and rather industrial-looking
Dartmoor Prison. The massive granite walls
are visible from miles away and our route
passes by the foreboding entrance, before
we head back out onto the moors.

‘We’ve been enjoying the ride so far, in
bright, early summer sunshine, but the

ahead of us, and as the other rider in our trio
Simon is the kind of rider who can’t resist the
lure of the chase, he clicks down a few gears
and shoots off in pursuit.

‘As a former GB road and MTB racer, Simon
is a competitor through and through and is
up for the challenge. Haytor is a long, tough
climb with a few sections where the gradient
eases off enough for a little breather. Even
so, by the time Lee and I eventually reach
the top, Simon has had a few minutes to take
in the view. He was “just testing the bike,”
apparently. “It flies up the climbs!”

‘The top of the Haytor climb is a good place
to stop, with the peak of the craggy, granite
tor a short walk away a popular tourist point,
but even from the road the views are fantastic
and it’s well worth taking a moment to enjoy
it before heading on. As we start the drop

down, I can’t help but smile at seeing the 25%
gradient sign; we picked the right way up,
perhaps. A few rolling kilometres later, we
reach the tiny village of Ponsworthy, an idyllic
spot complete with a gently running ford to
cross and thatched-roof cottages, but as we
turn right onto a minor road, all thoughts of
quaint country views are instantly dispelled
as the road turns steeply uphill…

‘Dartmoor, it seems, is never flat. The roads
are constantly undulating, often steeply,
making this a challenging but rewarding
ride. Climbing back onto the open moorland,
perhaps the most famous resident of the area
brings our ride to a halt. Five cars are stopped
in a line ahead and in front of them is a pony
who seems quite happy to stay put with no
plans to move any time soon. Thankfully, it
seems like the drivers are equally relaxed W
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It may not be the Alps
but Dartmoor has
hardly any flat roads

HAYTOR CLIMB
A long, testing climb that
punches up in several sections.
The full climb is over 8km
long, but the main segment is
a challenging 5.3km with 6%
average gradient.

PONSWORTHY CLIMB
No rest for the wicked. This one
has a 9% average but is a little
shorter at just 1.3km.

PRINCETOWN TO
MORETONHAMPSTEAD
Stunning, long open moorland
section that undulates for miles.
With luck, a prevailing wind will
help you along.

HIGHLIGHTS
Three of our favourite
spots on a challenging
but rewarding ride
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AS RAIN ROLLS
IN, THE OPEN
MOORLAND
TERRAIN
AFFORDS US
NO PROTECTION

Many of Dartmoor’s roads are
beautifully traffic-free – except
for the occasional pony

menacing façade of the prison is soon
reflected in the weather conditions as rain
rolls in from the north and the temperature
drops. The open moorland terrain, which
has been such a joy to ride through until now,
affords us no protection from the elements.
The chat stops and we put our heads down
and power up as we crank across the top of
the moors. Bizarrely, there seems to be sun
shining all around, except on us, with the
rain clouds apparently tracking our route.
If nothing else, it is a lesson to us all in how
conditions can change so quickly in this part
of the world and makes us wish we’d packed
more suitable clothing.

‘Eventually the rain eases, but the hills
remain a constant. The steep gradients are
welcome, though, giving us a chance to warm
up and dry out as we put in some serious

effort on the climbs. When the moorland
section of our ride finishes, we drop off the
higher ground and the start of a gradual route
southwards, back towards Bovey Tracey.
But while we’re gradually descending the
gradients remain as inconsistent as they
have been all day, the downhill sections
punctuated with frequent short, sharp hills to
sap the last vestiges of energy from our legs.

‘Rolling down the final few kilometres, we
have a chance to reflect on the fact that the
distance we have covered might not be huge,
but it has most certainly been a challenging
one. Dartmoor is an area with a huge amount
to offer the adventurous cyclist, and despite
the rain that muted our chat in the second
half, the overwhelming memory is that of an
unspoilt, beautiful landscape with fine roads
and views and a new buddy, Polly the pony.’
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A scenic ride taking in the coasts and climbs of Northern Ireland

is a little steeper and longer, but again is
consistent enough to allow riding at a steady
pace. After Glenarm, there’s a flat section
along the coast back to Cushendall, and you’d
be well advised to use this part to get your
breath back, because the final 30km to the
finish line in Ballycastle is seriously tough.

Almost as soon as you leave Cushendall,
the road starts to rise for 3.2km at an average
5%, but with some sections in double figures.
Following that comes a thrillingly fast
and twisty descent to Cushendun before
the undoubted highlight of the ride, Torr
Head Road. Over the next 10km, the road
alternately dives and soars as it hugs the
coastline, with five distinct climbing sections
and a few white-knuckle descents between
them. The road is brutally steep in places,
with several sections in excess of 20%. Take
heed, this stretch will test even the strongest
riders, especially with around 100 miles in
the legs already, but this is an inclusive

Glens of Antrim to Glenarm before turning
back north to follow the coast to the finish
via the spectacular Torr Head Road. At 187km
(115 miles), the Giant Killer combines both the
shorter routes into one truly epic challenge.

Whichever route you choose, you’ll need
to be well prepared, not least with your
kit – the weather can be very changeable,
switching between glorious sunshine and
heavy showers almost in the blink of an eye, so
make sure you pack a waterproof – although
if it does start raining, there’s every chance
the sun could be out again by the time you’ve
stopped and put it on!

Are there any big climbs?
The short route is fairly benign, but the
medium and long routes will really test your
climbing legs. First up is Altarichard Road,
a long, steady drag of almost 7km at a fairly
consistent 3%, followed by a cracking descent
down Glennann. The ascent out of Cushendall

What’s it all about?
The world-famous Giant’s Causeway on the
north coast of Northern Ireland is the focal
point for this challenging sportive, which
starts and finishes in the small seaside town
of Ballycastle. The causeway itself isn’t
accessible by bike but the ride takes in some
glorious landscapes as it winds its way along
rolling roads through lush countryside and
along the craggy coasts that characterise this
wonderfully scenic part of the world.

What are the route options?
There are three routes to choose from. The
Causeway Coaster (56km/35 miles) takes
you along the coast road from Ballycastle
to Bushmills before turning inland to loop
back round to the finish. There are a few
hills along the way but nothing too tough,
and this is suitable for all levels of ability.
The intermediate Glens and Coasts Route
(134km/83 miles) heads south through the

2017

SPORTIVE
PLANNER

GIANT’S CAUSEWAY
COAST SPORTIVE
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WHEN:
SATURDAY 9TH
SEPTEMBER 2017

WHERE:
BALLYCASTLE,
NORTHERN IRELAND

DISTANCES:
56KM, 134KM, 182KM

COST:
£40 (ALL DISTANCES)

SIGN UP:
GIANTSCAUSEWAY
COASTSPORTIVE.CO.UK

The long and medium
routes take you along the
spectacular coast road

THIS WONDERFULLY SCENIC PART OF
THE WORLD IS CHARACTERISED BY LUSH
COUNTRYSIDE AND CRAGGY COASTS
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Sportive After Party in Ballycastle, which
almost sounds worth the entry fee by itself!

What other sights should I look out for
on the route?
You won’t be able to miss the Dark Hedges,
which you pass through at around 40km on
the short and long routes. Planted by the
Stuart family in the 18th century, this avenue
of gnarled old beech trees was originally
the driveway leading up to their Georgian
mansion, Gracehill House. These days, it
is one of the most photographed spots in
Northern Ireland, and you’ll understand why
when you ride under the dramatic canopy of
twisting branches. And if it seems familiar,
that might be because it was used as a location
in the TV series Game Of Thrones.

What else is there to do while I’m there?
Although the route doesn’t take you right
up to the Giant’s Causeway itself, it’s worth

profiles, and take advantage of the free
training plans provided by Dig Deep
Coaching. On the day, you’ll be provided
with an electronic timing chip and will get
your picture taken along the way by official
photographers. At the finish, hot food is
provided along with changing and showering
facilities, as well as the usual goody bag and
finisher’s medal. Riders are also invited
to ‘Come along and enjoy the craic’ at the

event and there’s the option to bypass Torr
Head Road on the medium route if extreme
gradients aren’t your thing. If you can manage
it, though, the views are simply majestic and
suitable reward for your efforts.

Is there support on the route?
Mechanical support is provided by main ride
sponsor Chain Reaction Cycles, and there are
feed stations along the way to ensure you keep
your energy and hydration levels topped up,
including a proper lunch stop at Carnlough
on the medium and long routes. Although
the roads aren’t closed for the event, you can
expect plenty of marshals on the road and
signposts to ensure you don’t go astray, as well
as first aid and ambulances – although we
hope you won’t need them.

What does the entry fee include?
Before the ride, you’ll be able to download
routes for your GPS device and elevation

MAJESTIC VIEWS
MAKE TORR HEAD
ROAD’S EXTREME
GRADIENTS
WORTHTACKLING
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Torr Head Road is a
seriously tough finale to the
long and medium routes

making the time while you’re in the area to
visit Northern Ireland’s only Unesco World
Heritage Site. Located just outside the
town of Bushmills, this spectacular natural
phenomenon comprises 40,000 interlocking
basalt columns – which depending on who
you believe is either the result of an ancient
volcanic eruption, or the remains of a
causeway built by the giant Finn MacCool who
used it to cross the sea to fight Scottish giant
Benandonner. Either way, it’s a must-see.
Entry via the visitor centre is £10.50 per adult,
with discounted tickets available for groups
and families, and free entry for National
Trust members. And when you’re done
there, you can call in at nearby Bushmills
to visit what claims to be the world’s oldest
whiskey distillery and sample the local tipple
– although we’d suggest saving that until after
you’ve done the sportive.

Also worth seeing along the coast between
Ballycastle and Bushmills are the the Carrick-Ph
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A-Rede rope bridge, and the dramatic remains
of Dunseverick Castle.

How do I get there?
The easiest way to get to Ballycastle from
the UK mainland is to fly to Belfast, which
is served by most major airports. Easyjet
flights from London Gatwick to Belfast
International, for example, start at around
£20 one-way. From there, local car hire is very
reasonably priced and Ballycastle is about an
hour’s drive up the A26/A44. If you’re making
a stay of it, the Marine Hotel in Ballycastle
stands just across the road from the beach
and harbour, and many of the rooms have
fantastic sea views across the bay to Rathlin
Island (see marinehotelballycastle.com).

Thanks to the riders of Causeway CC for showing
us round the route, and to Chain Reaction Cycles
for providing a Vitus Vitesse Evo VRi (£2,159.99,
chainreactioncycles.com) for our test ride.
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Take on the hills and the
weather on the island’s
spectacular south coast
DISTANCE: 85KM
ELEVATION: 1,513M
DIFFICULTY RATING: 7/10

ISLE
OF MAN

After the Sloc climb, the route heads inland
through dense pine forests, which are less
scenic but more sheltered from the weather.

What’s the weather like?
Conditions on the Isle of Man can change
quickly, from heavy rain to bright sunshine
– and vice versa – in no time at all. The biggest
problem is the strong, gusting winds that
batter the coastline, which along with the
hilly terrain can make a three-hour ride feel
like the same effort as a four-hour ride.

How do I get there?
If you want to take a car, the best bet is to
drive to Liverpool and take the three-hour
ferry crossing to Douglas. Prices for a return
crossing with two passengers start around
£65 for the midweek three-day short break
offer. See steam-packet.com for more details
and to book. Otherwise, FlyBe and Easyjet fly
to Ronaldsway airport from most major UK
airports, with prices starting around £30 one-
way. See skyscanner.com for best prices.

Where is it?
This month we’re heading across the Irish
Sea to the Isle of Man – or The Rock, as the
locals call it. Among those locals are Mark
Cavendish and Peter Kennaugh, who grew
up here and learned to ride on these roads
before making their name in the pro peloton.
The island’s most famous sporting event is,
of course, the motorcycle TT, which takes
place over a circuit on the northern half of
the island, but we’re focusing on the southern
coast, which is growing popular with cyclists.

Does it have any big climbs?
Within minutes of setting out, you’ll hit the
first climb up Douglas Head. It’s punchy and
steep but not too long, and soon you’ll be
riding high above the sea along Marine Drive.
It’s twisting and technical and has barely a
metre of flat road, diving sharply then rising
again as it winds southwards along the coast.

Further round the course, there’s another
short climb as you head down to the southern
tip of the island, and another as you retrace
northwards. The first of these, Glen Chass, is
1.8km long at 5.1%, while the return leg up the
Cregneash climb is about the same length but
slightly steeper at 6%. Although only halfway
into the ride, the constantly undulating
terrain means your legs will already be feeling
heavy by this point, making them tough going.

The true high point of the ride, though,
comes not long after, with the double climb of
Ballakillowey and Sloc. Totalling 6.2km with
an average gradient of 5.2%, a short flattish
section links the two climbs but there’s no
real chance to get your breath back from the
first part before tackling the harder second

section. The road heads more or less straight
up the gorse-covered Sloc, rising for 3km to an
altitude of 312m – only half the height of the
highest point on the island, Snaefell, which
lies further north, but with several sections
in excess of 10%, it’s a proper challenge.

After the long descent down the other
side – an adrenaline blast that is the perfect
reward for all that climbing – the terrain gets
much easier, with only a short, sharp climb
at the very end of the route to worry about.

What are the other highlights of the route?
When you’re not worrying about keeping
control of your bike on the steep descents,
there’s plenty of scenery to enjoy on this
route. The car-free Marine Drive is especially
picturesque, cut into the side of the cliffs
on the eastern edge of the island, while the
southern coast is typified by rocky crags with
names like The Anvil and The Chasms. At
Castletown, the route takes a detour down
the causeway past the spectacular beaches
of Derby Haven down to St Michael’s Island.

The causeway to St
Michael’s Island is worth
a detour off the main road

BRITAIN’S BEST
ROUTES!

UK
RIDE
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It’s a different scale
and pace of life on
the Isle of Man

MARINE DRIVE

DALBY

PATRICK ROAD

SLOC CLIMB

PORT ST MARY

CASTLETOWN

CALF OF MAN

START/FINISH
DOUGLAS

■ GPS DOWNLOAD cyclist.co.uk/35isleofman

THE ROUTE

TWISTING, TECHNICAL
ROADS DIVE AND
CLIMBS ALONG THE
ISLAND’S CRAGGY COAST

1 Starting from the
TT Grandstand on
Governor’s Road,
drop down to the
seafront and head
south out of town
to Fort Anne Road,
along the coast to
Marine Drive.

2 At the end of
Marine Drive, turn
right onto Port
Soderick Glen Road
then take the A5
to Ballasalla, past
Ronaldsway airport
to Castletown.

3 Turn left to
the causeway
to St Michael’s
Island and the
spectacular
beaches of
Derby Haven.

4 Retrace to
Castletown then
continue west to
Port St Mary and
over the Cragneash
climb before
descending to
the southern tip of
the island and the
Calf of Man.

5 Turn back north,
continue through
Port Erin, onto the
A36 and over the
Sloc climb. Turn left
onto the A27 and
descend through
Glen Rushen
Plantation.

6 Continue through
Dalby and Glen
Maye, turning right
at Patrick onto
Patrick Road, and
join the A1 for the
final 10 miles or so
back to Douglas.
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Q

A S K P A V !
Pav Bryan is a professional British Cycling level 3 road and time-trial coach with over a decade’s experience in mentoring everyone from
beginners to pros. Discover more about his services at pavbryan.com, and follow him on Twitter @pavbryan for more cycling-related wisdom.

Whether your wheels are squeaking, your brakes need
tweaking, or your knees keep creaking, BikesEtc’s own
cycling guru Pav Bryan will steer you right…

Pro techniques #275:
how to look like a clown
by running in cleats

A

Q

Hi Pav, when I watch this year’s Tour de
France what sorts of things should I be
looking out for to improve my technique?
Stuart Sherwood, via email

Study the group riding – the pros obviously do
a lot of that and it follows that they’re going to
be good at it. Also pay attention to what the
commentators are saying, they’re often pretty
clued up and can offer some really good
insight. As for individual technique, look out
for anything that’s a bit unusual – and, no,
I don’t mean like when Froome ran part of the
course last year! In fact, that proves quite an
important point. When the pros are racing
their goal isn’t to educate people about the
best technique, their goal is to win and
sometimes their technique is shocking! If
there’s something you’re specifically looking
to improve, then check out my Youtube
channel at youtube.com/c/pavbryan you may
find one of the videos there can help. And in
the meantime, enjoy the Tour!

I’m a bit wary of using gels and energy drinks
for refuelling on the bike because of the high
processed sugar content. What alternatives
can you recommend?
Karl Wallis, via email

Try making your own energy bars. The ones
in my Nutritionally Fit programme use a mix
of oats for fibre, seeds to provide some fats
and protein, with the sugar provided by dried
fruit. To make your own energy drink, mix
equal parts of local, organic apple juice and
water in your bottle, then add a pinch of Pink
Himalayan Salt, which you can pick up at
most supermarkets. It’s ideal for delivering
the sodium you’ll lose through sweating.
Alternatively, buy the apples and press them
yourselves. Again, I recommend buying local
produce because it’s highly likely that it’ll
have been picked at a more opportune time
so you’ll benefit not just from the natural
sugars in it, but also the micronutrients
which can help the fight against free radicals.

I find my hands feel numb after a long ride.
I try to mix up my riding position but I still
often end up with a tingling sensation in my
palms and fingers? Any idea what’s causing
it and how to stop it?
Matt Bloomfield, via email

I could hazard a guess and say that your bars
are either too high or too low, but the answer
to this problem really lies in having a proper
bike fit because there could also be other
problems at play here. Your hip position and
hip rotation could be slightly off, your elbows
and shoulders could be locked out… any
number of bad positioning issues could lead
you to putting too much pressure on your
hands and wrists. When you experience pain
like this it’s important to listen to your body
because in the long term, if you’re spending
long hours experiencing that kind of pain,
you’re doing yourself more harm than good.
So get a bike fitter to sort it out. After all, it’s
their job to make sure we ride happier!

PAV ’S
POINTER

TO STAY SAFE ON
THE ROAD, DON’T
RIDE IN THE
GUTTER. A GOOD
DISTANCE AWAY
FROM THE
KERBSIDE IS A
METRE. IT GIVES
YOU PLENTY OF
SPACE TO
MANOEUVRE
SHOULD A
POTHOLE APPEAR
OR AN ANIMAL
RUN OUT.

A

A

Q

To pick Pav’s brain about how to be a better cyclist, drop him a line at askpav@bikesetc.co.uk
or message us at BikesEtc’s Facebook page or on twitter @BikesETCMAG
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WELCOME!

B ack in the olden days, before even bicycles were
invented, the kids of the upper classes were packed
off to ‘do’ Europe as a kind of coming-of-age treat.
Known as the Grand Tour, this posh rite of passage
flourished from about 1660 until the 1840s, when

the advent of railways made Europe more accessible and,
I suppose, somehow less exotic.

Which is curious. Because to me, a jaded old hack of the
21st century who’s seen much of this world and can summon
up what I haven’t in an instant (well, as long the Wi-Fi’s
working) Europe is still a captivating place to visit. I find a trip
through the Alps an overwhelming experience. Italy’s Great
Lakes, meanwhile, leave me beguiled. And the great
wildernesses I’ve been blessed enough to explore in the
French southwest, in northern Spain, in southern Germany
and the Austrian Tyrol over the years all get reruns in my mind
whenever the everyday dullness kicks in. Which, for me, is the
best thing about travel. The memories it imparts allow you to
escape into those places
again and again, whenever
the bus is late, the train is
delayed or the Wi-Fi is playing
up. To do the whole of Europe
justice in a wee guide like this,
of course, isn’t possible. But
I hope you still find enough in
these pages to inspire you to
make some special cycling
memories of your own. Enjoy!

Editor Nick Soldinger
Deputy editor David Kenning
Art director Andrew Sumner

THE BEST THING
ABOUT TRAVEL IS
THE MEMORIES IT
LEAVES, ALLOWING
YOU TO ESCAPE
INTO THOSE PLACES
AGAIN, LONG AFTER
YOU’VE COME HOME

N I C K S O L D I N G E R E D I T O R

E D ’S L E T T E R
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T YPES OF CYCLING
THINKING OF TAKING A TWO-WHEELED BREAK? GOOD. YOU DE

T here is no better way to see a
country than from the saddle
of a bicycle. It allows you both

a freedom and an intimacy with
the land and the locals that you’ll
never get from the confines of an
air-conditioned car, or a speeding
train. But do you go it alone or
do you join a guided group?
Ultimately, that’s a decision you’ll
have to make yourself, but to help
you choose here we look at the
pros and the cons of both…

T H E G O O D
■You’ll learn more about the

region. A good guide will lead you
to the unusual and the interesting.
They’ll also more than likely
speak the local lingo, as well as
understand a country’s customs
and laws meaning there’s less
risk of landing in trouble.

■You won’t have to fix your
bike. Good guided tours provide
mechanical support, which
means that should you get a flat
tyre or break your chain, there’ll
be someone on hand to help. This
is a big plus if you’re not that savvy
with a multitool.

■They’re great for single
travellers. Not only will you
potentially make savings through
things like group discounts on
food and accommodation, but
guided tours are inherently
sociable as well as safer.

T H E N O T S O G O O D
■Group rides lack flexibility.

As with any group activity, you’ll
need to be accommodating to
the needs of others. That means
starting and stopping when the
others do, sticking to the group
itinerary and riding at a pace that
doesn’t leave anyone behind.

■Other people are hell. Well, at
least according to Jean-Paul
Sartre. While we don’t necessarily
agree with the book-bothering
Frenchman, there is the distinct

possibility that you may not get
along with everyone in your
group. So try to find out as much
about who’s likely to be on your
trip before booking.

■They can cost more than going
it alone. Guided tours don’t
necessarily need to be super
expensive, but the simple fact
that you’re paying for a guide
is an expense you wouldn’t
have to bear if you were
travelling independently.

G U I D E D T O U R S
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HOLIDAY PART 1
OU DESERVE IT. BUT WHICH KIND OF GETAWAY IS BEST FOR YOU?

T H E G O O D
■You can make it up as you go

along. Unlike a guided ride,
you’re not compelled to follow any
particular itinerary or schedule.
Having said that, it’s obviously
a good idea to have a clue about
where you’re going and where
you’re staying.

■You’ll meet the locals. Travelling
alone means you’ll have no choice
but to chat to folks you meet
along the way, even if it’s just to
ask for directions or to be pointed
towards the nearest café.

■ It can be cheaper. Although
economies of scale can make up
for the cost of a guide, if it’s just
you, a tent, and a bag full of dried
food, you can get away for next
to nothing.

T H E N O T S O G O O D
■You’re on your own. Self-

sufficiency, especially in a foreign
country, can be a little daunting.
Language barriers, accidents,
emergencies and mechanicals
are all potential problems you’ll
need to tackle on your lonesome.

■You’re more likely to get lost.
GPS systems are great but
nothing really beats a bit of
local knowledge!

U N G U I D E D T O U R S
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HERE COMES THE GUIDE!
BIKECATION’S ROB PENN (LEFT) IS A REAL-LIFE
TRIP ADVISOR, AND ONE OF THE BEST IN THE
BUSINESS. HERE HE TELLS US ABOUT HIS JOB…

HI ROB. WHAT QUALIFIES YOU
PERSONALLY AS A CYCLING
TOUR GUIDE?
■Well, I used to be a lawyer, but
I gave that up in my late twenties
to cycle around the world. I then
became a journalist and author,
I wrote a book called It’s All About
The Bike (Penguin, £9.99), which
was then used as the basis for a
programme I did with the BBC. I’ve
also ridden in 50 different countries

over the years. And on a personal
level I’d say it’s because I deeply
believe that the best way to see a
country is from a bicycle saddle.

SO, WHY SHOULD SOMEONE
HIRE A GUIDE RATHER THAN
SETTING OFF ON THEIR OWN?
■By hiring a guide, you buy into
their experience, and usually at a
modest price. A good guide won’t
just facilitate the experience, they’ll

maximise it. They’ll tell you about
the local architecture, history,
wildlife, food, and hospitality. They’ll
also make sure you’re kept safe
and healthy, just by knowing about
things like the humidity, the state of
the tarmac, and how comfortable
the ride will be. On our rides we
always have a well-stocked support
vehicle to make sure riders can
refuel at the right time. It’s also
there for any mechanicals.
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THANKS ROB. FINALLY, WHAT’S
THE BEST ADVICE YOU CAN
GIVE TO ANYONE THINKING OF
BOOKING A HOLIDAY WITH YOU?
■There’s such a long list of places
we know and love that we can
suggest for rides and show you.
Places you might never of even
considered for a cycling holiday,
places like Turkey, Bosnia, Greece
and Corsica. So if you really want to
get the most out of the experience,
the best advice I can give is to
approach us with an open mind.

■See bikecation.co.uk
to discover more.

S THE GUIDE!

‘ON A PERSONAL LEVEL, I DEEPLY BELIEVE
THAT THE BEST WAY TO SEE A COUNTRY IS
FROM THE SADDLE OF A BICYCLE…’

WHAT ’S THE PROCESS OF
BOOKING A BREAK WITH YOU?
■Our packages are completely
bespoke so the way it usually works
is somebody gets in touch and
says they’ve got a group of cycling
friends that they’d like to go away
with. They then give me an idea of
what their collective capability is,
as well as things like whether or
not they like climbing, and the kind
of budget they’re on. I then offer
three different options as to what
destination might work best for
them. Once a destination is agreed,
I then build an itinerary, work out the
routes, the lunch stops and hotels,
which I then discuss with the group
before booking. The whole process
typically takes around six months to
organise, although it can be shorter.

SO YOU DON’T STAY IN THE
SAME HOTEL EVERY NIGHT?
■Correct. There’s nothing wrong
with staying in one place and
riding loops or circuits from a
base, but I think you get a greater
understanding and feel for a
country if you travel through it.
You’re also less likely to take a day off
and, of course, you can’t elect for a
shorter ride if you’re committed to
an itinerary. It all comes back
to maximising the experience.

HOW LONG DO HOLIDAYS
WITH YOU USUALLY LAST?
■ It depends. We do quite a few
corporate rides and they tend to last
five days with people leaving work
around lunchtime on a Thursday
and arriving back late on a Monday.

Otherwise, Rob’s Raids as we call
them, tend to last seven days with
six days of riding. We also take care
of transporting people’s bikes to
the destinations ourselves. We find
it saves time. It also cuts out the
hassle of people travelling with their
bikes as well as the risk of them
getting damaged or going missing.
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T YPES OF CYCLING
WANT TO GET SOME EDGE INTO YOUR PEDALLING? THERE’S NO BE

T R A I N I N G C A M P

W H A T A R E T H E Y
G O O D F O R ?
They’re great for improving your
speed, stamina, strength and
endurance. They’re also good for
building and maintaining
motivation. Knowing you’ve got a
camp coming up will encourage you
to prepare for it. Then when you get
there, riding most days on fresh
roads in hopefully great weather
will make those long, hard rides feel
like a breeze. And when you come
home, you’ll be eager to show off
your hard-won tan lines and any
newly learnt techniques.

W H A T I S
T R A I N I N G C A M P ?
As its name suggests, it’s a series of
structured training sessions held
over an extended period, usually
somewhere hot, or even exotic, that
is usually – but not always – led by
a coach. So a bit like a holiday, but
rather than lounge around by a pool
glugging cocktails, you’re out on the
road working on your fitness.
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HOLIDAY PART 2
S NO BETTER WAY THAN TO SIGN UP FOR A TRAINING CAMP

W H O O R G A N I S E S
T H E S E C A M P S ?
Well, there’s nothing to stop you
organising your own by getting a
group of mates together, picking a
suitable destination and booking the
flights. You’ll need to be clear about
your (or the group’s) goals before
heading out, though. If there’s no
clear plan, your training camp trip
could turn into a cycle-around-for-
a-bit-then-pop-into-a-bar-for-a-
beer-or-three type of holiday. You’ll
also need to consider spares, tools
and other essentials such as a
first-aid kit. Alternatively, seek out a
company (such as andycookcycling.
com, for example) who will do all the
hard work of organising, planning
and running your camp.

T H A T S O U N D S A B I T ,
E R M , P R O …
Well, it is in the sense that this is
exactly how the big names train in
the off season, but don’t worry –
companies offering these kinds of
breaks cater for all levels of ability
and experience. In fact, rookies or
intermediates arguably have the
most to gain from these camps as
they’ll be exposed to good training
techniques, advice and habits as
well as see their fitness and
confidence soar.

H O W D O T H E C A M P S
W O R K T H E N ?
Camps are typically a week to two
weeks long, with riders usually
divided into three or four groups
depending on their ability. Groups
at the more novice end will ride
shorter distances of perhaps
60-130km at an average speed of
20-25kmh (12-15mph), while those
of a more elite level might be riding
100-180km a day at 30kmh-plus.

TRAINING CAMPS ARE PERFECT FOR
IMPROVING STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE,
AND FOR BOOSTING YOUR MOTIVATIONPh
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GET TING YOUR
HOLIDAY RIGHT
MEET BESPOKED – A HOLIDAY COMPANY WITH EVERYTHING
REQUIRED FOR THE PERFECT CYCLING ESCAPE…

YOU’LL SEE A SIDE
OF MALLORCA
THAT MOST CYCLO-
TOURISTS HOLED
UP IN THE MASS-
MARKET HOTELS
NEVER GLIMPSE

W hat ingredients make for an
ideal cycling break? Firstly,
we’d say you need a

destination with great roads, better
views and almost guaranteed
sunshine. Having a top guide will
also help you squeeze every last
drop of satisfaction from your trip
– leading you to local wonders while
taking the stress of organising
everything off of your shoulders.
Finally, we’d also say that the quality
of your time off the bike and where
you stay are also crucial. After all, a
cycling holiday is still a holiday,
right? Yes, you want to come home
with a head full of great memories,

but also a body that’s rejuvenated,
revitalised and relaxed. Which is
why we’d like to introduce you to
Bespoked Holidays, because they
definitely get that philosophy.

Based in Mallorca (Great roads?
Tick. Great views? Tick. Great
weather? Tick.) Bespoked is run by
a British couple, David and Sarah,
who know the island as well any
local, and will make sure that you
see a side of Mallorca that most
cyclo-tourists holed up in one of the
island’s mass-market hotels never
catch a glimpse of.

You’ll also get to stay with the
couple in their luxury villa which
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has three sumptuous guest rooms
plus two guest bathrooms. The villa
also has free Wi-Fi, a generously
stocked bar, a private swimming
pool and over 2,000 square metres
of terraced gardens complete with
lily ponds and citrus orchards.

Stay here and literally everything
is taken care of for you. Hearty,
healthy breakfasts will appear
every morning, while the couple
can provide your evening meals on
request, using only the finest, fresh
locally sourced produce.

There are laundry facilities for
your kit, secure storage and an on-
site workshop for your bike’s needs.
There’s even a small fleet of fine
bikes available to hire should you
wish to travel without having to haul
your own with you from the UK.

All of which just leaves the riding!
The villa is located in the foothills of
the Tramuntana range so is in easy
reach of Mallorca’s greatest rides
(see overleaf). Whether you’re after

a structured training camp, want
to explore the island at a more
leisurely pace or would prefer to
do more relaxing than riding, the
couple can make it happen – you
just need to ask. And should you
prefer to ride without a guide,
they’ll provide you with routes
to follow that’ll suit your abilities
while making sure you don’t

miss out on the best cafés or any
spectacular views.

And the price? Well, you’re in for a
(nice) surprise. B&B bookings start
at just £89 per person a night, based
on two sharing. While budget-airline
bargains to Mallorca (from about
£50 return) aren’t exactly rare. Go
to bespokedholidays.com/cyclist-
mag-2017 to find out more.
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MALLORCA
THE BALEARIC BEAUTY THAT’S POSSIBLY THE
MOST CYCLING-FRIENDLY PLACE ON THE PLANET

MALLORCA IS TO CYCLISTS WHAT IBIZA
IS TO RAVERS, WITH LOADS OF CYCLING
FACILITIES, SHOPS AND RENTAL OUTFITS

B ack in the 70s, Mallorca had
a bit of grim rep. A sangria-
soaked package-holiday

destination that soon found itself
eclipsed by its hard-partying little
sister, Ibiza. Today, however, it’s
reinvented itself as arguably the
greatest cycling destination in
Europe. For those in search of
two-wheeled thrills it really does
have the lot – from dizzying peaks
and rolling roads to seemingly
endless sunshine. It’s like the place
was put together in a heaven by
a committee of cycling fanatics.

Perhaps its greatest attribute,
though, is its accessibility. Not only
is it easy to get to (it’s a two-and-
a-half hour flight away with some
budget airlines offering tickets for
£50 return) but it has something to
suit all levels of cyclist once you’re
there. And while it boasts some
spectacular climbs – most notably
the infamous Sa Calobra – there’s
little to daunt the average cyclist.

The northeast corner of the
island along the coastal road
between Port de Pollença and
Playa de Muro is where many
cyclo-tourists base themselves.
From here, most of the island’s best
cycling is within easy reach. The
Serra de Tramuntana mountain
range along the northern coastline,

DREAM DESTINATIONS 1
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the splendid ride out to Cap
Formentor – Mallorca’s windswept
northeastern extremity – and
a host of easy-going, flatter routes
south of Sa Pobla all help to draw
the Lycra-clad crowds.

Another attraction is the local
infrastructure which over the years
has come to offer to cyclists what
Ibiza town does to ravers. Here
you’ll find secure bike-storage
facilities, bike-washing facilities,
bike-repairing facilities, as well as
superb bike shops and rental outfits
that can supply you with just about
any kind of road bike, mountain
bike or e-bike, even supplying those
tagalong buggies for those who
don’t mind spending their cycling
holiday working as their kids’
rickshaw driver.

It’s the road cycling, though,
that most two-wheeled tourists
come to Mallorca for, with many

wishing to tackle the mighty Sa
Calobra – where Sir Bradley Wiggins
famously trained prior to his 2012
Tour de France victory. With its
snaking road, this climb designed
by local engineer Antonio Parietti
in the 1930s is one of the most
iconic in Europe – and intentionally
so. Like the road out to Formentor,

which Parietti also built, the route
wasn’t created to connect existing
towns but to encourage visitors
to the island to explore Mallorca’s
magnificent scenery. Ordinarily,
we’d guffaw at the notion that a
road can be a work of art but, heck,
in the case of Sa Calobra’ we’d
struggle to disagree.Ph
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HIRING A BIKE FOR
YOUR TRIP ABROAD
CAN AVOID TRAVEL
HASSLES AND YOU
MIGHT GET TO RIDE
SOMETHING EVEN
BETTER THAN YOUR
OWN BIKE

O ne of the great things about
cycling holidays is that they not
only give you the opportunity

to explore new places but also to
ride new bikes. Although taking
your own is always an option, it can
mean travel hassles, while hiring
a beautiful bike abroad – one that
may even be better than your own
– is becoming an increasingly

LEAVE YOUR
BIKE AT HOME
IF YOU’RE HEADING TO MALLORCA, WHY NOT TREAT
YOURSELF TO A SPIN ON SOMETHING SPECIAL?

popular option for many travellers.
Bike Experience Mallorca is

one company that specialises in
providing this sort of service,
running a fleet of road bikes,
mountain bikes and e-bikes from its
base in Vilafranca de Bonany in the
heart of the island. Not that you’ll
need to go there to pick your bike
up, because they’ll make sure it’s

delivered and collected from
wherever you’re staying.

The service is simple to use. All
you need do is go to their website
(bikeexperiencemallorca.com)
enter your details, and the address
you’ll be staying at. Pick the bike or
bikes you’d like to hire, the dates
you want them for, the size(s) you
require as well as any accessories,
and pay a 20% deposit with your
credit card or bank transfer. When
the bikes are brought to your
accommodation, you then pay the
balance with a card or cash to the
chap who drops them off.

Transit is included in the rental
price, while for additional fees,
insurance and even a breakdown
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service can be provided should you
get into trouble miles from the
nearest bike shop.

So what beautiful bikes could you
find yourself exploring Mallorca on?
How about a Giant TCR Advanced
Pro 1 like the one Tom Dumoulin
recently rode to Giro d’Italia glory?
Or a Cervélo S3 – which is similar
to the type of bike you’ll see Mark
Cavendish tearing up the pro
peloton on? Both are high-end
racing bikes that come equipped
with electronic groupsets.

Whatever bike you pick will
come with a 10-speed or 11-speed
drivetrain. Their carbon bikes wear
a 50/34 chainset with an 11-28
cassette, while their aluminium-
framed bikes such as the ones
in their Trek Madone fleet come
with an 11-32 cassette. In both,
cases an ideal range of gears to
cope with Mallorca’s hilly terrain.

In addition to their bike hire, the
company also offers other services
to help make sure you get the most
from a trip to the island. Not only can

they recommend great routes for
both roadies and mountain bikers
alike, but they can also provided
guided one-day and multi-day tours
if you want them. On top of that, they
also offer a host of back-up services
for both you and the bike.

You don’t even need to worry
about bringing your own helmet,
shoes or Garmin as these can be
added to your rental package at
a minimal cost, too. Bike hire starts
from €25 a day. For more info, see
bikeexperiencemallorca.com.
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TIME TO BOOK A
BUCKET-LIST TRIP!
ALWAYS DREAMED OF RIDING WHERE YOUR HEROES
MADE HISTORY? HERE’S HOW TO MAKE IT A REALITY…

C ycling is unique. Few of us will
ever get the chance to boot a
ball into the net at Wembley or

drive a lap around the Nürburgring,
but if you ride a bike there’s very little
stopping you from tackling the same
routes as Messrs Froome, Wiggins,
or even Merckx. In fact, if it’s always
been your dream to ride Mallorca’s
famous Sa Calobra, pit yourself
against Mont Ventoux or take on
Pyrenean beasts like the Col du
Tourmalet, it’s just a question of
booking and pedalling.

Among the most trusted and
well-established tour operators
who can make a trip like this happen
for you is Stuart Hall Cycling.

Set up in the late 1980s, the

company has helped thousands
of cyclists achieve their ambitions,
even attracting their fair share of
pros. Team Sky’s Luke Rowe, Bike
Channel-Canyon’s Dexter Gardias
and Aqua Blue Sport’s Daniel Pearson
have all been spotted at Stuart Hall
training camps over the years. Not
that you need to be an elite-level
rider to enjoy what’s on offer.

With guided rides and training
camps taking place from the
beginning of January to the
end of October, Stuart Hall has
got something for everybody,
regardless of ability or experience.
In the early part of the year from
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WANT TO TAKE ON VENTOUX? FANCY
TACKLING THE ALPS, OR EVEN A TOUGH
EURO SPORTIVE? IT ’S ALL ON THE MENU

winter through to spring you can
join them in Mallorca for a series of
rides that’ll help build your fitness,
improve your riding technique and
get you on the same roads that
the pros use for their pre-season
training – in fact pro spotting is
almost a recognised pastime in
Mallorca at this time of year.

Throughout the summer and
autumn, the company specialises in
the stuff of cycling fantasy. Always
dreamed of riding from Land’s end
to John O’Groats? Want to take on
Ventoux? Fancy tackling the Alps or
the Pyrenees? How about entering
some of the most challenging rides
in the European sportive calendar?
It’s all on the menu. There are even
great wind-down camps back on
Mallorca at the end of the year
designed to ensure that you can get
one last warm-weather cycling fix in

before the winter does its thing.
With each of their trips you get

half-board in two and three star
hotels, airport transfers and guided
rides included in the price. You can
also expect vehicle and mechanical
support if you’re taking on the
likes of Ventoux, entry costs and
paperwork taken care of if you’re
tackling any of the sportives the
company works with such as the
Marmotte, and if you fancy riding
in Mallorca but don’t want the
hassle of taking your own bike, they
have a superb stable of MEKK and
Etape carbon beauties available
for hire from £95 per week. Prices

range from around £300 for a
week in Mallorca, to £1,045 for their
Trophee de l’Oisans package which
sees riders tackle three alpine
sportives in a week. Now that’s
what we call a bucket-list ride! See
stuarthallcycling.co.uk for more.
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FRANCE
FROM ROLLING HILLS TO MONSTROUS CLIMBS, THE
LAND ACROSS THE CHANNEL HAS GOT THE LOT…

E ven a passing fan of the Tour de
France can’t help but notice that
the world’s most famous bike

race takes in some of the world’s
most stunning scenery. From craggy
coastline and rolling countryside
to spectacular mountains, France’s
roads offer cyclists an unrivalled
variety of options.

In the northwest, for example,
Normandy’s landscape offers
flattish roads, deep forests and lush
prairies, as well as miles of coastal
routes overlooking the Atlantic that
are linked by exquisite villages and
endless memorials to D-Day’s fallen.

Head to France’s far eastern
reaches, however, and in Alsace
you’ll find a France filled with rolling
roads that wind through medieval
towns with German-sounding
names and half-timbered houses.

In between, you’ll find the hills
of Burgundy and an old-world wine
region, where the fields are laced

DREAM DESTINATIONS 2
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FRANCE BOASTS ROLLING COUNTRYSIDE,
MILES OF COASTAL ROUTES AND TWO OF
EUROPE’S MIGHTIEST MOUNTAIN RANGES

with vineyards and the roads are
refreshingly free of traffic.

France also boasts not one but
two of the mightiest mountain
ranges in Europe. In the southwest,
on the border with Spain, loom the
Pyrenees, home to the forbidding
Col du Tourmalet. At 19km long with
1,404m of ascent to its summit at
2,115m altitude, it’s one of the most
infamous in cycling history, having
regularly broken Tour de France
competitors since it first featured
in 1910, when rider Octave Lapize
famously screamed ‘Vous êtes des
assassins!’ (‘You are murderers!’) at

race officials while struggling up it.
France’s other mountain range,

meanwhile, is perhaps even more
impressive. Four hundred miles
to the northeast, the Alps emit
an even more alluring glow for
cycling aficionados. Names likes
Alpe d’Huez, Col du Galibier, Col
du Télégraphe, Col d’Izoard and
Col de la Madeleine immediately
summon up images of fabled riders.
Battlegrounds all for some of the
fiercest rivalries in professional
cycling history, and yet free to ride
for any amateur plucky enough to
have a crack at them. And then, of

course further to the south is the
Mont Ventoux. Although technically
part of the Alps, the ‘Beast of
Provence’ looms alone over the
lush green Rhône Valley, its barren
limestone sides bereft of almost all
vegetation, frequently whipped by
vicious high-speed winds (they’ve
been known to reach 200mph!).
Mont Ventoux is as much a bucket-
list ride as any in this guide, but it’s
also a place of pilgrimage. Each
year, thousands trek up its ancient
slopes to pay homage to legendary
British rider Tommy Simpson who
rode himself to death in a failed
bid to conquer Ventoux during
the 1967 Tour de France. A simple
stone monument marking the place
where he collapsed from heart
failure not far from the summit is
cycling’s most famous shrine.Ph
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THE AWESOME
ALPS AWAIT
HOW BUZZ CAN HELP YOU DISCOVER THOSE MOUNTAINS
WITH ALMOST MYSTICAL APPEAL FOR EVERY CYCLIST…

THE COMPANY’S LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
MEANS YOU’LL SEE DAZZLING PARTS OF
THE REGION THAT FEW GET TO WITNESS

O f all the landscapes on earth,
none is more iconic for cycling
fans than the mighty Alps. First

drafted into the ninth edition of the
Tour de France back in 1911, they
have since become synonymous
with The World’s Greatest Bicycle
Race™ providing the backdrop to
some of the most heroic moments
and titanic battles in the sport’s
history. Just hearing names like Col
du Galibier, Col du Télégraphe and
Alpe d’Huez is enough to conjure
up images of legendary efforts.

But it’s not just the pros who
come to test themselves against
this famous mountain range.
Enthusiastic amateurs also flock
here from all over the world – an
endeavour that’s ideally undertaken
with the help of expert guidance.
Buzz Performance is one company
that can certainly provide plenty
of that should you decide to have
a crack at them yourself.

Based in Morzine high in
the northern French Alps, Buzz
specialises in providing not just
guided tours of this beautiful

region but plenty of insight from
experienced coaches on how to
improve your fitness and cycling
technique while doing it. Not that
you should expect to face some kind
of bicycle boot camp. The cycling
schedules are carefully structured
to suit your level of ability, and you’ll
be allowed plenty of time to soak up
the magical scenery, as well as stop
for coffee and photo opportunities.

Alternatively you can book
yourself onto either Buzz’s Tour de
France Holiday (held every year in
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July) or its Alpine Tour (a week long
event that takes place annually
at the end of August). The former
includes stages of that year’s
race while the latter leans on the
company’s local knowledge to show
you dazzling but obscure parts of
the Alps that few are lucky enough

to witness. There’s also Buzz’s Bikes
and Brews holiday which mixes
some stunning riding with brewery
visits and the opportunity to
sample some excellent Alpine ales.

When you’re off the bike
you’ll be staying in luxury chalet
accommodation where healthy

nutritious breakfasts and evening
meals, as well as afternoon tea and
coffee, are all included as part of
the package. You’ll also have access
to laundry facilities as well as mats
and foam rollers for post-ride
stretching. Physio sessions, sports
massages and bike fits can also be
arranged if required. And should
you want to leave your bike at home,
Buzz’s relationship with a local hire
company means you’ll receive a
20% discount should you go the
rental route.

Prices start at €595 (£520) ,
and although they don’t include
flights or transfers – Buzz can
arrange for the latter on request.
The nearest airport is Geneva
which you can get a return
flight to for around £120. Go to
buzzperfomance.com for more
details and to see what other
services and holidays Buzz provides
(hint: fitness nuts and triathletes
won’t be disappointed!).
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ITALY A HOST OF HEAVENLY
DELIGHTS AWAIT YOU IN
CYCLING’S SPIRITUAL HOME

SOME OF ITALY’S
BEST CLIMBS ARE
IN THE DOLOMITES,
THAT STAGGERING
LIMESTONE WALL
IN THE SOUTHERN
PART OF THE ALPS

T he bicycle may be a British
invention (or possibly German
depending on who you ask),

the French may host the world’s
greatest bike race, and Belgians
may have produced the greatest
ever pro cyclist, but no country owns
cycling quite like Italy. In bella Italia
it’s almost a religion – one with gods
(Bartali, Coppi), evangelists (Castelli,
Bianchi) and rituals (coffee and
cake, anyone?) that have all helped
shape our view of modern cycling.
The culture alone should be enough

DREAM DESTINATIONS 3

to entice any true pedalhead, but the
country also offers some of the most
dramatic routes, climbs and views
available to a two-wheeled tourist.

Some of the best are to be found
in the Dolomites, that staggering
limestone wall that makes up the
southern part of the Alps. Imagine
winching your way up one of its
famous passos (Gardena, Giau,
Podoi, or the staggering Stelvio –
take your pick!) and then being
rewarded with a thrilling descent
through silent forests and
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vertiginous pastures all the way
down to the glittering lakes at
Garda and Como.

If mountain passes sound like too
much like hard work, Tuscany to the
southwest offers a more forgiving
landscape, although one that is no
less beautiful. Rolling hills alive with
olive and lemon groves as well as

vineyards will give your legs and
lungs a good workout, while your
senses will be overwhelmed by the
dazzling environment.

No less wondrous but more
obscure, is the rustic southeastern
region which runs along the heel of
Italy’s boot. This is Puglia, a peaceful,
almost forgotten corner of the

country where cyclists can explore
a landscape of rolling hills and
sun-baked plains. Here olive groves,
dry stone walls, and fantastical
white conical cottages called trulli
all provide the backdrop for rides
that are best savoured at a leisurely
pace. There’s some incredible
coastal riding, too, along Italy’s
eastern edge where the land dips
down into the Adriatic. The
Emilia-Romagna region located at
the opposite end of the country to
Puglia has long been popular with
pro cyclists. The local tourist
industry there is also well equipped
to cater for riders and you’ll find
cycling friendly hotels (complete
with mechanics, storage areas and
cleaning facilities) as well as plenty
of cycling shops and bike-hire
joints in towns like Cattolica and
Cesenatico. The latter even hosts a
Gran Fondo (amateur race) each
May. It’s held in memory of the port’s
most famous son – and Italian
cycling’s most tragic icon – the
late Marco Pantani.Ph
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THE HOTEL
PROVIDES A
LEVEL OF SERVICE
DESIGNED TO MAKE
SURE THAT YOU GET
THE MOST FROM
YOUR SADDLE TIME

I f you’re planning on a do-it-
yourself road-cycling holiday,
having a bike-friendly base to

ride from is essential to get the most
from your break. As we’ve already
seen, the Emilia-Romagna region of
north-eastern Italy is one of those
parts of Europe that’s made a point
of reaching out to cyclists –
something that’s particularly in
evidence along its glittering Adriatic
coastline where the tourism
industry is built as much around
bikes as it is the beach. No surprise,
then that it’s here – in the town of
Cattolica – that you’ll find one of the
best examples of what a hotel
geared up for two-wheeled
tourists should look like.

Hotel Senior has a growing
reputation among roadies taking
cycling holidays or attending one
of the many Gran Frondos in this
spectacular region. Why? Well,

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
IN A BIKE HOTEL
HOTEL SENIOR IN NORTHERN ITALY IS EXACTLY THE SORT OF
BASE YOU NEED IF YOU DO PLUMP FOR A DIY BREAK…
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quite apart from the superb levels of
hospitality that its known for, it also
ticks just about every cycling holiday
box that we can think of, providing
a level of service designed to make
sure that you get the most from
your saddle time, while reducing
the stress that comes with a
self-organised trip.

Should you decide you want a
cycling guide or maps, need your kit
laundered, require physiotherapy,
a massage or medical treatment,
all you need do is ask at the 24-hour
reception. Here you can also pick
up discount coupons for various
nearby bike shops should a chain
need fixing or you fancy bagging a
super-cool Italian jersey that you
can show off when you get home.
There’s also an on-site secure
storage facility, so you can sleep
soundly knowing your beloved bike’s
safe when you’re not with it.

Off the bike you can expect some

exquisite cuisine offered on a full-
board, half-board or B&B basis, with
meals also served at flexible times
to suit your cycling endeavours.
All rooms have free Wi-Fi, a TV, a
safe, an en suite bathroom, plus
air-conditioning as standard. And
rooms are even sound proofed to
ensure every wink of sleep goes
by undisturbed – essential if you’re
going to be at your best on the bike.

The hotel can also use its local
links to get you special access to
Cattolica’s gyms and health clubs,
should you feel the need for an
additional work out. And with a bar,
swimming pool, and Jacuzzi also at
your disposal, relaxing shouldn’t be
a problem either.

The hotel is currently offering
discounts of up to 20% for bookings
in September, and if you’re planning
on going with a bunch of cycling
buddies, it also offers group
discounts all-year round.

HOTEL SENIOR, CATTOLICA,
EMILIA-ROMAGNA, ITALY
RATING: Three stars
PRICES: Starting from €40
(£35) per person per night
CONTACT: hotelsenior.it
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SPAIN
ESPAÑA HAS SO MUCH TO OFFER
THE DISCERNING CYCLIST – HERE
WE TAKE A LOOK AT JUST TWO
(VERY DIFFERENT) REGIONS…

F orget the Costa del Tourist
image that most Brits know
Spain for. Away from the

overcrowded beaches this is a
country of such profound diversity
it’s sometimes easy to forget that
you’re still in Europe. Southern
Spain in particular can be almost
extra-terrestrial. The mountains
of Andalusia, the region which
dominates that part of the country,
offers the highest climbs on the
entire Iberian peninsula. You’ll find
well-cared-for, largely traffic-free
roads that wend their way through
a landscape that ranges from green
and pleasant in the north and west
of the province, to one of deserts
and barren outcrops to the east.

Wild peaks such as Calar Alto in
the Sierra de Los Filabres
mountains await the truly
adventurous here. The climb up to
this 2,155m-high summit begins on
the edge of a desert and while the
gradient isn’t harsh the weather can
be, with temperatures in excess of
35°C/95°F in high summer. Don’t
expect to find too much shade
either, this is a land of spiky shrubs
and bleached rocks with few trees

DREAM DESTINATIONS 4
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SET IN THE VAST WILDERNESS OF PICOS
DE EUROPA PARK, LAGOS DE COVADONGA
IS SPAIN’S ANSWER TO ALPE D’HUEZ

to shield you from the sun or the hot
Sirocco winds that start in the
Sahara to the south. With few signs
of human life apart from the
immaculate ribbon of tarmac that
draws you onwards to the top, it is so
desolate and remote here that it’s
almost otherworldly. Fitting then,
that when you do reach its summit
you’ll find the biggest astronomical
observatory in mainland Europe
perched on top.

By complete contrast, the north
of the country is so lush and fertile
that the landscape almost glows
bright green. Here, 20km from the
Atlantic coast, you’ll find the Picos
de Europa – a vast wilderness that
at times looks more like the Yukon

or Colorado than somewhere that’s
a two-hour drive from Bilbao.
Unspoilt save for the roads and
tracks that lace this 250 square-
mile national park, the Picos is
crammed with peaks, lakes, forests,
caves and vast verdant pastures
where brown bears, eagles and
even wolves have been sighted.

If you’re a fan of the Vuelta a
España (Spain’s version of the Tour
de France) you may already know at
least one of the routes the Picos

contains. The climb at Lagos de
Covadonga is the race’s own Alpe
d’Huez, being similar in length,
gradient and height gain to that
famous French peak. Where it
differs, however, is in the views. With
unspoilt beauty in abundance as you
push yourself up, and the two lakes
of Enol and Ercina glistening below
you as freewheel back down. With
average temperatures of 24°C/75ºC
in summer, this is as close to perfect
as a cycling playground gets.Ph
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AN ANDALUSIAN
ADVENTURE AWAITS
LONG TO RIDE SOMEWHERE STUNNING? PREFER A MORE
PERSONAL TOUCH? VAMOS! HAS THE HOLIDAY FOR YOU…

THIS QUIET CORNER OF SOUTHERN SPAIN
MIGHT JUST BE THE BEST-KEPT CYCLING
SECRET IN THE WHOLE OF EUROPE

C ycling in Europe doesn’t get
more exotic than in Andalusia.
Here the landscape, the history,

the climate and the culture all blur
lines with North Africa which, at its
closest point, is just nine miles from
the coast of Spain’s southernmost
region. The Sierra Nevada
Mountains, which tower over the
area, is home to the Alpujarras – an
area which offers spectacular riding
on superb roads that are rarely
bothered by cars. In fact, this quiet
corner of southern Spain might just
be the best-kept cycling secret in
the whole of Europe – although one
British couple are doing their
best to change that.

Former road racer and mountain
biker Gary Williams and his wife
Sarah moved to the Alpujarras in
2005 to set up Vamos! – a holiday
company dedicated to revealing
the delights of this magical area
to any cyclist in search of
something truly different.

Their large home is in Cádiar,
a once-Moorish village of ancient
white buildings scattered in the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada
Mountain range. It serves as
guesthouse and base camp for
the training weeks and cycling
tours that Gary leads into the
wildernesses and wonders that
the surrounding area is so rich in.

Their home can sleep up to 10
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guests and has been purposely
put together to suit all your cycling
needs. You’ll find secure bike
storage, a fully equipped workshop,
four bathrooms, laundry facilities
and free Wi-Fi throughout, as well
as a comfortable lounge (with
satellite TV for the bike racing of
course!) that leads out onto a large
terrace – ideal for chilling out with a
cold beer after hot day in the saddle.
There’s also a communal dining
area where you can enjoy generous
buffet breakfasts, as well as Sarah’s
lovingly prepared, home-cooked
meals in the evening if you want.

Once you manage to muster
yourself from such a friendly,
relaxed environment and get on
your bike, you can either choose to
sign up for one of Vamos’! training

weeks with Gary as your guide,
tackle one of the local sportives,
or simply explore the mountains
at your leisure. The superb-value
training weeks include seven nights
B&B, guided rides, vehicle support if
needed, and airport transfers from
Granada, Almeria or Malaga – all for
just £425 per person. Flights aren’t
included but with budget airlines to
the region starting at £60 return,
you could easily have a week in a
cycling paradise without putting
a serious dent in your credit card.
And if you book as a group of four
or more, Vamos will even shave off
another 10%.

See vamoscycling.com for more
on riding in and around Cádiar from
March to June, and September
to November, or to find out about

plans for special training weeks in
other parts of the region. Don’t hang
about if you decide to book, though,
places are limited and – for obvious
reasons – get snapped up fast!
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PORTUGAL
F rance has the Tour, Italy has the

Giro and Spain the Vuelta, but
did you know that Portugal’s

Volta a Portugal was first raced in
1927, making it seven years older
than Spain’s grand tour? Well, if you
didn’t you do now and it’ll give you
some idea of just how rich Portugal’s
cycling heritage is. And one
company that knows all about
that is Phoinix Cycling which is
dedicated to proudly showing
British riders Portugal’s delights
via a host of truly diverse packages.

Book their Inner Land tour, for

DREAM DESTINATIONS 5

DISCOVER THE BEST WAY TO EXPLORE THE IBERIAN
PENINSULA’S OTHER GREAT CYCLING PLAYGROUND…

roads that’ll frequently treat you to
stunning coastal views, and even
glimpses of Roman castles.

If it’s serious climbing that
you're after, then Phoinix’s Highland
Package has plenty of that. This
explores the Serra da Estrela
mountain range towards the north
of the country where Portugal’s
highest peak, Torre, tickles the sky
at 1,993m – the plateau summit
featured twice in a single stage of
last year's Volta a Portugal.

The company can also help you
to sample some of Portugal’s best
loved cycling events, too, such as
the Troia-Sagres, a ride that takes
place every December between the
northern point of the Peninsula de

example, and you’ll find yourself
wheeling on mostly flat roads
through the Alentejo region, a
wonderland of cork plantations,
wheat fields and vineyards that’s
peppered with ancient villages
where you’ll be able to test your
riding chops on the local pave.

By contrast Phoinix’s Coastal
Package allows you to explore the
Serra da Arrábida region. Although
just 30 minutes drive from Lisbon,
this wild national park is virtually
unknown to tourists. Here you’ll
get to ride wonderfully empty
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THE ALENTEJO REGION IS A WONDERLAND
OF CORK PLANTATIONS, WHEAT FIELDS
VINEYARDS, AND ANCIENT VILLAGES…

Troia not far from Lisbon to the Cape
of Sagres in the Algarve, 200km
to its south. It’s not a race, in fact
it’s not even an official event, just a
very Portuguese take on endurance
riding. Should you prefer something
a little more organised, however,
the company can also arrange
for you to ride in events such as
the Granfondo da Arrábida. This
superb sportive takes place every
March, around the same time as the
Clássica da Arrábida race, meaning
that if you take Phoinix up on their
four-day package you'll have time to
watch how the pros negotiate the
very roads this sportive tackles.

Phoinix also tip a cycling cap to
Portugal’s great cycling past with

their Distinguished Gentlemen
Riders Weekends which are open
to anyone with a classic steel racing
bike who fancies riding like the
hardmen of yesteryear on gravel
surfaces and white roads.

As this suggests, Phoinix’s guided
rides aren’t the most conventional
and are definitely designed to test
you as a rider. And while the luxury
hotel accommodation they offer is
easily described as comfortable,
the riding often isn’t. Not that you’re

required to ride every day if you don’t
feel up to it, or even complete a ride,
as there are dedicated vans to give
stragglers a lift back or even a lift out
to a group if a rider’s slept in.

You can also expect massages,
full board and airport transfers,
plus lectures and workshops on
everything from racing techniques
to maintenance as part of their
exclusive deals. See phoinix.pt for
more, including bespoke packages,
and to enquire about prices.
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TRAVELLING WITH
H owever you’re getting to your

holiday destination, if your
bike’s coming with you’ll want

to make sure it arrives in one
piece. If you’re driving, stuffing it
into your car’s boot is not
recommended. A proper rack is
a much better bet, either mounted
on your car’s roof or rear. But
which type is best? According to
Elliot Oxley at Roofbox.co.uk,
‘Firstly, you need to consider the
number of bikes you’re carrying
and their weight. The car you’re
using is also a factor as lifting bikes
on and off the roofs of bigger ones
can be a struggle. Rear-mounted
carriers, meanwhile, may obscure
your number plate requiring you
to fix a lighting board.’ With all that
in mind, we’ve picked out three
(opposite) which are among the
best around. Take your bike on a
plane or a train, however, and
you’ll need a bike bag or case. Bags
tend to be cheaper but offer less
protection than a hard-shell case.
We’d tend to recommend the latter,
of which this is an ideal example…

£299.95

roofbox.co.uk

B & W I N T E R N A T I O N A L B I K E B O X I I
■Type: Hard-shell bike case
■Why’s it so good? German
firm B&W has been making
bike cases since 1983, and has
carved out a reputation for
robust and reliable products.
Having removed the seatpost
and wheels, and turned the
handlebars flat, your bike is
then secured to the base with
nylon cargo straps, while a
further padded nylon strap is
wrapped around the chain,
and a foam block provides
protection for the chainset.
Foam spacers and straps
secure your handlebars, and
there are fork spacers to

prevent crushing, while your
wheels travel in their own
protective bags. The whole lot
is sandwiched between two
thick layers of foam padding
and the tough ABS shell is then
secured via six interlocking
points, four securing straps
plus a belt with its own
self-tightening buckle. Now
that’s what we call protection!
■The really clever bit? The
case takes frames of any
design up to 62cm, so even the
tallest riders are catered for.
And at under 300 quid – it’s
around £150 cheaper than
many of its main rivals.
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£169.95

roofbox.co.uk

£374.95

roofbox.co.uk

From £104.95 roofbox.co.uk

YOUR BIKE A GUIDE TO TAKING
YOUR BICYCLE ABROAD
BY PLANE OR CAR

B U Z Z R A C K B U F F A L O
■Type: Tow-bar mounted, hang-on
■Why’s it so good? This compact creation may look
small but it’ll carry up to four bikes at a time. Robustly
built, it supports your bike by its top tube with padded
arms to protect your bikes’ paintwork, while sturdy
300cm safety straps will stop them flapping about like
flags while you’re hammering down the autostrada.
There’s even an integrated cable lock to keep your bike
safe from oiks when you stop for a comfort break.
■The really clever bit? It has a foot pedal that operates
a hands-free tilting mechanism, which allows you to
open the boot with the bikes still in place on the rack.
The arms also fold flat when the rack’s not in use.

A T E R A S T R A D A D L
■Type: Tow-bar mounted, platform
■Why’s it so good? Up to three bikes (or four if you
opt to buy an adapter)can be securely fitted to this
rack by their wheels via a ratchet mechanism, which’ll
ensure you get plenty of peace of mind for your money.
It also means that size, shape and frame style won’t be
an issue, which can be a problem with some hang-on
racks. It’s easy to fit – simply clicking onto the tow-ball of
your car – and has an integrated light board, which will
save you forking out and fitting one yourself.
■The really clever bit? The platform has a mechanism
that allows you to slide it backwards away from your car
to allow access to the boot.

Y A K I M A F R O N T L O A D E R
■Type: Roof-mounted tyre holder
■Why’s it so good? Ideal for carbon frames, as it
secures the bike to your car’s roof via its front wheel
rather than frame clamps. It’s super simple to use, too –
roll the front wheel into that wheel catcher which holds
the bike while you secure it with the retaining straps.
■The really clever bit? The adjustable wheel catcher
can accommodate just about any type of wheel, including
those with disk brakes, and aero rims up to 70mm deep.
And when not in use, it conveniently folds away flat.
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CYCLING HOLIDAY
CHECK LIST
ALL BOOKED UP? GREAT. TICK THIS
LITTLE LOT OFF BEFORE YOU ESCAPE…

E S S E N T I A L S
■ Passport and

travel documents
■ Insurance paperwork
■ Credit card
■ Foreign Currency
■ Mobile Phone

and charger
■ Travel adapter

P E R S O N A L S T U F F
■ Wash kit
■ Any medication
■ First-Aid Kit
■ Sunscreen/

Aftersun/Lip balm
■ Towel
■ Chamois cream

R I D I N G
E S S E N T I A L S
■ Bike (if you’re

not hiring one)
■ Your bike

measurements
and bottle cages
(if you are hiring)

■ Pedals and shoes
■ Helmet
■ Cycling cap/bandana
■ Sufficient jerseys, bibs,

socks, baselayers
■ Arm/leg warmers
■ Jacket/Gilet
■ Mitts
■ Sunglasses
■ Pump
■ Multitool

with chain breaker
■ Café lock
■ Water bottles
■ Bike computer

+ any attachments

S P A R E S
A N D R E P A I R S
( I F T H E R E’S N O
M EC H A N I CA L S U P PO RT )

■ Four spare inner tubes
■ Duct tape and zip ties

for quick fixes
■ Spare cleats
■ Puncture repair kit
■ Tyre levers
■ Powerlinks for chains
■ Spare brake pads

(two sets)

O F F - T H E B I K E
C L O B B E R
■ Jeans/chinos
■ Shirts/T-shirts
■ Jumper or jacket
■ Swimwear
■ Pair of shoes/trainers
■ Sufficient socks

and underwear
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SAVE
67%

The road cyclist’s monthly handbook packed
with the latest bikes, kit, rides and reviews

Visitdennismags.co.uk/bikesetc
Orcall freeon01795414622

Quoting G1702BSUPB for the print + digital package
OR quoting G1702PSUPB for the print only version
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JUST £5



Discover your perfect bike. 

Cannondale Synapse Carbon Ultegra

Anne
Age: mid 60’s
Miles per week: mid 70’s

AMATCH
MADE IN EVANS


